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Table of Contents in Three Parts p.1-8 
I. Introduction pp.8-17 
II. Some Plant Use Profiles pp. 17-172 
Find the plant you are looking for in the first list here, English to Botanical Name, 
and get its botanical name. Then look it up alphabetically in the text by its 
botanical name. The second list simply alphabetizes the botanical names with 
their English counterparts as used here. The family name of each one is in tiny 
letters following the English name, for those interested. It’s also in the text. 
 

English to Botanical Name 
Absinthe (Wormwood) Artemisia Absinthium 
Anoda, Spurred Anoda cristata  
Amaranths Amaranthus spp.   
Bouncingbet (Soapwort) Saponaria officinalis 
Broadleaf Plantain Plantago major 
Bull Thistle Cirsium vulgare see Carduus acanthoides 
Burdock, Common Arctium minus  
Canada Thistle Cirsium arvense see Carduus acanthoides 

Caraway, Wild Carum carvi  
Chamomile, Corn Anthemis arvensis 
Chamomile, Mayweed Anthemis cotula 
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Chamomile, Scentless Matricaria perforata See the above Chamomiles 

Cheatgrass (Downy Brome) Bromus tectorum 
Chicory Cichorium intybus 
Chinese Clematis Clematis orientalis 
Cinquefoil, Sulfur Potentilla recta 
Curly dock and Sheep Sorrel Rumex crispus and R. acetosella 

Dalmation Toadflax Linaria dalmatica and L. genistifolia 
Dames rocket (Mother-of-Evening) Hesperis matronalis 
Dandelion, Common Taraxacum officinale 
Dock, Curly and Sheep Sorrel Rumex crispus and R. acetosella 
Downy brome (Cheatgrass) Bromus tectorum 
Eurasian watermilfoil Myriophyllum spicatum 
Field Bindweed Convolvulus arvensis 
Goatgrass, Jointed Aegilops cylindrica  
Goatshead (Puncturevine) Tribulus terrestris 
Henbane, Black Hyoscyamus  niger 
Hoary cress (Whitetop) Cardaria draba  
Houndstongue Cynoglossum officinale 
Johnsongrass Sorghum halapense 
Jointed Goatgrass Aegilops cylindrica 
Knapweed, Diffuse Centaurea diffusa  
Knapweed, Spotted Centaurea maculosa  
Knapweed, Russian Acroptilon repens See Centaurea diffusa 

Knotweed, Bohemian Polygonum x bohemicum 
Knotweed, Giant Polygonum sachalinense 
Knotweed, Japanese Polygonum cuspidatum 
Lambsquarters, Common Chenopodium album   
Leafy Spurge Euphorbia esula 
Mallow, Common Malva neglecta 
Mallow, Venice Hibiscus trionum 
Milkweed, Common Asclepias syriaca  
Milkweed, Showy Asclepias speciosa  
Mother-of-the-Evening (Dame’s Rocket) Hesperis matronalis 
Myrtle Spurge Euphorbia myrsinites 
Mullein, Common Verbascum thapsus 
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Musk Thistle Carduus nutans  
Nettle, Stinging Urtica dioica 
Orange hawkweed Hieracium aurantiacum 
Oxeye daisy Chrysanthemum leucanthemum 
Perennial Pepperweed Lepidium latifolium 
Pepperweed, Perennial Lepidium latifolium 
Pigweed, Redroot Amaranthus retroflexus  
Plantain, Broadleaf Plantago major  
Plumeless Thistle Carduus acanthoides 
Poison Hemlock Conium maculatum 
Puncturevine (Goatshead) Tribulus terrestris 
Purple Loosestrife Lythrum salicaria 
Purslane, Common Portulaca oleracea   
Quackgrass Elytrigia repens 
Redroot Pigweed Amaranthus retroflexus 
Redstem Filaree/Storksbill Erodium cicutarium 
Russian olive Elaeagnus angustifolia  
Salt cedar (Tamarisk) Tamarix spp. 
Scotch Thistle Onopordum acanthium and tauricum See Carduus acanthoides 

Sheep Sorrel Rumex acetosella 
Soapwort (Bouncingbet) Saponaria officinalis 
Sowthistle, Perennial Sonchus arvensis 
Spurge, Leafy Euphorbia esula 
Spurge, Myrtle Euphorbia myrsinites  
Spurred Anoda Anoda cristata 
St. Johnswort, Common Hypericum perforatum 
Stinging Nettle Urtica dioica 
Sulfur Cinquefoil Potentilla recta 
Tamarisk (Salt Cedar) Tamarix spp. 
Tansy, Common Tanacetum vulgare 
Teasel, Common Dipsacus fullonum  
Teasel, Cutleaf Dipsacus laciniatus 
Thistles, Bull Cirsium vulgare See Carduus acanthoides   
Thistle, Canada Cirsium arvense See Carduus acanthoides  
Thistle, Musk Carduus nutans 
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Thistle, Plumeless Carduus acanthoides 
Thistle, Scotch Onopordum acanthium and tauricum See Carduus acanthoides 

Toadflax, Dalmatian Linaria dalmatica and L. genistifolia 
Toadflax, Yellow Linaria vulgaris 
Venice Mallow Hibiscus trionum 
Watermilfoil, Eurasian Myriophyllum spicatum 
Whitetop (Hoary Cress) Cardaria draba 
Wild Caraway Carum carvi 
Wild proso millet Panicum miliaceum 
Yellow nutsedge Cyperus esculentus 
Yellow starthistle Centaurea solstitialis 
Toadflax, Yellow Linaria vulgaris 
Wormwood (Absinthe) Artemisia Absinthium  
Velvetleaf Abutilon theophrasti 
 
Botanical Name 
Abutilon theophrasti Velvetleaf                Malvaceae 

Acroptilon repens See Centaurea diffusa Russian knapweed Asteraceae 
Aegilops cylindrica Jointed Goatgrass      Poaceae 
Amaranthus spp. Amaranths           Amaranthaceae 
Amaranthus retroflexus Redroot Pigweed Amaranthaceae 
Anoda cristata Spurred anoda            Malvaceae 
Anthemis arvensis Corn Chamomile         Asteraceae 
Anthemis cotula Mayweed Chamomile  Asteraceae 
Arctium minus Common Burdock       Asteraceae 
Artemisia Absinthium Absinthe/ Wormwood Asteraceae  
Asclepias speciosa Showy Milkweed       Apocynaceae 
Asclepias syriaca Common Milkweed   Apocynaceae 
Bromus tectorum Cheatgrass/Downy Brome Poaceae 
Cardaria draba Whitetop/Hoary Cress Brassicaceae 
Carduus acanthoides Plumeless thistle    Asteraceae 
Carduus nutans Musk Thistle       Asteraceae 
Carum carvi Wild Caraway          Apiaceae 
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Centaurea diffusa Diffuse knapweed   Asteraceae 
Centaurea maculosa Spotted Knapweed  Asteraceae 
Centaurea solstitialis Yellow Starthistle  Asteraceae 
Chenopodium album Lambsquarters   Amaranthaceae 
Cichorium intybus Chicory                  Asteraceae 
Chrysanthemum leucanthemum Oxeye Daisy          Asteraceae 
Cirsium vulgare See Carduus acanthoides Bull Thistle               Asteraceae 

Cirsium arvense See Carduus acanthoides Canada Thistle     Asteraceae 
Clematis orientalis Chinese Clematis Ranunculaceae 
Conium maculatum Poison hemlock   Apiaceae 
Cardaria draba Whitetop/Hoary Cress Brassicaceae 
Chrysanthemum leucanthemum Oxeye Daisy        Asteraceae 
Conium maculatum Poison hemlock  Apiaceae 
Convolvulus arvensis Field Bindweed  Convolvulaceae 

Cynoglossum officinale Houndstongue   Boraginaceae 

Cyperus esculentus Yellow nutsedge  Cyperaceae 
Dipsacus fullonum Common Teasel   Dipsacaceae 
Dipsacus laciniatus Cutleaf Teasel      Dipsacaceae 
Elaeagnus angustifolia Russian Olive      Elaeagnaceae 
Elytrigia repens Quackgrass         Poaceae 
Erodium cicutarium Redstem Filaree/StorksbillGeraniaceae 
Euphorbia esula Leafy Spurge       Euphorbiaceae 
Euphorbia myrsinites Myrtle Spurge      Euphorbiaceae 
Hesperis matronalis Mother-of-the-Evening/ Dames’Rocket Brass. 

Hibiscus trionum Venice Mallow          Malvaceae 
Hieracium aurantiacum Orange Hawkweed   Asteraceae 
Hyoscyamus niger Black Henbane         Solanaceae 
Hypericum perforatum St. Johnswort           Clusiaceae 

Lepidium latifolium Perennial Pepperweed Brassicaceae 

Linaria dalmatica and L. genistifolia Dalmatian Toadflax Scrophulariaceae 
Linaria vulgaris Yellow Toadflax      Scrophulariaceae 
Lythrum salicaria Purple Loosestrife      Lythraceae 
Matricaria perforata See the above Chamomiles Scentless Chamomile Asteraceae 
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Myriophyllum spicatum Eurasian Watermilfoil Haloragaceae 
Onopordum acanthium and tauricum See Carduus acanthoides Scotch Thistle              Asteraceae 
Panicum miliaceum Wild proso Millet      Poaceae 
Plantago major Broadleaf Plantain   Plantaginaceae 
Polygonum cuspidatum Japanese Knotweed  Polygonaceae 
Polygonum sachalinense Giant Knotweed         Polygonaceae 
Polygonum x bohemicum Bohemian Knotweed Polygonaceae 
Portulaca oleracea Purslane, Common   Portulacaceae 
Potentilla recta Sulfur Cinquefoil         Rosaceae 
Rumex acetosella Sheep Sorrel             Polygonaceae 
Saponaria officinalis Soapwort/BouncingBet Caryophyllaceae 
Sonchus arvensis Perennial Sowthistle  Asteraceae 
Sorghum halapense Johnsongrass            Poaceae 
Tamarix spp. Tamarisk/Salt Cedar Tamaricaceae 
Tanacetum vulgare Common Tansy        Asteraceae 
Tribulus terrestris Puncturevine           Zygophyllaceae 

Urtica dioica Stinging Nettle        Urticaceae 

Verbascum thapsus Common mullein   Scrophulariaceae 
 
 
III. Ecological Management  p.172 to end 
 
Find information under these headings in Part III in this order: 
Prevention 
Protection 
Understanding Agroecology 
Ecologically Based Pest Management 
Feeding the Soil Foodweb 
Holistic Management--working with ruminants  
Managing for Ecosystem Services 
Some more techniques that could be used within an agroecological 
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land design 
Certified Weed-free Forage (Straw and Hay) 
Hand-pulling and Digging 
Mowing 
Mulching to Suppress 
Weeder Geese 
Organic Herbicides 
Soil Solarization 

 
 

 
I. Introduction 

 

 
www.pixabay.com sciala 

 
What is a Weed? 

 
“A plant where you don’t want it.” 

popular definition 
 

“A plant whose virtues have not yet been discovered.” 
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Ralph Waldo Emerson in 1827 
 

“Nature knows no plants as weeds.” 
Liberty Hyde Bailey, co-founder of the American Society for Horticultural Science 

 
“Theirs is a long and complicated story...the history of weeds is the 

history of man.” 
Botanist Edgar Anderson 

 
 
“If you don’t know the names of the plants that grow around you, how can you 
call on your friends when you are in trouble?”  
 
This last quote is the best I can remember of the words that got me started foraging in 
the early eighties. It’s from a poem in a chapbook by Abenaki writer and publisher, Joe 
Bruchac.  
 
These words still guide and inspire me.  
 
This pdf was written for my own information and for neighbors and friends who garden 
or have small market farms, who live in the Rockies, and who are curious about the 
many traditional uses of weeds. It’s now for all who are curious about the nature and 
uses of many of these plants, even as they or others might want or need to manage 
them to increase diversity when they are forming monocultures.  
 
When foraging outside a garden, I focus on eating and using only 
weeds/super-abundant naturalized plants, to protect the beleaguered native flora in the 
semi-arid area where we live. In many places, weeds have outcompeted or seriously 
impacted the native ecosystem (that which was here before White settlement around 
1860). They were able to do this when given an entry point through soil disturbance and 
exposure (think road-building, mine-building, building building, other types of 
conventional land use, conventional gardening, conventional ranching, conventional 
agriculture, and so on) and the favoring of weedy soil conditions through the use of 
home and farm fertilizers and pesticides, which change and deplete the native soil 
community.  
 
I started with many of the plants on the noxious weed list of Colorado, because some in 
this hall of shame are real sleepers, others I was curious about, but mostly because I 
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live and grow food here. I wanted more in-depth information on uses, ecological 
relationships, etc. on what was in my and others’ gardens and fields. Then I added 
edible favorites that grew around me and most everywhere else.  
 
Not all these plants have properties useful to humans. Some are harmful; this is stated 
in their profiles. A number have been here in the U.S. longer than most of our 
ancestors. Mullein, Velvetleaf, St. Johnswort, Mother-of-Evening, aka Dame’s Rocket 
and others are coming up on their four hundredth anniversary.  
 
The list keeps growing, as does the information in each entry. While some types of 
information on these plants are scarce (for instance on ecological relationships and 
effects of climate change on their growth habits), you can find voluminous amounts of 
information on the web and in books just in English alone, not to mention every 
language that should be studied for our knowledge on these plants to be as complete to 
date as possible. 
 
A comprehensive monograph on each plant would take months or years per plant to 
write. No attempt has been made to do this. To list traditional medical properties 
exhaustively, for instance, would be a book unto itself. Please use your own judgment 
when considering the information presented, from traditional/historic folks uses to 
control and do your own further research. 
 
Please Note: standard mechanical and cultural control advice is included here in most 
profiles, with the caveat that any kind of control should always be carried out within the 
context of healing the soil and maintaining healthy soil--creating the right balance and 
mass of soil biology for the crop and site in question, with the ecological practices this 
entails. For more information on this, see Part III  Ecological Management: 
Understanding Agroecology, Ecologically Based Pest Management, Feeding the Soil 
Foodweb, and Holistic Management--working with Ruminants. 
 
Science, experience, and research are constantly adding to our knowledge.  
This pdf is just a start, a molecule on the tip of the iceberg of knowledge about--and 
relationship with--these and other super-abundant plants.  
 

Harvesting for Human Use  
For thousands of years abundant wild plants, have lived in proximity with humans. They 
have both grown wild and colonized ground disturbed and impoverished by civilization; 
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they have been both welcomed and cursed. By way of example, Professor Joseph 
Cocannouer, who was born in the 1880s and taught soil conservation and biology, 
wrote about his mother, who kept an excellent kitchen garden: “She searched the forest 
and meadows for her weed greens, often the very same weeds she fought so 
relentlessly in her garden. Mother considered the wild, eating weeds far superior to any 
greens she could grow.” Ch.10 “Weeds as Food” in Weeds, Guardians of the Soil  by 
Joseph Cocannouer 
http://vanveenorganics.com/ebooks/Weeds%20guardians%20of%20the%20Soil%20%283%29.pdf  
 
Weeds from both in and outside of the garden and farm have provided food, drink, 
medicine, household essentials, dyes, crafts, cosmetics, furniture, bedding, tinder, 
kindling, and firewood for the campfire or wood stove, animal feed, insect repellent, food 
preservation ingredients, needles, thread, cloth, clothing, dye, walking staffs, toys, dolls, 
musical instruments, tools, weapons, shelter, beauty, joy, awe, wonder, ceremonial 
focus and use, business foundations, ecosystem services--mulch, cover crop, nurse 
crop, green manure, soil mineralization and other services. They can do so today if we 
are curious enough to let them. Some of these plants are sold in pill form over the 
counter in natural pharmacies/drugstores and on the internet. 
 
Many eaters want to know which are edible; some want a new gourmet angle.  Some 
are concerned about food security in this age of both rising wealth inequality and 
heightened long-term emergency preparedness awareness.  
 
The list is long. Some edible garden weeds found in gardens and on farms in Colorado 
and elsewhere include nettle, dandelion, mallow, thistle, purslane, plantain, curly dock, 
sheep sorrel, prickly lettuce/compass plant, mustards of all kinds including blue, creasy 
greens, whitetop, field pennycress, mother-of-evening, and shepherd’s purse, salsify, 
knotweed, pigweed, lambsquarters, pineapple weed (drink), sowthistle, sweet clover 
(with caution), rhubarb, prickly pear, clovers (tea), cow parsnip (careful on the ID), 
chickweed, heal-all, redstem filaree, wild caraway, chicory, burdock.  
 
Recipes: 
Here is a short list of some cookbooks and websites I like. Add your own favorites! 
 
Recipe Books: 
Any by Euell Gibbons 
Any by Steve Brill 
The Wild Taste by Kathryn and Andrew March 
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Wild Foods Cookbook and Field Guide by Billy Joe Tatum 
The Wild Wisdom of Weeds by Katrina Blair--raw vegan recipes 
 
Websites: 
Wildman Steve Brill:  https://www.wildmanstevebrill.com/ 
Hank Shaw: Hunter Angler Gardener Cook  http://honest-food.net/ 
Erica aka Wildfood Girl: https://wildfoodgirl.com/ 
 
 
There are both small and huge global businesses based on a number of these plants 
and some potential local business opportunities for others. These plants, being 
abundant, can provide free raw material for creative entrepreneurs. This can be a 
creative use of a resource many need and want to control, either for business/crop 
competition purposes or for helping healthy native landscapes/plants flourish. 
 

Invasive Weeds as Resource for Business: Some Examples 
 

The German company, Knotty Foods, shows how communities can manage the spread of 
a Japanese knotweed which is highly invasive and also highly nutritious and medicinal. 
It models a partnership among botanists, weed managers, and foragers/herbalists 
http://www.newtritionink.de/shop/pdf/english.pdf  
 

Knotweed is sold in tincture and capsule form on the internet and elsewhere. 
 

Have a Cheatgrass Beer and Help the Great Basin 
http://sagebrushandspuds.blogspot.com/2012/12/have-cheatgrass-beer-and-help
-great.html 
 

Herbalists harvest St. Johnswort for tinctures sold all over the world and on the internet. 
 

Eurasian watermilfoil as biofuel: 
http://www.treehugger.com/renewable-energy/biofuel-potential-of-another-invasiv
e-species-investigated-eurasian-milfoil.html  
 

The Agricultural Marketing Resource Center is looking at Chufa, a variety of Yellow 
nutsedge, used in  the traditional drink called horchata which in Spain and Mexico is 
served in health spas, pubs and restaurants. : 
http://www.agmrc.org/commodities__products/grains__oilseeds/chufa/ 
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Carving--Russian Olive Twisted Rim Bowl: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SeiffLAsPY 
Sawmill sawing Russian Olive log into lumber: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-kNXng4AAA 
 

Thistle (and other weeds) control business: 
Cows Learning to Eat Weeds in Boulder County: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAUoNtOFbCE  
 

Hello, I’m Becca and I’m a thistle farmer (and minister): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vQgX8sQRfw 

 
Biomass Potential of above-ground parts before seed set: Organic matter can be farmed 

or collected for biomass crops. This can be as simple as collecting corn, soy or wheat 
stalks, or collecting yard waste or industrial or recycled wood waste. [This can apply to a 
number of plants on this list.] http://www.agmrc.org/commodities__products/biomass/  
 

Biochar has the potential to produce...renewable energy in a climate-friendly manner and 
provide a valuable soil amendment to enhance crop productivity. If carbon offset 
markets develop, biochar can provide income for farmers and ranchers [and other 
landowners] who use it to sequester carbon in soil...Biochar is the product of turning 
biomass into gas or oil with the intention of adding it to crop and forest production 
systems as a soil amendment. 
https://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/summaries/summary.php?pub=322  
 

Chicory is a major international commercial food plant. France, Belgium, and the 
Netherlands produce the most. It is sold as a coffee substitute and is used by chefs in 
many recipes. There is even a guide book to starting your own chicory business. Both 
small-scale local producers and large multinational corporations sell chicory.  
 

Velvetleaf’s use as a fiber crop in China dates to 2000 B.C. or earlier; it is still grown there 
for fiber which is used to make ropes, coarse cloth, nets, paper, and caulk for boats (8). 
[It was cultivated for this purpose in the U.S. in the 1700’s, though it did not become an 
economic crop.]  

http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 

Mullein’s leaf capsules, mullein tincture, etc. are sold commercially  
Burdock’s root, tea, root oil are sold commercially 
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Bouncingbet is sold commercially as tincture and in product  
formulas  

Teasel root tincture is sold on the internet and in stores 
 

Quackgrass is sold commercially in tincture/extract form 
Mallow/Malva is sold commercially as tincture and tea 
Perennial pepperweed, Lepidium latifolium is sold commercially as an extract 
Nettles are sold commercially alone and in medicinal product formulations at Walgreens, 

etc. 
Dandelions are sold commercially as fresh greens, root, tea, wine at Walmart and other 

large and small retailers 
Plantain is sold commercially as a tea or in capsule or tincture form and in bird seed 
Purslane is sold commercially in skin care products and in capsule form 

 
Honeybeekeepers say bees love: 
Bindweed, the Chamomiles listed here, The knapweeds listed here, Yellow Starthistle, 
Houndstongue, the Teasels listed here, Dame’s Rocket/Mother-of-the-Evening, Orange 
Hawkweed, Yellow Toadflax, Purple Loosestrife, Tamarisk, Tansy. Many of the others 
attract other “generalist” and some “specialist” insects, the specialists being crucial for 
many native plants to succeed.  
 
There are more possibilities for small businesses using these plants; see Uses under 
each entry.  
 
 WARNING 
The information in this pdf is not exhaustive and does not provide conclusive 
identification.  It is presented for informational purposes only. Always do more research 
before putting any of these plants in or on your body! Sometimes people can be allergic 
and don’t know it, just as some have allergies to common plants like wheat and 
peanuts. Learn in person from a local guide experienced in wild plant identification. The 
risk as well as the reward for using these plants belongs to each of us foragers and 
consumers. 
 
If you are foraging in northeastern CO, southern WY, or any other region in which 
Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) in wild cervids has shown up, please be aware of 
information on CWD and its relationship with grasses and forbs, as reported in this 
article, so you can make your own decisions: 
http://www.foodsafetynews.com/2015/06/researchers-make-surprising-discovery-about-
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spread-of-chronic-wasting-disease/#.VWyyz0ZM3IV  
 
If you are harvesting weeds from a place other than one you protect (eg. your garden, 
orchard, or fields), make sure it is completely clean. Be positive no herbicides have 
been sprayed there and no other kinds of toxic chemicals have been dumped or have 
washed there. Right by a busy road and under a power line is not a good idea. Know 
the use of your foraging site. 
 
Annuals and Perennials 
Weeds can be divided into two broad categories—annuals and perennials.  
For identification, use, and management it’s helpful to know the life cycle of the plant we 
are working with. Here’s ATTRA (the National Sustainable Agriculture Information 
Service)on the three different types. 
 
ATTRA on Annual weeds 
[They] produce a seed crop in one year, then die. They are well adapted to succeed in 
highly unstable and unpredictable environments brought about by frequent...drought, or 
other disturbance. They put much of their life cycle into making seed for the next 
generation. This survival strategy serves plants in disturbed environments well, since 
their environment is likely to be disturbed again. The annual plant must make a crop of 
seed as soon as possible before the next disturbance comes....[Most of our major crops 
are annuals.]...we create an environment desirable for annual weeds. 
http://www.agrisk.umn.edu/cache/ARL02964.htm 
 
They cover bare ground, reduce erosion, provide some nourishment for insects and soil, 
preparing the way for perennial plants--if disturbance stops. These perennial plants 
could be native plants you encourage or re-seed that work well together on your land, or 
perennial non-invasive weeds. 
 
Biennial plants take two years to go through their life cycle instead of one. In the first 
year they form a basal rosette. In the second year, they send up stalks, then flower and 
fruit. 
 
ATTRA on Perennial weeds  
[They] prosper in less-disturbed and more stable environments...Their objective is to 
put some energy into preserving the parent plant while producing a modest amount of 
seed for future generations…Perennial weeds possess many of the characteristics of 
annual weeds [in terms of seed.] In addition,... many perennial weeds 
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possess…[specialized] parts such as ...rhizomes [and crown buds, like grass]. These 
parts allow the parent plant to regenerate if damaged and to produce new plants from 
the parent plant without seed.  
 
Additionally, the perennating parts serve as food storage units that also enhance 
survival. These stored-food reserves allow for the rapid regrowth perennial weeds are 
known for. http://www.agrisk.umn.edu/cache/ARL02964.htm 
 
In Colorado Noxious Weed List A plants are mostly perennials, though not always, and 
Lists B and C mostly annual and biennial, though not always.  
 
A Note on References 
Botanical and occasionally related material at the beginning of each legally-designated 
invasive plant entry (but not those which are not so designated in CO), unless otherwise 
noted, is taken from: Noxious Weeds of Colorado by Doran, Anthony, and Shelton 
prepared by the Colorado Weed Management Association Eleventh Printing 2013 
 
Unless otherwise noted, plant botanical name explanations are from Stearns 
Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Timber Press Portland Oregon 2002 
 

To make it easier for readers to skim each section, I have taken the liberty of bolding 
key words and re-formatting excerpts from long monographs into short 
paragraphs for ease of skimming and reading.  

 
A Note on Names 
I chose to organize the Plant Use Profiles list alphabetically by botanical name. Most 
plants have so many different common names and variants of common names (eg. 
“Common Burdock” as well as “Burdock,” “Mother-of-Evening as well as Dame’s 
Rocket), it was impossible to know exactly which one to choose. The botanical name is 
unique. It’s our commonality. It would have also made sense to organize by family, but 
this seems easier for most readers for now.  

 

 
II.Some Plant Use Profiles 
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Abutilon theophrasti: Velvetleaf 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Abutilon_theophrasti_2015-08-29_5733b.JPG   
Author Salicyna 
 
 

Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Botanical Name: Abutilon theophrasti (a Mallow/Malva family plant named in honor 
of the ancient Greek philosopher Theophrastos, disciple and successor of Aristotle) 
 
“...the Arabic philosopher Avicenna...coined the word "abutilon" for plants 
resembling a mallow or mulberry...Theophrastus, regarded as the father of modern 
botany, was a Greek philosopher, botanist, writer, and associate of Aristotle…” Stearns 
Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Timber Press Portland Oregon 2002 
 
Malvaceae--Mallow family 
Annual, reproduces only by seed; seeds can remain viable in soil for 50 years 
Flowers July-October 
Leaves alternate, heart-shaped, 5” or more wide attached on slender petioles 
Stems erect, branched, covered with soft hairs 
Velvetleaf has long been a problem in cultivated fields of the Midwestern U.S. A 
problem in CO agricultural fields since 1980 

 
History 

Dr. Larry Mitich of Weed Science Society of America: 
“…[Velvetleaf] arrived in North America probably before 1700, and was widespread on 
the East Coast by the early 1700s. Because the colonies desperately needed fiber 
for rope and cloth, velvetleaf was widely cultivated in the mid 1700s. Although 
attempts to process velvetleaf fiber never succeeded economically, U.S. farmers 
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continued to cultivate it for more than 100 years (8)...The spread of velvetleaf is in 
part due to use of corn herbicide combinations… 
 
...abutilon, butterprint, elephant ears, and piemarker. A member of the mallow family, it 
has been called Indian mallow or, like many of the Malva genus, buttonweed - after the 
shape of its seed pods. Its use as fiber has earned it the names cottonweed, China jute, 
abutilon hemp, Manchurian jute, and American jute (12). 
 
Velvetleaf is a member of the Malvaceae, a family which includes cotton, our most 
important fiber crop; velvetleaf fibers, however, come from the stem and branches of the 
plant rather than the flowering parts. ...The genus Abutilon includes about 150 species, 
several of them grown ornamentally. Varieties of A. hybridum Hort., in particular, are 
known as Chinese lantern...Velvetleaf also has allelopathic effects on crop plants...in 
general, velvetleaf is more of a problem in monocultures.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 

Uses 

Here’s a video on making cordage from the dry plant in winter: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w42R8v_uzSU 
 
And one on making cordage from the green plant: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQaKj_hgTKA 
 
Plants for a Future Database says: 
“Seeds - raw or cooked. They can be eaten raw when they are under-ripe[179]. 
The ripe seed is dried and ground into a powder then used in soups, bread etc. 
 
Ophthalmic. Used in the treatment of dysentery and opacity of the cornea[145, 
178]...demulcent[240]. A tea made from the dried leaves is used in the treatment of 
dysentery and fevers[222]. A poultice of the leaves is applied to ulcers[222]. The bark 
is astringent and diuretic[240]. A tea made from the dried root is used in the treatment 
of dysentery and urinary incontinence[222]. It is also used to treat fevers[240]. The 
seed is powdered and eaten in the treatment of dysentery, stomach-aches etc[222].... 
 
A fibre obtained from the stems is used as a jute substitute[123, 169]. It is coarse but 
flexible and strong[169, 171]. It is also used in rope-making[46, 61]. It takes dyes 
well[171]. The fibre is also used for making paper.” 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Abutilon+theophrasti 
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Dr. Larry Mitich from his Intriguing World of Weeds on the Weed Science Society 
Association website: 
“Velvetleaf originated in either China or India. Its use as a fiber crop in China dates to 
2000 B.C. or earlier; it is still grown there for fiber which is used to make ropes, coarse 
cloth, nets, paper, and caulk for boats (8)... 
 
Its seeds and seed coats also have chemicals and microbial agents which inhibit 
growth of bacteria and fungi. 
 
Interestingly, I found nothing in the literature about velvetleaf seeds being used as food, 
though other members of the Malvaceae have edible seeds or seed pods - including 
okra, members of the genus Malva, and cotton, whose seeds provide an edible oil. 
 
 In researching this article I personally found velvetleaf seeds rather tasty when 
dried, something like sunflower seeds. Moreover, in a miniscule way I helped to 
deplete the world's velvetleaf seedbank…” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
Green Dean, long-time foraging teacher, from his excellent article on Velvetleaf: 
“The unripe seeds are edible raw. Where the plant is native its seeds are a common 
outdoor snack of children. Ripe seeds, however, must be leached until not bitter. Then 
dried they are ground into flour. Usually the flour was used to make noodles. The seeds 
contain between 15 and 30% oil. Even though the plant has edible seeds — young 
seeds taste similar to sunflower seeds —  it ends up on the bottom of surveyed edible 
species in China because there are better alternatives…” 
http://www.eattheweeds.com/velvet-leaf-fiber-and-food/  
 

 
Control 
 Sweet potatoes have been shown to inhibit the growth of yellow nutsedge, 
velvetleaf, and pigweed… (13) http://www.agrisk.umn.edu/cache/ARL02964.htm 
 
“Planting competitive [perennial] grasses and forbs in native pastures can assist 
in slowing establishment of Velvetleaf.....Hand pull or dig when soil is moist, and 
before plants flower and go to seed. Bag specimens carefully so as not to scatter seeds. 
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Mowing very close to the ground can also be effective. The key to effective control is 
to prevent seed production and/or spread.”  
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/Velvetleaf%20Factsheet.pdf 
 
Velvetleaf is usually not a problem in rangeland or forest situations. 
https://cpw.state.co.us/Documents/CNAP/App4mz.pdf 

 
Aegilops cylindrica:  
Jointed Goatgrass 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aegilops_cylindrica_(3822189440).jpg  
Matt Lavin from Bozeman, MT 

 
ID Photos: 
https://gobotany.newenglandwild.org/species/aegilops/cylindrica/ 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Aegilops cylindrica (=cylindrical/long and round bearded grass) 
The genus name Aegilops comes from an ancient Greek word meaning “an herb of 
which goats are fond.”  http://healthyhills.org/images/Others/BoiseFoothillsPlantGuide.pdf 

 
Poaceae--Grass family 
Winter annual, reproduces only by seed. 
Found mostly in wheat fields, but has spread to wildlands 
Jointed, cylindrical seed spike appears to be a series of joints stacked on top of each 
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other. Stems erect, branch at the base give the plant a tufted appearance 

Uses 

Wikipedia: “Jointed goatgrass does have some benefits in the sense that its 
germplasm can be used in winter wheat to improve its tolerance to environmental 
stresses, diseases and insects.[2] Cattle in parts of the Central Great Plains are able to 
graze on it as well as winter wheat, and jointed goatgrass can even be ground into feed 
for other animals.[1] “ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aegilops_cylindrica 

Control 
 
US Forest Service: “Vehicles, humans, and domestic animals should be discouraged 
from traveling through areas infested with jointed goatgrass.  
 Hand removal...is an acceptable, although often difficult, option for sparse or low 
density populations. Hand pull, cut, or hoe before the seed head exits the sheath in 
late winter or early spring  
Mowing-- Timing is critical for use of this method. Ideally, mow in late winter to early 
spring when inflorescence is formed, but still within the sheath. If performed too early, 
extensive tiller production will result. If performed after the inflorescence has emerged 
from the sheath, viable seed may be spread…” 
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5410115.pdf 
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Amaranthus: Amaranth spp. 
Amaranthus retroflexus:  
(Redroot) Pigweed 
 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Amaranthus_retroflexus_flower1.jpg   Lynk Media 

 
 
Botanical Name for Redroot Pigweed: 
Amaranthus retroflexus  
Amaranthaceae--Amaranth family  
Botanical Name: Amaranthus = from the Greek amarantos,  unfading. The flowers of 
some of the species retain color for a long time. Stearns Dictionary of Plant Names for 
Gardeners Timber Press Portland OR 2002  
Amaranthus Retroflexus is also called Pigweed, Redroot, Redroot pigweed 
 
Please Note:  in some places Lambsquarters (Chenopodium spp.) is also popularly 
called “pigweed,” so it helps to use the botanical names to avoid confusion. Both are 
edible and often grow together. See entry  for Lambsquarters, but first read this article 
on the difference between them:  
“A Tale of Two Pigweeds: One Name, Two Plants, Endless Recipes:” 
http://www.ediblemanhattan.com/departments/urban-forager/a-tale-of-two-pigweeds/ 
 
James A. Duke PhD, USDA Ethnobotanist : 
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 “Often cohabiting with the equally weedy lambsquarters (Chenopodium), the 
[pigweed]...are more inclined to flourish in the heat of summer, the lambsquarter in 
spring and fall…”  
James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992  
 
Plants for a Future database on Amaranthus retroflexus: 
 ”No members of this genus are known to be poisonous, but when grown on 
nitrogen-rich soils they are known to concentrate nitrates in the leaves. This is 
especially noticeable on land where chemical fertilizers are used. Nitrates are implicated 
in stomach cancers, blue babies and some other health problems. It is inadvisable, 
therefore, to eat this plant if it is grown inorganically… 
It is eaten in Mexican markets as Quelite quintonil…. 
 
Young leaves - raw or cooked as a spinach[2, 5, 62, 85, 159]. A mild flavour, it is often 
mixed with stronger flavoured leaves[183]. Very rich in iron, it is also a good source of 
vitamins A and C[201]. Seed - raw or cooked[2, 46, 61, 85]. Ground into a powder and 
used as a cereal substitute[5], it can also be sprouted and added to salads. The seed is 
very small, about 1mm in diameter[266], but easy to harvest and very nutritious. The 
flavour is greatly improved by roasting the seed before grinding it[183]. It is often added 
to maize meal[183]. The seed can be cooked whole, and becomes very gelatinous like 
this, but it is rather difficult to crush all of the small seeds in the mouth and thus some of 
the seed will pass right through the digestive system without being assimilated[K].” 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Amaranthus+retroflexus 
 
 
Pigweed is more a potherb, while other amaranths are more grown for seed used 
as grain. (Quinoa is an amaranth.)  
 
Dr. James Duke on amaranths in general: 
…  “Young plants, especially more tender parts, are widely available as potherbs in late 
spring and early summer, following the lambsquarter...Seeds of the various [other 
amaranths] can be gathered in the milk stage (green) or ripe as a cereal, and then 
ground up, with or without the fibrous greenery surrounding them, to make a mush or 
breadstuff.  Some Indians used to gather the plants green so as not to lose any seed to 
shattering. Zuni Indians stripped the seed and accompanying chaff...into their hands, 
blowing the chaff away.  Seed of some species can be popped like miniature 
popcorn.”   
James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992  
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Whole Grains Council: 
“Amaranth grain was domesticated 6,000 to 8,000 years ago and was a major food crop 
of the Aztecs. This article from the Whole Grains Council has more on amaranth’s 
colorful history, drought tolerance, nutrition, health benefits, and recipes:” 
http://wholegrainscouncil.org/whole-grains-101/amaranth-may-grain-of-the-month-0 
 

 
 
Anoda cristata: Spurred anoda  

r  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Anoda_cristata_(8627573509).jpg  
Dick Culbert from Gibsons, B.C., Canada 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Anoda cristata (Crested mallow) 
Malvaceae:  Mallow family 
Annual, taproot 
Flower purple to reddish violet, leaves triangular or lance-shaped, hairy top and bottom 
Seed heads may be confused with Velvetleaf, List C 
This is an agricultural weed.  
 

Uses 

Researchers have found: it is tolerated as a weed of crop fields in parts of 
Mexico, and even fostered, because it is eaten and used as a source of medicinal 
remedies. 
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http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/4256489?uid=3739568&uid=2129&uid=2&uid=70
&uid=4&uid=3739256&sid=21106416547531 
 
Pub Med of the National Center for Biotechnology Information: 
“[It is used] in particular for treating diabetes, inflammation, fever, cough, and 
wounds...Anoda cristata is effective to diminish glucose levels in vivo and to 
ameliorate different disorders related with the metabolic syndrome in rats.” 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25490313 
 
Dr. James Duke’s database lists Anoda cristata for: 
“Cough, Emollient, Lung, Pertussis” http://www.ars-grin.gov/duke/ 
 

Control 
Dig, Pull before seed set. If after seed set, make sure all seeds are removed. See Part 
III: Some Ecological Management Approaches. 
 

 
Anthemis arvensis: Corn Chamomile 
Anthemis cotula: Mayweed Chamomile 
Matricaria perforata: Scentless Chamomile 

 
 
 
 
 
 
www.pixabay.com Hans 

 
 
www.pixabay.com  Hans www.pixabay.com Catkin 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Corn chamomile--Anthemis arvensis (Chamomile of the field) 
Mayweed chamomile--Anthemis cotula (Chamomile small-cup--see below) 
Scentless chamomile--Matricaria perforata (see below) 
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“Anthemis” means “Chamomile.” It “is the Greek name for this highly scented plant 
which has a long history as a flavouring herb…” [Stearns p.46]  Cotula-- “Greek word 
meaning a small cup. The bases of the leaves of these small herbs form cups.” [Stearns 
p.106]   Matricaria-- “Mayweed. Medieval name possibly from L. matrix, womb because 
of its one-time use in affections of the uterus.” [Stearns p. 202]  “Perforata--having or 
appearing to have small holes.”  Stearns Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners 
Timber Press Portland OR 2002  
 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 

Annuals or short-lived perennials 
People have said that the leaves of Mayweed have a disagreeable odor. Corn 
and Scentless Chamomile are scentless. 
The leaves are alternate and feather-like. 

Uses 

These are BEE plants 
 
Related species (German chamomile and Pineapple weed) have important 
medicinal properties; the three on List  B are not mentioned as such. 
 
Plants for a Future database on Mayweed Chamomile: 
“The whole plant is penetrated by an acrid juice, touching or ingesting the plant can 
cause allergies in some people...Caution is advised, there are some reports of 
toxicity...Mayweed is closely related to camomile, but is far less effective as a 
medicine...rarely used in contemporary herbal medicine… 
 
Applied externally, it is used as a poultice on piles or to draw splinters out of the body, 
and can also be applied to the bath water[4, 257]. The leaves are rubbed onto insect 
stings[222]. Some people are allergic to the plant and this remedy could give them 
painful blisters[240]. This herb is contraindicated for pregnant women or nursing 
mothers[254]. 
 
The growing and the dried plant is said to repel mice and fleas[4, 20], it can also be 
used as an insecticide[21, 61, 100]. A gold dye is obtained from the whole plant[168, 
169].” 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Anthemis+cotula 
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Control 
For control, digging is appropriate.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Arctium minus: Common Burdock 

 
http://nyc.books.plantsofsuburbia.com/category/asteraceae/page/19/Arctium minus.  
Merel R. Black.Robert W. Freckmann Herbarium.University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point.wisplants.uwsp.edu (Accessed 11/2014). 
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Video ID for Common burdock/Arctium minus 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcSNIVU7GIE 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Botanical Name: Arctium minus 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 

Biennial, stout taproot 
Can get medium height to tall. 
Flowers purple or white, bur-like, ½” X ⅜” 

Stems are branching, greenish to reddish-purple 
Leaves large, similar to rhubarb, 15-23” long, edges wavy, upper surface covered 
with fine hairs, basal leaves withered by time of flower. 

 

Uses  
University of Maryland Medical Center: 
“Burdock has been used for centuries to treat a variety of ailments. Traditionally, it has 
been used as a "blood purifier" to clear the bloodstream of toxins, as a diuretic 
(helping rid the body of excess water by increasing urine output), and as a topical 
remedy for skin problems such as eczema, acne, and psoriasis. The medicinal 
uses of burdock in treating chronic diseases such as cancers, diabetes, and AIDS 
have also been reported. In Traditional Chinese Medicine, burdock is often used with 
other herbs for sore throat and colds. Extracts of burdock root are found in a variety of 
herbal preparations, as well as homeopathic remedies. 
In Japan and some parts of Europe, burdock is eaten as vegetable. Burdock contains 
inulin, a natural dietary fiber, and is also used to improve digestion. Burdock as a 
root vegetable possess considerably stronger antioxidant activity than common 
vegetables and fruits. In fact, recent studies confirm that burdock has prebiotic 
properties that could improve health. 
Despite the fact that burdock has been used for centuries to treat a variety of conditions, 
very few scientific studies have examined burdock's effects.” 
http://umm.edu/health/medical/altmed/herb/burdock 
 
Plants for a Future database: “Burdock is one of the foremost detoxifying herbs in 
both Chinese and Western herbal medicine[254]. Arctium lappa is the main species 
used, though this species has similar properties….A fibre is obtained from the inner 
bark and is used to make paper.” 
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The USDA listed common burdock as being “in reasonably constant demand as a 
medicinal herb” (Sievers 1930). 
http://fyi.uwex.edu/weedsci/1997/11/02/common-burdock/ 
 

Web MD: 
http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-supplements/ingredientmono-111-burdock.aspx?active
ingredientid=111&activeingredientname=burdock 
 
 

Control 
Mowing may prove to be effective method of control... 
Mow before flowering. Cut or dig up before seed set.  

 
Artemisia absinthium: 
Absinthe, Wormwood 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Artemisia_absinthium_01.JPG 
AfroBrazilian 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Artemisia absinthium 
Meaning: “Wormwood; lad’s love, old man. Named in honor of Artemis the Greek 
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goddess...Of considerable medicinal value, plants of the genus yield vermifuges, 
stimulants, and a vulnerary, as well as the active principle of absinthe.” Stearns 
Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Timber Press Portland OR 2002 p.52  
 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 
Perennial with strong sage odor. 
Taproot, flowers late summer. 
Fruit is one seed 1/16 inch or less long. 
Taints milk of cattle. Sheep and camels like it. 
 

Absinthe comes from Absinthe Wormwood. The following site is designed to answer 
the first question everyone asks: “The Wormwood Society is a non-profit educational 
organization focused on providing current, historically and scientifically accurate 
information about absinthe, the most maligned and misunderstood drink in history.” 
http://www.wormwoodsociety.org/index.php/102-news-and-information/items/187-yes-re
al-absinthe-is-legal-in-the-us  

 
Other Absinthe sites: 
http://www.absinthefever.com/wormwood  
http://www.absinthe101.com/effects.html  
 
WebMD says: 
http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-supplements/ingredientmono-729-wormwood.as
px?activeingredientid=729&activeingredientname=wormwood  
 

A National Institute of Health article on traditional phytotherapy in Italy cites 
Absinthe for tendon inflammation: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Centaurea+diffusa+ethnobotany 

 
Control: 
Per Colorado Big Country Resource Conservation and Development: “... weeding and 
getting all the roots is recommended. Beware of fill dirt from outside your area.” 
http://www.aspenpitkin.com/Portals/0/docs/county/PublicWorks/land-management/Scan
s/Absinth%20Brochure.pdf  
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Asclepias syriaca and speciosa: 
Common and Showy Milkweeds 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.pixabay.com Natasha G www.pixabay.com   KatherineSlade 
 
Common Milkweed and Showy milkweed 
Botanical Names:  Asclepias syriaca, Asclepias speciosa 
Family: Apocynaceae 
 
Dr. Larry Mitich of the Weed Science Society of America: 
“Origin of Name 
The genus Asclepias was named for the Greek herbalist Aescupalius, chief among 
physicians. Asklepios, the son of Apollo and Coronis, was the god of medicine and 
healing...Linneaus described common milkweed as A. syriaca, perhaps believing it was 
a Syrian plant, but it is an exclusively American species (4). 
 
Botany 
Of the approximately 120 species of milkweeds (Asclepias spp.), the majority are 
American natives... (2, 13)... Milkweed gets its name from the abundance of sticky 
milky-white juice that exudes from broken stems (6). 
 
 There are two major groups of milkweeds: narrow-leaved, with linear or narrowly 
lanceolate leaves, and broadleaved, with leaves usually more than 3.75 cm wide 
throughout most of their length (11).  
 
 Milkweeds are erect, coarse growing perennials with showy white, pink, purple, or 
orange colored flowers, summer- or autumn-flowering herbs with erect, non-twining 
stems and opposite or whorled leaves. 
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The unusual flowers are clustered in terminal or auxiliary umbels and have a corolla of 
two five-parted whorls of petal parts-the outer strongly reflected back toward the 
pedicel, the inner much modified and horned, projecting forward about the massive 
stigma. The fruit, a follicle, is filled with numerous seeds, each bearing a tuft of long, 
silky hairs (11), which readily waft the seeds great distances (4)....They can float as 
well as fly, their corky margins making them tiny rafts (8). 
 
COMMON MILKWEED 
Common milkweed (A. syriaca L.), a robust...perennial,...generally in rich sandy soils. It 
is now naturalized in much of central and southern Europe. Common milkweed was 
introduced into Britain during the 17th century when John Parkinson (1567-1650) 
named it Virginian silk… 
 
Another widespread species is butterfly milkweed (A. tuberosa L.), which is commonly 
found in old fields, pastures, and fence rows, especially in gravelly and dry sandy soils... 
it is often grown as a garden ornamental (13). 
 
Medicinal Value 
Once common milkweed was medicinally valuable...collected in autumn, cleaned, 
transversely sliced and dried...(8).Formerly, it was listed in the United States 
Pharmacopoeia; its extract asclepias is still obtainable and is listed in the United 
States Dispensatory. Asclepias is used for asthma, dyspepsia, and coughs (18). 
The latex was formerly prescribed for treating lung complaints, including asthma, 
although now it is little used in herbal medicine (13). 
 
Because of their emetic and cathartic effects, the hard knotty rhizomes and rootlets of 
swamp milkweed (A. incarnata L.) were also used in herbal medicine (13). The 
powdered root was infused and drunk, either hot or cold, as a fast-acting diuretic and 
reliable stomachic. The powder was also given for rheumatic complaints, as a 
vermifuge, and for catarrhal, asthmatic and other chest complaints (13). 
 
Toxicity 
Numerous species of Asclepias have been found dangerous. All but the least toxic have 
a toxicity of 2% or greater. It is likely that many or all species have some degree of 
toxicity (11)... 
 
Toxicity to livestock due to overgrazing or drought: 
All species of Asclepias are distasteful to livestock.  Still, severe losses have 
occurred, especially in sheep but only when the animals were forced to eat milk 
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weeds because of over-grazing or drought. In addition to sheep, cattle, goats, 
horses, and domestic fowl are susceptible to poisoning (11). Symptoms produced by 
various Asclepias specie differ only in degree (11). Tetanic seizures occurring 
repeatedly at short intervals are common. Death usually follows a comatose period of 
variable duration. Symptoms appear within a few hours of ingestion of a toxic dose 
(11)... 
 
Milkweeds and Monarch Butterflies 
...the danaid butterflies, including the monarch and queen butterflies, eat the milkweed 
with impunity (12). Such butterflies are distasteful to insect-eating birds, suggesting that 
danaid butterflies have biochemical mechanisms for eating milkweeds containing the 
toxin, and storing this poison in their tissues. Thus the insects acquire chemical 
protection from the plants they eat (3).…”  
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
 
James A. Duke, USDA Ethnobotanist on these milkweeds: 
“Said to be poisonous to livestock, but almost never eaten by livestock, the milkweed is 
rather common fare for learned foragers, living dangerously, for the milkweed contains 
cardiac glycosides. Still, many foragers besides Jim Duke have enjoyed the young 
shoots, flower buds, and/or green fruits, boiled in two changes of water. I classify 
these among the better tasting wild foods, especially when seasoned with wild garlic 
tops and/or garlic mustard or bulbous cress. Facciola mentions the sprouts as 
food...the Chippewa added the cooked buds and flowers to meat soups or 
stews…USDA scientists studied the milk as a potential source of renewable 
hydrocarbon fuels, and the floss for fiber... CAUTION: While I have indulged in 
milkweed foods, I remind you that, like many plants containing a white milk, milkweeds 
can be poisonous if not properly prepared.”  
 James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992  
 
From National Geographic: 
Here’s a video and short article explaining the problem and what is being done: 
Monarch Butterfly’s Reign Threatened by Milkweed Decline 
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/08/140819-monarch-butterfly-milkweed-
environment-ecology-science/ 
On August 5, 2015 the Boulder City Council passed a resolution to ban 
neonicotinoid pesticides from use within city limits. Bee Safe Boulder is a 
Colorado-based...nonprofit dedicated to creating a safe environment for people & 
pollinators [including monarch butterflies, who have evolved a symbiosis with milkweed] 
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through community, education, and collaboration. http://www.beesafeboulder.com/ 
 
On the Relationship of milkweed and monarch: 
http://monarchnet.uga.edu/MonarchBiology/ 
 
Information on milkweeds and monarchs from the Xerces Society for Invertebrate 
Conservation: http://www.xerces.org/milkweed/ 
 
Information on same from Monarch Joint Venture: 
http://monarchjointventure.org/threats/pesticides/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anthemis arvensis: Corn Chamomile 
Anthemis cotula: Mayweed Chamomile 
Matricaria perforata: Scentless Chamomile  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.pixabay.com   Hans www.pixabay.com Catkin 
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Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Corn chamomile--Anthemis arvensis (Chamomile of the field) 
Mayweed chamomile--Anthemis cotula (Chamomile small-cup--see below) 
Scentless chamomile--Matricaria perforata (see below) 
 
 
“Anthemis means Chamomile. It “is the Greek name for this highly scented plant which 
has a long history as a flavouring herb…” [Stearns p.46] 
Cotula-- “Greek word meaning a small cup. The bases of the leaves of these small 
herbs form cups.” [Stearns p.106] 
Matricaria-- “Mayweed. Medieval name possibly from L. matrix, womb because of its 
one-time use in affections of the uterus.” [Stearns p. 202] 
Perforata--having or appearing to have small holes  
Stearns Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Timber Press Portland OR 2002 
 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 

Annuals or short-lived perennials 
Leaves of Mayweed have disagreeable odor. Corn and Scentless are scentless 
Leaves alternate and feather-like 

 
Uses 

These are BEE plants. 
 
Related species (German chamomile and Pineapple weed) have important 
medicinal properties; the three on List  B are not mentioned as such. 
 
Plants for a Future database on Mayweed Chamomile: 
“The whole plant is penetrated by an acrid juice, touching or ingesting the plant can 
cause allergies in some people...Caution is advised, there are some reports of 
toxicity...Mayweed is closely related to camomile, but is far less effective as a 
medicine...rarely used in contemporary herbal medicine… 
 
Applied externally, it is used as a poultice on piles or to draw splinters out of the body, 
and can also be applied to the bath water[4, 257]. The leaves are rubbed onto insect 
stings[222]. Some people are allergic to the plant and this remedy could give them 
painful blisters[240]. This herb is contraindicated for pregnant women or nursing 
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mothers[254]. 
 
The growing and the dried plant is said to repel mice and fleas[4, 20], it can also be 
used as an insecticide[21, 61, 100]. A gold dye is obtained from the whole plant[168, 
169].” 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Anthemis+cotula 
 
 

Control 
For control, digging is appropriate.   
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Bromus tectorum:  
Cheatgrass, Downy brome 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bromus_tectorum_(3860522837).jpg 
Matt Lavin in Bozeman MT 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C  
Botanical Name:  
Bromus tectorum  (“food of the roofs”--see below for explanation) 
Poaceae--Grass family 
Winter annual or annual grass 
Leaves densely covered with soft hairs giving a downy feel 
Mature flower heads become embedded in clothing and fur 
 
 
It originally came, as did so many weeds, in soil used for ballast in ships from Eurasia.  
 
Often referred to as Cheatgrass, a collective term for several annual brome species 
known for early spring emergence and ‘cheating’ other vegetation out of moisture. Aka 
broncograss, downy chess, and six-weeks-grass 
 

Problems 
Dr. Larry Mitich on the Weed Science Society of America website: 
“It is the worst weed problem for winter wheat growers in the western U.S. 
(Upadhyaya et al. 1986). It is a successful weed because of its ability to utilize 
moisture from the soil's upper layers. Its root system allows most or all of the 
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available moisture to be re-moved from the upper soil profile. Its roots continue to grow 
during winter, permitting it to invade a site before seedlings of other species are 
established; downy brome roots can grow at 3 C (Harris 1967). 
 
Dry downy brome greatly increases the rangeland fire hazard. It has extremely high 
flammability, permitting fires to kindle and spread rapidly, thus increasing the number 
and size of fires and control costs. Site disturbance caused by fire enhances its 
establishment and spread. 
  
Once established, it poses a greater fire hazard than perennial grasses because 
of its early maturation; perennial grasses mature more slowly and remain green 
longer. The water content also is lower in mature downy brome plants. It remains a fire 
hazard until the fall rains begin. Fire decreases downy brome density substantially 
in subsequent years (Stewart and Hull 1949). In the better areas, where grazing is 
properly regulated and fires are prevented, downy brome eventually tends to be 
largely replaced by more valuable and permanent perennial species (U.S. Forest 
Service 1937). 
 
Animals grazing nearly mature downy brome or consuming it in hay are 
frequently injured. Its mature long stiff awns easily puncture the lining in the 
mouth, throat, and intestines of livestock, causing sores and infection, reduction 
in food consumption, and subsequent weight loss (Upadhyaya et al. 1986). 
Sometimes the eyes of grazing livestock are also affected.” 
 http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 

Uses 

Have a Cheatgrass Beer and Help the Great Basin 
http://sagebrushandspuds.blogspot.com/2012/12/have-cheatgrass-beer-and-help-great.
html 
 
Dr. Larry Mitich on the Weed Science Society of America website again: 
“Downy brome has a dual role as a serious weed and as an important forage. The 
generic name Bromus comes from the Greek bromes, an ancient name for oats, and 
broma or bromus for food as the seeds were ground into flour...The specific epithet 
tectorum means "of the roofs" (Latin tectum, roof); tector means straw for thatching 
(Plowden 1970, Zimdahl 1989). In its original home in Old World humid climates, 
downy brome was formerly and extensively used to thatch house roofs. 
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Downy brome is one of the less palatable species of Bromus...However, it grows on 
many poorer sites where more nutritional forage plants do not occur (U.S. Forest 
Service 1937). Downy brome supplies the mass of early spring forage for all 
classes of livestock on grazing lands on many intermountain ranges. It is 
undoubtedly the most important forage in this area because of the immense 
herbage volume produced and the vast area covered. When utilized by livestock in the 
spring, downy brome supplies good-quality forage, but is production fluctuates 
extensively. 
 It compares favorably in nutritional quality with most native and introduced 
perennial grasses (Cook and Harris 1952). Downy brome is ready to graze early in 
March on the lower mountain ranges...On the higher foothills it is grazed from April to 
early June. In the late summer and early fall the less abundant but relished new growth 
appears. The livestock even consume some of the old herbage if it is saturated 
thoroughly by late-season rains (U.S. Forest Service 1937). 
 
 Because downy brome establishes easily, has a shallow dense root system, and grows 
rapidly, it adds large amounts of organic matter to the soil, aiding significantly in 
erosion control (Upadhyaya et al. 1986). Dense un-grazed stands of it produce a 
litter layer which is very effective in conserving soil by preventing raindrop 
erosion, promoting water infiltration, and preventing concentration of runoff into 
rills. (Stewart and Hull 1949). 
 
...it does not force out established native species from the range nor prevent their 
return…it has a shallow dense root system… Although most downy brome seeds 
generally do not survive longer than 1 yr on rangelands, its seeds may remain viable for 
several years when stored dry within hay or straw bales.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 

 
Control 
Hand pull before it turns brown and dies, ie. before the seeds scatter easily. If pulling 
when in seed, remove the whole plant; don’t leave it on the ground. When it dries it will 
be highly combustible and can be used as tinder for campfires and woodstove. Repeat. 
Control it around the home, as dry cheatgrass is very flammable and thus a fire 
concern.  
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Cardaria draba:  
Hoary cress/ Whitetop 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cardaria_draba_20070415.jpg 
Luis Fernandez Garcia 

 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgeB5kRJ0tw 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Cardaria draba aka Whitlow-grass 
Brassicaceae--Mustard family 

Perennial, reproduces by seed or underground shoots 
Seeds develop in heart-shaped capsules 
Flowers white with 4 petals 
Bolting, flowering, and seed set occur by early to mid-summer 

 
Root systems are very similar to those of leafy spurge. Root growth is rapid, 
reaching 12 to 30 feet by the second or third growing season. The root system 
consists of a vertical taproot which develops several lateral roots. Lateral roots 
eventually turn down to become vertical roots which often reach greater depths than the 
parent roots. In some cases, whitetop can place their roots directly into the water 
table. Both the vertical and lateral roots produce adventitious buds, which 
develop into rhizomes and shoots. The deep root system and its ability to 
reproduce vegetatively make these weeds very difficult to control… 
 
 
 It can produce as many as 850 seeds per flowering stem. 
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http://ipm.montana.edu/cropweeds/Extension/weed%20species%20-not%20every%20fil
e%20is%20here-/whitetop.pdf 
 
 
Common problem on alkaline soil and generally found in disturbed areas dominated by 
other exotic species, it grows in different soil and range types. 
 
 

Uses 
Health benefits, but use leaves as seasoning, not potherb: 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Cardaria+draba 
 
Kathy Voth shows Cows can Eat Whitetop/Hoary Cress 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkRB3RdFwZM  
 
Here a Boulder forager discusses its edibility and has recipes: 
http://hungerandthirstforlife.blogspot.com/2014/04/lepidium-draba-study.html 
 
Another Colorado forager with an expanded discussion of eating Whitetop and 
more recipes: 
http://wildfoodgirl.com/2013/whitetop-a-wild-invasive-substitute-for-broccoli/ 
 
 

Control 
Kathy Voth: Cows can Eat Whitetop/Hoary Cress 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkRB3RdFwZM  
 
University of Montana Extension says: 
“The most cost-effective method for managing these weeds is to prevent their 
invasion and establishment. Prevent establishment by frequently monitoring 
management areas to detect and eradicate new plants early... 
 
In order to reduce possibility of invasion, their seed dispersal must be limited. 
It is important to limit seed dispersal by refraining from driving vehicles and 
machinery through infested areas during the seeding period and by washing the 
undercarriage of vehicles and machinery before leaving infested areas...  
 
Recreationists, including campers, hikers, off-road vehicle enthusiasts and 
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horseback riders, spread weed seeds. They should be careful to brush and clean 
their equipment and animals and place discards in a hot fire before leaving an 
area. They should use weed-seed free forage... 
 
Diligent hand pulling or grubbing can provide control of very small infestations. 
Hand pulling of above ground plant parts is ineffective. Successful hand pulling or 
digging requires complete plant removal within 10 days after weed emergence 
throughout the growing season for two to four years. Hand pulling and digging can be a 
useful method for controlling new introductions of white- top in riparian areas and 
around the home. Removing whitetop is best accomplished when the soil is moist. 
 
Mowing to ground level during flowering reduces biomass and seed production, but 
does not provide long-term control 
 
Planting competitive legumes, such as alfalfa, can reduce whitetop in crop-pasture 
rotations. Extremely dense stands of legumes can successfully compete for soil 
moisture and shade the weed.” 
http://ipm.montana.edu/cropweeds/Extension/weed%20species%20-not%20every%20fil
e%20is%20here-/whitetop.pdf 
 
“Charles Walters of ACRES USA: “It takes the right organisms to attack the rhizomes 
and annihilate them to the full depth of their soil penetration...A proper calcium level with 
other cations in balance, plus biologicals that return life to the soil, are the best bet for 
non-toxic control...Read the entry on field bindweed for insight into managing the draba 
species.”  
Weed Control Without Poisons by Charles Walters ACRES USA Publishers Metairie 
Louisiana 1996  
 

 
Carduus nutans: Musk Thistle 
Carduus acanthoides: Plumeless Thistle 
Cirsium vulgare: Bull Thistle 
Cirsium arvense: Canada Thistle 
Onopordum acanthium: Scotch Thistle 
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Cirsium vulgare: Bull Thistle 
  

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cirsium_vulgare_-_Keila1.jpg 
Ivar Leidus 

 
 

Cirsium arvense: Canada Thistle 

  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cirsium_arvense_(4971737905).jpg 

Matt Lavin from Bozeman MT 
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Carduus acanthoides: Plumeless Thistle 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Carduus_acanthoides_L_ssp.acanthoides.jpg 
T. Voekler 

  

Good ID video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoPOqMOquzA&index=2&list=PLcv96wEZOxTm
NTYPhx2wDk0uabiKoj  
 
 

Onopordum acanthium: Scotch Thistle 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Onopordum_acanthium_002.JPG 
H. Zell 

 
Scotch thistle--good photography: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvV5RBa4E6A 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpAwH9mJxZc  
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Carduus nutans: Musk Thistle 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Carduus_nutans-5665.jpg 
T. Voekler 

  
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Common Name Botanical Name Notes 
Bull thistle Cirsium vulgare 

(=common plumed 
thistle) 

Biennial, common plumed thistle 

Canada thistle  Cirsium arvense (=of 
the field) 

Perennial, spreads through roots and 
seeds 

Musk thistle Carduus nutans 
(=nodding) 

biennial 

Plumeless thistle Carduus acanthoides 
(=prickly) 

Biennial or winter annual 

Scotch thistle Onopordum acanthium biennial 

 
All are in the Asteraceae family.   
 

Great Introduction to Thistles: 

How the Scotch Thistle got its name (true story), the different types of thistles, 
medicinal and edible properties, and weed spread: a highly engaging and 
informative introduction to the world of Thistles from The Intriguing World of Weeds 
by Larry Mitich PhD on the Weed Science Society of America website: 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
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There are many native thistles. It is important to distinguish them from the invasive 
thistles so the native ones are left alone.  One excellent publication is Thistles of 
Colorado produced by the Larimer County Weed District (970)-498-5769 or email 
ccisneros@larimer.org 
 
USES 
All are favored BEE plants, especially Bull thistle.  
 
Although this thistle is not identified, the principles of harvesting apply to  
those on our List B. Harvesting Wild Thistle and eating stalk and seeds. The younger 
they are and the earlier the season, the more tender they will be for eating: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2UHyZi53Ts 
 
“Hello I’m Becca and I’m a thistle farmer” (and minister). Cardboard boxes from 
thistles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vQgX8sQRfw  
 
Using Bull Thistle Rennet for Cheesemaking: there are a surprising number of 
websites writing on how to do this, citing thistle use in artisanal cheesemaking history in 
Spain, Portugal, medieval, and modern times. Just go online to see the choices. 
 
Thistle down can be used as tinder to start winter fires in woodstove or to make 
paper.  
 
USDA Ethnobotanical researcher Dr. James Duke writes: 
“To me, the most pleasant culinary appeal of the thistles I have indulged in is the chewy 
taproot on a hungry autumn afternoon. Those dug in pastures should not be eaten raw, 
because they may harbor disease. Other foragers have mentioned, with good reason, 
the edible pith of young stems, cooked young leaves, the stalks, pared of their 
spines and leaves, and the leaflike appendages around the burrs, cooked and 
consumed like globe artichokes. Some Canadian Indians have learned, 
independently as did I, that the taproots make good food, raw or cooked. But the 
taproot, like that of the evening primrose, is only good at the end of the first summer or 
at the beginning of the second summer of the biennial species. In the second summer, 
the biennials bolt, moving all that food upstairs to nurture the flowering process. The 
lilac-colored flowers sticking out of the spiny green structures below, when chewed, 
gum up to make a pleasant chewing gum substitute, as do flowers of sow thistle and 
dandelion.  
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Thistle seed are a favorite with several seed-eating birds, like goldfinches. Canada 
thistle flowers are very attractive to honeybees. Delaware Indians used it for cancer 
and hemorrhagic hemorrhoids. Navaho used it to induce vomiting. Ojibwa used it 
for stomach cramps. Canada thistle has been used to coagulate milk. Mohegan 
Indians used it in a mouthwash for infants and in a tuberculosis remedy for adults. 
Montagnais also use it for tuberculosis. Ojibwa used it as a bowel tonic. Various 
thistle species show up in Hartwell’s PLANTS USED AGAINST CANCER, for cancer of 
the breast and nose, edematous tumors, and scirrhus.” 
Duke, James A. Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton l992  
 
 
National Institute of Health: article on traditional phytotherapy in Italy cites Cirsium 
arvense [Canada thistle] for intestinal disturbances. 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Centaurea+diffusa+ethnobotany 
 
On Scotch Thistle, Plants for a Future Database states about edibility: 
[It grows in] “Waste places and arable land, especially on chalky and sandy soils, 
avoiding shade[4, 9]. Also found on slightly acid soils…Flower buds and stems have 
been eaten cooked,  before the flowers develop; the prickers are removed before 
cooking stems in water like asparagus or rhubarb. The petals have been used for yellow 
food color; they also impart a flavor of their own. The seed contains 25% oil reported to 
be of good quality.”  
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Onopordum+acanthium 
 
WebMD says “People take Scotch thistle to stimulate the heart…There isn’t enough 
information to know how Scotch thistle might work as a medicine.”  
http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-supplements/ingredientmono-125-scotch%20thistle.as
px?activeingredientid=125&activeingredientname=scotch%20thistle 
 
A number of websites claim Scotch thistle is an ingredient in proprietary heart 
medicines. I have been unable to find studies on this.  
 
 Nine researchers who published the results of their examination of Scotch Thistle for 
cytotoxic activity at PubMed state: “Onopordum acanthium is considered a 
promising plant for the researchers investigating putative biological activities, 
particularly antitumour and immune-related activity.” 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26142501 
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Feeding cows: 
Cows Learning to Eat Weeds in Boulder County: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAUoNtOFbCE 
 

Control of the biennial and winter annual 
thistles--some ideas:  
Cow Control--Cows Learning to Eat Weeds in Boulder County: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAUoNtOFbCE 
 
Digging, Pulling, Cutting--the biennials and winter annual can be pulled or dug out, 
root and all, before flowering.  
 
ATTRA, The National Sustainable Agriculture Information Service (a program 
developed and managed by the National Center for Appropriate Technology (NCAT) 
most of whose funding is through a cooperative agreement with the United States 
Department of Agriculture's Rural Business-Cooperative Service) says: 
 
“(1) Spraying adult thistle with herbicides will kill the adult plants but will do nothing to 
stop new ones from growing from seeds already in the soil…. 
 
(2) Cattle, sheep, goats, horses, donkeys, and llamas will also eat thistle flowers. 
 
Cutting or mowing is more effective later in the season when the stem core is hollow, 
but before flowering. At that time, the plant is least likely to regrow.  
Mowing can wait until two days before blooming to prevent seed production. (Anderson, 
2001)  
 
Mowing or hand cutting only four days after flowering will allow some seeds to mature. 
Plants cut after the flowers open should have the flowers removed...Destroy them. 
Timing a mow can be difficult since thistles don’t all bloom at the same time.  
 
It’s important to [establish] desirable... plants with adequate fertility soon after thistle 
is controlled, to provide competition to future thistle plants...a dense stand ...goes a long 
way toward good thistle control.” http://www.agrisk.umn.edu/cache/ARL02967.htm 
 
“The thistle defoliating beetle, Cassida rubiginosa, feeds on leaves of Canada, musk, 
and plumeless thistles.” http://res2.agr.ca/lethbridge/weedbio/agents/acasrub_e.htm. 
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Trichosirocalus horridus, feeds on musk thistle.  
 
Charles Walters of ACRES USA: “Some farmers report that thistles grow where soil 
calcium levels are low, iron is high, and phosphorus is low or complexed. (Anderson , 
2001)…Amending the soil for these minerals, managing for  and applying good 
compost or compost tea, which will introduce micro-organisms “that can rot out the 
rhizomes of these plants” can be tried as well.” Charles Walters, Weeds: Control 
Without Poisons  
 
University of Colorado Professor Tim Seastedt on Musk Thistle control: 
“The nodding thistle is constrained in at least a portion of its home range by herbivores 
(Jongejans et al., 2006); thus it was a logical target for classical biological control. 
Gassmann & Kok (2002) reported that this species was among the first group selected 
for biological control by the US Department of Agriculture in 1959, and in 1968 the 
weevil Rhinocylus conicus (Curculionidae) was released in the USA, followed by 
releases in Canada in 1969. The species was introduced in New Zealand in 1972 and in 
Australia in 1985 (Cullen & Sheppard, 2012). What subsequently happened in North 
America is a well-known story. Rhinocyllus conicus attacked native thistle species of 
North America. In the 1960s, this threat to native species was not considered sufficient 
to negate the potential benefit of the biological control program, and the insects were 
subsequently released. By the 1980s, concern about the lack of host specificity and 
damage to native thistles was identified, but it was not until 2000 that the US 
Department of Agriculture banned interstate shipments of this biological control agent 
(Louda et al., 2003). The weevil is well established and is viewed as a threat to the 
persistence of at least some North American thistles (e.g. Rose et al., 2005). This 
biological control program was the model system for redefining the ethics and risk 
identified for subsequent biological control efforts (Fowler et al., 2000; Delfosse, 2005).”  
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/nph.13065/full 
 
Controlling Canada Thistle 

Cattle, sheep, goats, horses, donkeys, and llamas will also eat thistle flowers. 
Canada thistle, being a perennial, requires repeated removal of the top growth to 
weaken or kill the plants. 
 
“Controlling Canada thistle organically is done with a sharp eye and an even sharper 
pair of scissors. Find the base of the Canada thistle plant and simply snip it off at the 
base. Do not pull Canada thistle out, as this can split the root, which causes two 
Canada thistles to grow back. 
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Check the location weekly and snip off any new growth that you may see. The 
idea is to force the weed to use up its energy reserves by regrowing but removing 
the new leaves before the Canada thistle has a chance to build its energy reserves back 
up.” 
http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/plant-problems/weeds/canada-thistle-control.htm  
 
  

Carum carvi: Wild caraway 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Carum_carvi_a1.jpg 
Jerzy Opiola 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Carum carvi, same as cultivated caraway 
Carum means caraway and carvi means Caria, where it was originally grown in Asia 
Minor. 
Biennial in the Apiaceae family, occasionally a perennial; reproduces only by seed 
Flowers small, pink or whitish in loose lateral umbels 
Introduced into the U.S. as a cultivated species 
Escaped to become a problem weed in meadows, irrigation ditches, rights-of-way 
 

Uses 

Carum carvi has a long history of human use. 
 
Plants for a Future database on traditional edible uses: 
Seed - raw or cooked. A spicy flavour, it is used as a flavouring in confectionery and 
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bread, also as a flavouring in salads, vegetables etc[2, 4, 5, 9, 18, 20, 27, 183]. It is high 
in protein and fat[14]. The seed is often chewed after a meal in order to sweeten the 
breath and also to relieve heartburn after a rich meal[244]. Per 100g, the seed contains 
333 calories, 10g water, 20g protein, 14.5g fat, 50g carbohydrate, 12.5g fibre, 6g ash, 
689mg calcium, 568mg phosphorus, 16.2mg iron, 258mg magnesium, 17mg sodium, 
1351mg potassium, 5.5mg zinc, 363 IU vitamin A, 0.383mg thiamine, 0.379mg 
riboflavin, 3.61mg niacin[218].  
 
An essential oil from the seed is used as a flavouring in ice creams, candy, soft drinks 
etc. [183,238]. It is an essential ingredient of the liqueur kummel [244]…An essential oil 
from the seed is used in perfumery, for scenting soap, as a parasiticide etc. [7, 
46,74,171]. Twenty five kilos of seed yield about 1 kilo of essential oil [4]. The essential 
oil yield of the seed from plants cultivated in Poland is up to 10.33%[240].  Caraway is 
also used as a breath freshener. 
 
Root--cooked [183]. Used as a vegetable like parsnips [2,4.9,14, 55, 115]. Stronger in 
taste than parsnips, but liked by many [207]. A delicious vegetable [244].  
 
Leaves--raw or as a flavouring in soups etc [2,14,27,55.115]. The young leaves are 
much less spicy than the seeds and are a good salad[9], having a mild parsley-dill 
flavour[238]. They give an aromatic tang to salads[244]. Older leaves can be cooked as 
a spinach[183].   http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Carum+carvi 
 
The essential oil content in caraway species (Carum carvi L.) 
By J. SEDLÁKOVÁ1 , B. KOCOURKOVÁ2 , L. LOJKOVÁ1 , V. KUBÁŇ 
This scientific paper evaluates the quality of various caraway cultivars for  
their essential oil content. The Abstract begins: “Caraway fruits contain 1–6% of 
essential oils consisting of about 30 compounds, from which carvone and limonene 
account form the main portion, about 95%.” 
http://www.agriculturejournals.cz/publicFiles/51570.pdf 
 

From Pharmacognosy Review:  Cuminum cyminum and Carum carvi: An update by 
R.K. Johri       Abstract 

Cuminum cyminum and Carum carvi are the sources of cumin and caraway seeds respectively, 
which have been used since antiquity for the treatment of various indications in traditional 
healing systems in wide geographical areas. Cumin and caraway seeds are rich sources of 
essential oils and have been actively researched for their chemical composition and 
biological activities. In recent times (especially during the last 3 years) considerable progress 
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has been made regarding validation of their acclaimed medicinal attributes by extensive 
experimental studies. In this attempt many novel bioactivities have been revealed. This review 
highlights the significance of cumin and caraway as potential source of diverse natural 
products and their medicinal applications. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3210012/  
 
From Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences: 
Effects of Carum carvi L. (Caraway) extract and essential oil on TNBS-induced colitis in 
rats by A. Keshavarz, M. Minaiyan, A. Ghannadi, and P. Mahzouni 
 
Carum carvi L. (Apiaceae family) or caraway is a common household plant grown 
around the world including Iran. Caraway fruits are used as flavoring agent in foods and 
beverages, and have various traditional uses in ethnomedicine. Anti-inflammatory, 
spasmolytic, antimicrobial, antioxidant, carminative and immunomodulatory properties 
of caraway suggest that it might exert beneficial effects on inflammatory bowel disease 
(IBD). Therefore, this study was carried out… These data suggest that caraway 
fractions are both effective and possess anti-colitic activity irrespective of the 
dose and route of administration. 
 
Other PubMed studies reference medicinal properties of Carum carvi. 
 
Web MD: 
“Caraway is a plant that has an interesting place in legend. Superstitions held that 
caraway had the power to prevent the theft of any object that contained the seed and to 
keep lovers from losing interest in one another. These days, some people think caraway 
has healing power, and they use the oil, fruit, and seeds as medicine. 
 
Caraway is used for digestive problems including heartburn, bloating, gas, loss of 
appetite, and mild spasms of the stomach and intestines. Caraway oil is also used to 
help people cough up phlegm, improve control of urination, kill bacteria in the body, and 
relieve constipation. 
 
Women use caraway oil to start menstruation and relieve menstrual cramps; nursing 
mothers use it to increase the flow of breast milk. 
 
Caraway is used in mouthwashes and in skin rubs to improve local blood flow. 
 
In foods, caraway is used as a cooking spice. 
 
In manufacturing, caraway oil is used to flavor certain medications. It is also commonly 
used as a fragrance in toothpaste, soap, and cosmetics. 
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How does it work? 
Caraway oil might improve digestion and relieve spasms in the stomach and intestines.” 
http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-supplements/ingredientmono-204-caraway.aspx?activ
eingredientid=204&activeingredientname=caraway 
 
Carum carvi essential oil can be puchased commercially.  

 
Control 
Hand pulling of whole plant with root can control small populations.  
Mowing or cutting not recommended, as it will rebloom below cutting height. 
http://wric.ucdavis.edu/information/natural%20areas/wr_C/Carum.pdf 
 

 
 
 
Centaura diffusa: Diffuse Knapweed 

   
On the left: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Centaurea_maculosa_(3768271422).jpg  
On the right: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Centaurea_maculosa_(3768273800).jpg 
Both by Matt Lavin from Bozeman, MT 
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Centaurea Maculosa: Spotted Knapweed 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Centaurea_maculosa_(3768271422).jpg  Matt Lavin from Bozeman MT 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Centaurea_maculosa_5-jgreenlee_(5097809110).jpg Superior National Forest 
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Acroptilon repens: Russian Knapweed 

   
http://www.idahoweedawareness.net/vfg/weedlist/rknapweed/rknapweed.html 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
ID Video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEQ_vo10_aQ 
 
 
Common Name Botanical Name 
Diffuse knapweed Centaurea diffusa (diffuse Centaur) 
Spotted knapweed Centaurea maculosa (spotted Centaur) 
Russian knapweed Acroptilon repens (moved from Centaurea 

genus, Creeping acroptilon) 
 
All are in the Asteraceae family. 
 
Diffuse knapweed--  
typically annual, sometimes biennial or short-lived  
perennial; reproduces mostly by seed 
 
Spotted knapweed-- 
biennial or short-lived perennial; reproduces mostly by seed but can resprout from 
roots 
 
Russian knapweed--  
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perennial; root system vigorous, creeping, black, scaley, with crown buds, which is 
different from other knapweeds. New plants come from roots and crown buds. 
 
Identification: 
Diffuse knapweed-- 
Flowers are typically white, sometimes pink, with rigids spines on bracts beneath. 
Plant is ball-shaped. Buds are urn-shaped. After flowering, diffuse knapweed sets seed 
in late summer or fall, after which the plant breaks off at the base and becomes a 
tumbleweed spreading seed as far as the wind will carry the plant. 
 
Spotted knapweed-- 
See video above….pink to purplish flowers with prominent black spots on the 
bracts beneath. No sharp spines as on Diffuse. Spotted knapweed is closely related 
to diffuse knapweed but is more prevalent at higher elevations. 
 
Russian knapweed--pink to lavender flowers with white papery bracts 
beneath.Russian knapweed eliminates competing vegetation by exuding an allelopathic 
chemical that inhibits growth of other plants and can result in solid stands.  
 

Uses--All 
Seriously, there is a paint color called Knapweed: 
https://www.google.com/search?q=knapweed+paint+color&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8 
 
BEES love Knapweeds.  
 
Uses: Spotted 
Blank so far 
 
Uses: Russian 
An ethnopharmacological study in Baluchistan, Pakistan, found that of all the medicinal 
plants studied, Russian knapweed had  “the highest use value.”  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25260579  
It is poisonous to horses. 
 

Control: Diffuse and Spotted 
University of Colorado Professor Tim Seastedt on Control for Diffuse Knapweed 
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as well as Spotted Knapweed: 
“Two weevil species, a seed-head feeder, Larinus minutus, and a root-feeder, 
Cyphocleonus achates (both Curculionidae; Fig. 1), listed among the 14 insect species 
suggested as potential biological control agents by Müller-Schärer & Schroeder (1993), 
were subsequently confirmed to greatly reduce densities of C. Diffusa...  
 
Two successful biological control agents for ...Centaurea diffusa and Centaurea 
stoebe [another name for Centaurea maculosa]... were released c. 25 yr ago in 
North America. Cyphocleonus achates... feed as larvae in the tap root and then 
consume foliage as adults. Adult Larinus minutus ... feed on foliage while larvae 
consume seeds. The two species of weevils appear to rapidly reduce C. diffusa 
populations... 
 
The success of biological control for these two knapweed species has caused 
consternation among a subset of stakeholders. Early on, knapweeds had been 
identified as important to the honey industry in North America (Maddox et al., 
1985). While native pollinators still appear to be most benefited by native flowering 
plants, focus on the health of honeybees and the success of commercial pollination 
activities has increased in importance (Carson, 2013). Societal pressure to restrain or 
reduce biological control efforts against knapweed is therefore part of the ongoing 
management dialog in parts of North America.” 
 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/nph.13065/full 
 
Control for Diffuse 
Kathy Voth: Cows Eat Late Season Diffuse Knapweed: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVk-YKq_xNo 
 
 
Mowing and grazing can suppress populations, but plants will still flower and set seed 
from a reduced height. Hand pulling and digging, when feasible, is very effective. If 
hand pulling or digging plants that have flowered, be sure to bag and dispose the plants 
to prevent seed dispersal [or burn in woodstove.] 
Can cause rash on skin; wear gloves. 
 
Seeding competitors is necessary after pulling. 
http://www.larimer.org/weeds/listb.htm#diffuse 
Identification and Management of Knapweeds in Colorado Produced by Larimer County 
Weed District www.larimer.org/weeds 
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Control: Spotted  
“Spotted knapweed reproduces only by seed, so mechanical control methods should be 
conducted prior to seed production. Hand pulling and digging are effective if the top 2-4 
inches of the tap-root is removed. If hand pulling or digging plants that have flowered, 
be sure to bag and dispose the plants to prevent seed dispersal.” 
http://www.larimer.org/weeds/listb.htm  Seeding competitors is necessary after pulling.  
Control: Russian 
Russian knapweed is a perennial that reproduces from seed and vegetative root buds. 
Handpulling and mowing reduce seed production and stress it, but not effective at 
elimination... Perennial grasses can be sown in late fall. Seeding perennial grasses, 
forbs, shrubs is necessary to prevent re-invasion. 
Identification and Management of Knapweeds in Colorado Produced by Larimer County 
Weed District www.larimer.org/weeds 
 
“Knapweeds can…be controlled mechanically, given the human will to keep at it.” 
--personal communication from University of Colorado Professor Tim Seastedt. 
 

 
Centaurea solstitialis: 
 Yellow starthistle  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.pixabay.com 

 
www.pixabay.com skeeze 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List A 
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Botanical Name: Centaurea solstitialis means “Mid-summer Centaur” 
Same subfamily--Centaurea--as Knapweed 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family  
Aka: St. Barnaby’s thistle 
Annual or winter annual pasture/rangeland weed 
A serious problem in CA; could become CO’s worst weed problem if unchecked 
 

Uses 
It is a BEE plant. 
Bee Culture: The Magazine of American Beekeeping May 2015/April 19, 2015 issue 
says: Yellow star thistle is an especially good honey plant in California and the 
West. These plants can bring 50 pounds or so of honey per colony...this...high quality 
honey has an excellent flavor… 
 
Antiviral and Antimicrobial activity: 

“Three sesquiterpene lactones were isolated from the aerial parts of Centaurea 
solstitialis…13-acetyl solstitialin A displayed remarkable antibacterial activity against 
isolated strains of E. faecalis…The same compound also showed significant activity 
against the DNA virus…This is the first report showing that 13-acetyl solstitialin A 
possesses significant antiviral activity.” Antiviral and antimicrobial activities of 
three sesquiterpene lactones from Centaurea solstitialis L. ssp. solstitialis. 
Ozçelik B1, Gürbüz I, Karaoglu T, Yeşilada E. 

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17614269 
 
 
Toxicity 
American Wildlife & Plants: A Guide to Wildlife Food Habits by Martin, Zim, Nelson 
says this is one of two Centaureas which are important to wildlife. It is favored by 
upland game birds, songbirds, and small mammals. 
 
Dr. Larry Mitich in The Intriguing World of Weeds at the Weed Science Society of 
America’s website (WSSA), writes, “the disease has been observed only in saddle and 
light harness horses in central and northern California on poor, dry, summer pasture 
when yellow starthistle may be the only "green" plant available for grazing.  
 
Sheep and other animals are not affected from being fed yellow starthistle 
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experimentally...However, the plants are very bitter, and horses usually do not eat the 
plants (2). Yellow starthistle seed is a common impurity in alfalfa seed because they are 
nearly the same weight and are difficult to remove.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x  
 
The Boulder County Horse Association booklet, Colorado’s Poisonous 
Menace: Do You Know What Your Horse is eating? says that in horses: Starthistle 
affects the nervous system and causes necrosis of the brain...No treatment, euthanasia 
recommended… www.boulderhorse.org 
 

Control: 

CA Invasive Plant Council control possibilities include: handpull, hoe, weed whack, 
till, mow, graze, prescribed burn, reveg, biocontrol. For advantages, disadvantages, 
and timing:    http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/management/pdf/YSTPlans.pdf  
 
Biocontrol  
Starthistle is attacked by the yellow starthistle bud weevil, Bangasternus orientalis, 
and the yellow starthistle hairy weevil, Eustenopus villosus. More information 
available from: http://wric.ucdavis.edu/yst/manage/management6.html#insects. 
 
Cal-IPC management guide for Yellow Starthistle:  
http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/management/pdf/YSTMgmtweb.pdf 
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Chenopodium album: Lambsquarters 
 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chenopodium_album_plant4_Jenene_Kidston_(12112021073).jpg 
Harry Rose from South West Rocks, Australia 
 
ID video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIgQAqPpE40 
ID video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oL49PBsCP0 
 
Chenopodiaceae--Goosefoot family 
(Beets, chard, spinach, quinoa, and kaniwa are in this family) 
Common Lambsquarters is the one most often referred to below. 
Botanical Name of Common Lambsquarters: Chenopodium album (=white 
goosefoot; leaf undersurface is often white.)  
AKA Fat hen The name `fat hen' is used for several plants of the Chenopod family. 
AKA Wild Spinach (because it tastes like its relative). 
 
James A. Duke PhD, USDA Ethnobotanist: 
“Annual…Stems rather succulent, without hairs, but often with minute mealy 
protuberances which can be rubbed off.  
LEAVES: simple, one at the node, alternating on the stem...unevenly diamond-shaped, 
pointed at the tip, with irregular teeth or small lobes on the edges…the undersurface 
often with a whitish or mealy cast which can be rubbed off. 
FLOWERS: small, greenish, in elongate simple or compound clusters toward the tip of 
the stem and major branches… 
 
Found in pure stands, in old fields, pastures, gardens, waste places, forest 
edges...starting to flower in June, fruiting shortly thereafter, with another...second “crop” 
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in late summer, fruiting until frost… 
 
Tops can be eaten before and after flowering. There are other nutrients in the small 
seeds which can be used in porridge or ground up like any other cereal to make a 
flour...Pioneers added the seed to breads, cookies, muffins, and 
pancakes...Facciola mentions that the sprouted seeds are edible, a suggestion he, 
like me, make for most species of which both the seeds and foliage are generally 
recognized as food (GRAF)...Cherokee ate the greens to “stay healthy” (Moerman, 
1986). Fox used the root infusion for urethral itch. Iroquois poulticed it onto burns…”  
James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992  
 
Dr. Larry Mitich of the Weed Science Society of America:  
“Richard Charles Alexander Prior (1809-1902) noted that lambsquarters is a 
corruption of "Lammas quarter" (15), a harvest festival held Aug. 1 in the 9th century 
English church)...Tenants of the Archbishop of York were obligated to bring a lamb to 
the altar; this also may have been an etymological source for "lammas" or 
"lambsquarters." Common lambsquarters and a related plant, spreading orach 
(Atriplex patula L. # ATXPA) formerly known by the same name, had some association 
with the festival (13) - possibly as a green vegetable which characterized meals at that 
time of year.”  
 
He gives more history of Lambsquarters as food, then discusses it in relation to 
soil and ruminants: 
“Common lambsquarters grew in Britain in the late-glacial and post-glacial periods. 
Neolithic, Bronze Age, and early iron Age people ate it, and the Romans and 
Europeans used it extensively (9). People once regarded lambsquarters as one of the 
most delicious of wild vegetables...served...with butter, salt and pepper (19)....used 
in salads (8) or...made into soup.  
 
Lambsquarters contains more iron, protein, Vitamin B2, and Vitamin C than either 
raw cabbage or spinach; it has more calcium and Vitamin B1 than raw cabbage; and 
its other constituents compare favorably with both these vegetables (9, 19).  
 
Seeds of common lambsquarters were dried and were ground into flour for bread, 
cakes, or gruel, and some American Indians still use them this way (9). Flour made 
of lambsquarters seed is dark colored from the blackish seed coats but bakes up into a 
tasty and nutritious product (7, 8). The seeds taste like buckwheat and are delicious 
raw (9), but are tiny and hard to chew; because the seeds are small and smooth, 
they had to be boiled, mashed, and dried before grinding (8). The pioneers added 
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lambs-quarter seeds to breads, pancakes, muffins, and cookies (19). They were part of 
the gruel eaten by the Tollund man at his last meal (9) before he was pitched into 
the Irish bog.   
 
Although Europeans once valued lambsquarters as a vegetable and as an important 
fodder for their animals, it lost favor when spinach was introduced from 
southwest Asia in the 16th century (9). But its name persisted: the Anglo-Saxons 
called it "melde," and it grew so profusely in some areas that settlements were named 
for it. Tenth century Meldeburna (the stream where melde grew), Cambridgeshire, 
England, is now called Melbourn… 
 
From Europe and Asia, lambsquarters traveled to the United States... Worldwide, 
common lambsquarters is ranked as the most important weed in potatoes and sugar 
beets and seventh in abundance in corn (10).  
 
In the United States, lambsquarters is the predominant weed in soybeans (17). It is the 
most common weed of sugarbeets and potatoes in Sweden (1). It grows from 70 N to 
50 S latitude, except in areas of extreme desert conditions (10). As early as 1840, 
Christian Horace Benedict Alfred Moquind-Tandon (1804-1863), the monographer of 
the Chenopodiaceae, considered lambsquarters an agricultural weed throughout the 
temperate region (12). Lambsquarters grows mainly in disturbed areas, particularly in 
yards and around farm buildings near local concentrations of nitrogen or organic 
matter (6).  
 
Its penchant for establishing on disturbed, abandoned land make lambsquarters 
valuable as a soil protector (19)... 
 
Common lambsquarters also contains oxalic acid and is poisonous to sheep and 
swine when eaten in large quantities over a long period. The plant causes severe 
taint in milk when eaten by dairy cows but is generally regarded as useful feed for 
dry cattle and sheep. Animals under stress may be affected if they eat the plant in 
quantity, but field cases of poisoning are rare (6). C. album leaves are one source 
of ascaridole, an oil used to treat for round worms and hook worms (4).” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
Here is a lambsquarters pesto recipe posted on a Colorado forager’s blog: 
http://wildfoodgirl.com/2014/lambs-quarters-pesto-sunflower-seeds/ 
 
And here, her adventures making lambsquarter dumplings from the seed: 
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http://wildfoodgirl.com/2014/seed-sprouting-with-quinoas-wild-kin/ 
 
Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa) and possibly Kaniwa/Canihua (Chenopodium 
pallidicaule) are dryland grains for mountainous areas.  
 
Colorado quinoa: 
http://www.frontrangeliving.com/cooking/quinoa.htm 
 
The Whole Grains Council on Quinoa: 
“Since nutrient-rich quinoa is also drought resistant, and grows well on poor soils 
without irrigation or fertilizer, it's been designated a "super crop" by the United 
Nations, for its potential to feed the hungry poor of the world… 
 
Sacred to the Incas, quinoa was referred to by them as chisaya mama, or the mother 
of all grains….quinoa came close to disappearing after 1532. That's when Francisco 
Pizarro, the Spanish explorer, destroyed the quinoa fields to undermine the Incan 
culture, built as it was on ceremonies that almost all involved quinoa. Only small 
pockets of wild quinoa at high altitudes survived, and quinoa was largely forgotten until 
its "rediscovery" by the outside world in the 1970s… 
 
In the restaurant world, the National Restaurant Association named quinoa as the 
hottest trend in side dishes in its 2010 "What's Hot" survey of chefs. And the ultimate: 
we were even served up with quinoa shampoo at a major hotel chain not long ago!” 
http://wholegrainscouncil.org/whole-grains-101/quinoa-march-grain-of-the-month 
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Cichorium intybus: Chicory 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File%3ACichorium_intybus_Zoom.JPG 
J. Carmichael 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Botanical Name: Cichorium intybus means Chicory chicory 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 

Perennial 
Taproot 
Spring rosette looks like a large dandelion  

 

Uses 

Chicory is a major international commercial food plant. France, Belgium, and the 
Netherlands produce the most. It is sold as a coffee substitute and is used by chefs in 
many recipes. There is even a guide book to starting your own chicory business. Both 
small-scale local producers and large multinational corporations sell chicory.   For 
instance: 
http://www.nestle.com/csv/case-studies/allcasestudies/chicory-production-south-africa 
  
Dr. James A. Duke, USDA Ethnobotanist: 
“Known to the Romans, chicory was mentioned by such early historians as Horace, 
Ovid, Pliny, and Virgil, and was early consumed as a vegetable or salad (Grieve, 
1974). Scorched roots, bitter as they are, have been used as a coffee, coffee 
adulterant, or coffee substitute, depending on your point of view...One of my favorite 
wild vegetable broths is made of chicory flowers, red clover flowers, and wild garlic 
flowers heads (unopened)...Facciola reminds us that the attractive blue flowers can be 
used, fresh or pickled, in salads. The early spring shoots are almost as bitter as those 
of dandelion, relished by some...Shoots, blanched by covering for weeks to keep light 
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off, seem both more attractive and palatable.. Chicory Tea, 1 ounce of root to a pint of 
water, was a European folk remedy for [many illnesses]... 
Chicory, as an additive to coffee, has caused dermatitis in workers handling the mix.” 
[p. 72]  
Duke, James A. Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton 1992 
 
Endive is the top of chicory. 
 
On the properties of inulin, for which chicory is famous: 
Inulins are a group of naturally occurring polysaccharides produced by many types of 
plants,[1] industrially most often extracted from chicory.[2] The inulins belong to a class of 
dietary fibers known as fructans. Inulin is used by some plants as a means of storing 
energy and is typically found in roots or rhizomes. Most plants that synthesize and store 
inulin do not store other forms of carbohydrate such as starch. Using inulin [as a 
biomarker] to measure renal function is the "gold standard" for comparison with other 
means of estimating creatinine clearance.[3]...Inulin is a natural storage carbohydrate 
present in more than 36,000 species of plants, including wheat, onion, bananas, garlic, 
asparagus, Jerusalem artichoke and chicory. For these plants, inulin is used as an 
energy reserve and for regulating cold resistance.[4][5] Because it is soluble in water, it is 
osmotically active. The plants can change the osmotic potential of cells by changing the 
degree of polymerization of inulin molecules with hydrolysis. By changing osmotic 
potential without changing the total amount of carbohydrate, plants can withstand cold 
and drought during winter periods.[6]  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inulin 
 
On the properties and commercial uses of inulin from chicory: 
Inulin is a water-soluble (it holds water) prebiotic fiber based on the fact that it’s highly 
fermentable by the friendly bacteria in our guts. Commercially usually taken from 
chicory root fiber or chicory root extract. Inulin is a plant carbohydrate fiber whose 
bonds can’t be broken by human digestive enzynmes. Not digested in small intestine, 
but in large intestine is “fodder” for bacteria there and contributes to bulk of our stools.  
 
Used in low fat, non-gluten dairy products and protein bars to produce creamy, moist 
mouthfeel. Soluble fibers slow down the time it takes for a piece of food to travel the 
length of the bowel, so you feel more full sooner and longer. Fiber doesn’t have calories 
because indigestible. Is sweet, so marketed as a no-cal sweetener. 
 
Prebiotic means it’s highly fermentable  by (ie food for) gut bacteria, the “probiotics.” 
Too much can give you gas. (So let the roots sit for a couple months b4 eating duh or 
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try fermenting). Chicory, Jerusalem artichokes, jicama, asparagus, onion, leeks, garlic, 
wheat, green bananas.  
 http://health.usnews.com/health-news/blogs/eat-run/2015/05/05/ 
what-is-inulin-chicory-root-fiber 
 

Control 
From the book Weed Control in Natural Areas in the Western United States: 
Grazing is described as 50-80% effective (often regrows after grazing and may be 
considered desirable forage. Mowing is 50-80% effective: it can regrow after mowing, 
but mowing can prevent seed production. Grubbing, digging, or hand pulling is 
considered excellent control (>95%), as long as you “remove as much of the plant and 
root as possible to prevent regrowth.” 
http://wric.ucdavis.edu/information/natural%20areas/wr_C/Cichorium.pdf 
 
 

 
 
Clematis orientalis: 
Chinese clematis/Oriental 
Virginsbower 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Clematis_orientalis;_Baikonur_03.jpg   uriy75 
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Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
ID Photo http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Clematis+orientalis 
 
Botanical Name: Clematis orientalis-- Oriental Climbing plant 

Ranunculaceae--Buttercup family 
Flowers single, yellow.  May be confused with Colorado’s native Clematis (C. 
ligusticifolia). Native Clematis has groups of small white flowers. Chinese 
clematis has single yellow flowers. 
 
Perennial herb or woody climbing vine; climbs on rocks, fences, bushes, trees 
Found in diverse habitats including forests, riverbanks, sandy gullies, and rocky 
outcroppings. 
May be toxic to livestock 

 

Uses 

The plant is [said to be] antiseptic and refrigerant. It is used as a gargle for ulcerated 
throats and also to treat dog bites[178]. Although no reports of toxicity have been seen 
for this species, some if not all members of this genus are mildly poisonous. The toxic 
principle is dissipated by heat or by drying. 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Clematis+orientalis  
 
Its pollinators are bees and flies. http://practicalplants.org/wiki/Clematis_orientalis 
 
 
Colorado Dept. of Agriculture says: 
Don’t Use: This species can cause death to young trees and brush and outcompetes 
native shrubby and herbaceous species. Plants will completely cover rock walls, trees, 
bushes and fences. The juice of freshly crushed leaves and stems have blister causing 
agents. http://www.co.clear-creek.co.us/DocumentCenter/View/616 
 

Control 
Handpull or dig when soil is moist. Make certain to pull all the roots. 
[Pull before flowering; if pulling later,] bag specimens carefully so as to 
not scatter seeds if flowering. Eradication requires intensive and persistent control 
efforts to effectively eliminate weed infestations and soil seed reserves. 
http://www.co.clear-creek.co.us/DocumentCenter/View/616 
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Conium maculatum: Poison hemlock 

 
http://e-flora.myspecies.info/eol/213/ajax Mick Talbot from Lincoln (U.K.), England 
Provider Wikimedia Commons 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
ID (what the presenter calls “red” is most often called “purple”): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0btqxLjI5TA 
 
ID and toxic effects: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QVu2-iWp_I  
 
Botanical Name: Conium maculatum means Poison Hemlock, named for both the 
plant and the poison derived from it. 
 
Apiaceae--Parsley (carrot) family 

Biennial and can get tall, grows in moister places 
First year plants form small seedling that resembles wild carrot 
White flowers in umbrella-like cluster 
Musty odor (the second presenter above refers to it as “mouse urine”) 
KEY CHARACTERISTIC: Purple spots cover stems, distinguishing it from other 
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Parsley family plants 
Seeds may remain viable in soil for about 3 years 
This is the plant that killed Socrates. All parts are poisonous. 

 

Uses 

Web MD on its toxic and medicinal properties:  

“Hemlock is a very poisonous plant. In fact, all parts of the plant are toxic. Hemlock is 
most poisonous during the early stages of growth in the spring, but it is dangerous at all 
stages of growth. The poisons in hemlock are so deadly that people have died after 
eating game birds that had eaten hemlock seeds. 
 
Hemlock is native to Europe and western Asia and was introduced into North America 
as an ornamental plant. It is frequently found in the US and southern Canada. Hemlock 
typically grows near fences, roadsides, ditches, abandoned construction sites, pastures, 
crops, and fields, where it can be confused with harmless plants. Accidental poisonings 
have occurred when people mistook the root for parsnip, leaves for parsley, or seeds for 
anise. 
 
Despite serious safety concerns, hemlock leaves, root, and seeds are used to make 
medicine.  

It is used for breathing problems including bronchitis, whooping cough, and asthma; and 
for painful conditions including teething in children, swollen and painful joints, and 
cramps. 
 
Hemlock is also used for anxiety and mania. Other uses include treatment of spasms 
tumors, skin infections, epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, Sydenham’s chorea, and bladder 
infections. 
 
Hemlock has also been used to reverse strychnine poisoning. 

How does it work? 
Hemlock contains poisons that affect the transmission of nerve impulses to muscle. 
Death occurs by respiratory failure.” 
http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-supplements/ingredientmono-949-hemlock.aspx?activ
eingredientid=949&activeingredientname=hemlock 

 
The Welcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at University College 
London: 
“...hemlock (Conium maculatum L.) is one of the most recognized botanicals in 
ancient medicine...This third essay in the series will describe hemlock not in terms of 
its historical importance but will discuss its active components, mode of action and 
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medicinal uses in ancient medicine….has a bitter taste and unpleasant odor when 
bruised. This has likely prevented accidental overdoses...As a medicine, hemlock has 
sedative and antispasmodic properties but was used by Greek and Arab physicians 
for a variety of maladies including joint pain. Obviously it was used with extreme 
caution since even small amounts could cause untoward affects. This has made its 
use in medicine rather spotty since the amount needed to migrate from a 
therapeutic to a toxic dose is very small. An overdose can produce paralysis with 
toxic doses first causing loss of speech followed by depression of respiratory function 
and eventual death…” 
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucgajpd/medicina%20antiqua/sa_hemlock.html 
 
Native Americans were known to dip their arrows in hemlock. 
http://www.extension.colostate.edu/4DMG/Weed/hemlock.htm 
 

Control 
“The large, fleshy white taproot can be easily pulled from moist ground when plants 
are small… 
 
Biological control has been effective using the Hemlock moth (Agonopterix 
alstroemericana). The larvae of this moth feed on the leaves, young stem tissue, flowers 
and seeds of Hemlock plants causing severe defoliation and death of the plant.” 
http://www.extension.colostate.edu/4DMG/Weed/hemlock.htm 
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Convolvulus arvensis: Field 
Bindweed   

  
www.pixabay.com Wikimedia images www.pixabay.com avantrend  

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Botanical Name: Convolvulus arvensis (Twining-around plant of the field) 
Convolvulaceae--Morning Glory family 

Perennial vine with stems 1-4 inches long 
Flowers white to pink, 1” wide 
Leaves are alternate, blunted to arrowhead shape 
Roots extensive, creeping, forming plant colonies 
One of the world’s top weeds 
Seeds remain viable for 50+ years 

 
Dr. Larry Mitich on its history, taxonomy, distribution, economic impact, growth 
characteristics, and (mild) usefulness to humans: 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 

 
Uses 

This is a BEE plant. 
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Daniel Moerman’s extensive Native American Ethnobotany database lists: 
“Navajo: Cold infusion of plant taken and used as a lotion for spider bites. 
and taken with food after swallowing a spider. 
Pomo: Decoction of plant or stem with leaves taken for excessive menstruation. 
Okanagan: Stems used as a "pack rope" for carrying birds and marmots home after 
hunting”   http://herb.umd.umich.edu/herb/search.pl 
 
 
Posted at Montana Plant Life: 
“The root of field bindweed, and also a resin made from the root, has agents that 
increase the flow of bile and its discharge from the body. It is also urine-inducing, 
laxative and strongly purgative. The dried root contains 4.9% resin. A tea made from the 
flowers is laxative and is also used in the treatment of fevers and wounds. A cold tea 
made from the leaves is laxative and is also used as a wash for spider bites or taken 
internally to reduce excessive menstrual flow. 
 
Other Uses: 
The stem is used as a twine for tying up plants etc. It is fairly flexible and strong but not 
long-lasting. A green dye is obtained from the whole plant.” 
http://montana.plant-life.org/species/convolv_arvens.htm  
 
A thread on confusing Field Bindweed (less edible) with Hedge Bindweed (more 
edible) 
http://www.permies.com/t/26068/wild-harvesting/people-eat-field-bindweed-Convolvulus  
 
Excellent Oregon State photos clearly indicating which is which--Field Bindweed 
(Convolvulus arvensis) vs. Hedge Bindweed (Calystegia sepium):  
http://oregonstate.edu/dept/nurseryweeds/feature_articles/vines/vine_weeds.html 
 
 

Control 
 
ATTRA, The National Sustainable Agriculture Information Service, developed and 
managed by the National Center for Appropriate Technology (NCAT), writes: 
 
“...you must deplete the roots’ energy resources by repeatedly destroying the top 
growth. 
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Sheep and cattle eat the leaves and stems, while hogs and chickens not only eat the 
leaves and stems but also expose roots and crowns, further depleting root 
reserves.(Stahlman, 1984)  
 
Black plastic mulch or fabric weed barrier will stifle bindweed in high-value plantings 
by keeping light from reaching the ground...It may take three to four years of light 
exclusion to kill the bindweed. 
 
Tall, shade-producing [plants] can reduce bindweed problems, since the weed is not 
very competitive under shady conditions...Sunflowers planted at 40,000 plants per acre 
can also be a good competitor.  
 
In 1985, The New Farm magazine featured a farmer in Fort Collins, Colorado, who 
used pumpkins and banana squash as a cheap bindweed "herbicide."(Mattingly, 
1985) The farmer, John Mattingly, allowed the bindweed to germinate in spring then 
tilled the field. In June he planted pumpkins. He fertilized with liquid nitrogen injected 
through the irrigation water, which stimulated the pumpkins’ leaf and vine growth.  
 
Within a few weeks, the bindweeds were shaded and strangled by the pumpkins so 
badly that they produced no seed. After pumpkin harvest, he disked down the pumpkin 
vines. Mattingly suspects that there is a chemical in the pumpkin vines that discourages 
bindweed, because he’s had no bindweed in his pumpkin field for nine years.(Mattingly, 
1985) He finds uses for his pumpkins, including Halloween sales and feeding them to 
his cattle and hogs. He says pumpkins have twice as much crude protein as corn. 
 
There are several new herbicides made from natural substances such as acetic 
acid, clove oil, thyme oil, and soap...Several acetic acid (vinegar) based herbicides 
have been developed for non-selective post-emergent use...Acetic acid herbicides work 
best when used in the sun…”   For further information see:  
https://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/viewhtml.php?id=141 
 
Charles Walters of Acres USA:  
“Bindweed is a typical reflector of an improper decay of organic matter and excess 
accumulation of heavy soil metals...Bindweeds tend to flourish more in an eroded low 
humus soil, which cannot support corrective decay systems for soil restoration. Low 
calcium, phosphorus, potassium and pH are benchmarks.... 
Most creeping-vine-type weeds have extensive and fast-growing rhizomes that develop 
to completely entrap the soil nutrient system in and around all the clusters of organic 
residues. The biological energies contained in these foul, rotting residues support 
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numerous dominating hormone enzyme systems that are “just right” for the vine weed 
families and “not just right” for other species of soil and plant life.  
 
Such conditions can occur within soils of high exchange capacity (clay) and low 
exchange capacity (sandy)--with low or high organic material content --always in soils 
that impose limitations on ferment and breakdown or organic residue in the desired 
direction. Such soils are unable to govern the humus system… 
 
Field bindweed...dominate[s]...because of a short circuit in the energy release of fouled 
decay systems. These limits are generated by an accumulation of dry-dead organic 
substances either under dry fall condition or in wet spring soil--with compaction, 
sedimentation, and improper tillage timing figuring in the equation.  
 
Cultural practices that relate to stress systems are greatly influenced by the pH 
character of the colloidal system involved and by the effect of drainage and air capacity 
of the decay medium. Correct these soil limitations through pH management and the 
bindweed...syndrome becomes completely dispersed. No herbicide chemical or fertilizer 
can replace good soil management…” 
Weeds: Control Without Poisons by Charles Walters ACRES USA Publishers 
Metairie Louisiana 1996 
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Cynoglossum officinale: 
Houndstongue 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cynoglossum_officinale_190506a.jpg 
Bernd Haynold 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Quick video of second-year plant: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzMZYi6jffU  
 
Boraginaceae--Borage family 

Biennial, taproot 
Flowers reddish-purple 
Mature plants produce velcro-like seeds (velcro was modeled after Borage 
seeds) 
Found in sandy soils,  
Toxic to livestock, horses 
Borages are Bee Plants 

 

Uses 

BEES love it. 
 
Montana Plant Life says: “Hound's tongue has a long history of use as a medicinal 
herb, though it is rarely used in modern herbalism.” They explain in this post. 
http://montana.plant-life.org/species/cyno_offic.htm  
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Montana State University Extension Service on Uses and Lore: 
Houndstongue has a long history of use for a variety of magical, medicinal, and 
practical purposes. The name houndstongue comes from the belief that a leaf worn in 
the shoe could ward off dog attacks. 
 
Extracts of roots and leaves of houndstongue have been used in folk remedies for 
various ailments including fever, eczema, acne vulgaris, and hemorrhoids. 
Houndstongue ointment is said to cure baldness.  
 
The red pigments of the outer root surface are anti-bacterial and reportedly have 
wound-healing properties. 
 
Roots and leaves have been used as pesticides and leaves have been used to repel 
moles in gardens and rodents from stored food. 
http://store.msuextension.org/publications/AgandNaturalResources/MT199709AG.pdf 
  
 
Boulder Horse.org warns: Houndstongue is toxic to horses (and cattle), due to 
pyrrolizidine alkaloids causing liver damage; no treatment is available. Make sure your 
horse is not overgrazing on a paddock with this plant. Colorado’s Poisonous Menace 
www.boulderhorse.org 
 

Control 
Hand pulling and grubbing may be practical for small populations of houndstongue. 
To effectively control houndstongue, the root crown must be removed. 
 
Grazing--don’t do it. Grazing is more likely to contribute to the spread 
than the control of houndstongue because of the plant’s association with disturbance, 
resistance to defoliation and herbivory, and tendency of seeds to stick in fur and fleece. 
http://store.msuextension.org/publications/AgandNaturalResources/MT199709AG.pdf 
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Cyperus esculentus: 
Yellow nutsedge 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cyperus_esculentus.jpg 
Author: User:Blahedo 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Cyperus esculentus means Sedge good-to-eat. 
Cyperaceae--Sedge family 
Perennial 6-30” tall  
8-20 flowers formed on slender spikelets, florets highly reduced, yellowish-brown to 
amber with long leaf-like bracts below 
Reproduces by seed, creeping rootstocks, or underground nutlets 
Stem is triangular, erect, without  hair, appear waxy 
Prefers moist areas 
Is a problem weed in cultivated agriculture 
 
Many sources confuse Chufa and Yellow nutsedge. This paper explains: 
The ecology of chufa (Cyperus esculentus sativus) 
Prepared by Andrew R. Dyer Associate Professor, Department of Biology & 
Geology, University of South Carolina Aiken: 
 
“A partial bibliography was produced as part of this project in an 
attempt to review the available literature on chufa, its production, and its uses. 
 
A number of papers concerning yellow and purple nutsedges were included because of 
their relevance to understanding chufa biology and physiology.  
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A concerted effort was made to locate as many international papers as possible 
regardless of the language of origin; however, actual copies of the magazines and 
journals containing them were very difficult to locate despite visits to large and excellent 
libraries...  
 
What this illustrated was that very little formal research has been or is being conducted 
on chufa and those few studies are being reported in regional or obscure journals. This 
trend is true even for yellow and purple nutsedges which are extremely important 
economically to the agriculture industry. Because nutsedges are viewed as weeds, the 
vast majority of reports have focused on ways to eliminate or reduce their presence in 
crops with very little attention given to their biology other than how they take up 
herbicides.  
 
As a result, the biology of nutsedges as a whole is less well-known that one would 
expect given their world-wide importance (Holm et al. 1991). 
 
In recent years, a growing number of high quality reports on chufa and nutsedges have 
emerged. These reports tend to be found in 
weed, agriculture, and food science journals and not in the 
mainstream biology or ecology journals… 
 
In my review of the older chufa literature, I found an alarming problem: there are few 
good scientific papers… 
 
It is my opinion that the original development of chufa as an agricultural cultivar 
represents a genetic abnormality… 
 
Other favored characteristics have been selected by chufa growers over the years, such 
as large but short-lived tubers with higher carbohydrate and lipid content than normally 
found in wild nutsedges.  
 
Lastly, it is my opinion that a careful morphological and karyotype examination of chufa 
would probably result in a new species designation rather than the current subspecies 
designation.” 
http://web.usca.edu/dotAsset/5c46b1f1-6efe-4916-9a63-710bfb736bdc.pdf 
 
USES 
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Dr. James A. Duke, USDA Ethnobotanical Researcher writes in his Handbook of 
Edible Weeds: 
“The most famous species, Cyperus esculentus, called “chufa,” has long been cultivated 
as a food and beverage plant, the tubers eaten as is, or ground up to make the 
beverage also known as “chufa” or “horchata,” especially around the Mediterranean.  
 
As with many cultivated species, “chufa” has wild types of the same species or related 
species which give us less noteworthy food items, and are hence considered more 
weed than feed. deVries (Econ. Bot. 45(1):27.1991) speaks of it as a weedy cultivar or a 
cultivated weed. The cultivated “chufa,” originally from a Mediterranean climate, cannot 
long survive in the northeast, though thriving further south. The wild form ranges to 
Canada, bearing smaller tubers, farther from the mother plant, decreasing their value as 
food, and increasing their liabilities as weeds.  
 
Once found, the tubers can be eaten, raw or cooked, or ground to make a 
beverage after soaking, or scorched and ground to make an “instant coffee.” 
Elias and Dykeman (1982) suggest roasting the tubers until dark brown, grinding and 
brewing a tablespoon per cup. Toasted tubers are called “earth almonds.” (BCW). Wills 
(WT1:2.1987, with cover pictures of nutsedge) gives a nice summary of the uses of 
nutsedges, mentioning their nutrients, allelo-chemicals, and medicinal compounds. 
Duke and Wain (1981) list abscesses, bladder ailments, boils, cancer, colds, colic, 
hemorrhage, stomachache, and ulcers as just a few of the ailments treated with just 
these two species [purple and yellow nutsedge]...It is easier to eat them than to identify 
them.” [p. 82-3] 
Duke, James A. Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton 1992 
 
Understandably, the sources below confuse Yellow nutsedge and Chufa. 
 
Mother Earth News on Chufa and Yellow Nutsedge: “...sometimes called Earth 
almond or Chufa, has tuberous roots that can be eaten raw or cooked. Their 
sweet, nutty flavor makes them ideal for a multitude of recipes, from soups to sweets. 
According to Cornucopia II: A Sourcebook of Edible Plants, yellow nutsedge was 
used to add sweetness to ancient Egyptian barley juice, and in Spain, the tubers are 
added to horchata de chufa (see photo), a beverage “prepared by mixing the ground 
tubers with water, cinnamon, sugar, vanilla and ice.” 
http://www.motherearthnews.com/organic-gardening/nutsedge-edible-zb0z11zsie.aspx 
 
Agricultural Marketing Resource Center: 
“Chufa (chew fa), a Spanish word meaning "ground almond," is also known as tiger nut, 
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earth chestnut, earth almond, yellow nutgrass, ground almond and rush nut. The plant is 
cultivated today in China, Spain and West Africa. Currently, in the central and southern 
United States, chufa is used for wildlife habitat improvement, particularly as a winter 
food source for deer and wild turkeys, but is also planted for wild hogs and 
waterfowl. Both chufa and an undesirable wild relative, purple nutsedge, are 
considered important food sources for migratory birds. 
 
The origin of chufa is not clear. Historically, it was an important food crop in ancient 
Egypt. The majority of traditional and new uses center on the Mediterranean region. 
This sedge comes from Asia Minor, where it has been considered a delicacy for 
millennia. Because the plant's mechanical cultivation has not been refined, chufa 
is little used as a food plant in most developed countries. 
 
The small round tubers found along the roots have a slightly almond flavor and are 
eaten raw, cooked or made into the traditional drink called horchata. In Spain and 
Mexico, horchata is served in health spas, pubs and restaurants. It is described as 
being reminiscent of coconut and pineapple. The plant's tubers contain 20 to 28 percent 
of their mass in the form of a non-drying oil. The oil is obtained by pressing the 
cleaned tubers in the same manner as traditional olive oil extraction. The oil has a mild, 
pleasant flavor, and as a food oil, is considered to be similar, but of superior quality, to 
olive oil. Industrial applications for the oil include high-value applications for 
cosmetics (perfume carriers) and instrument lubricants. There is increasing interest 
in chufa for health food and similar products. Due to Spanish cultural influences, chufa 
"nuts" also are available in markets and as processed products in most of Mexico. 
 
Traditionally in the United States, at the beginning of the last century, many farmers, 
particularly sharecroppers in Florida and Georgia, planted an acre of chufa each fall to 
fatten their hogs. Records indicate that in 1944 chufa was grown on about 2,000 
farms, mostly in Florida. In 1941 7,000 acres were planted for hog pasture in Florida. By 
the 1980s, chufa was still grown for livestock feed on a few farms in the Florida 
Panhandle. This fodder is said to make especially tasty pork. The tubers also made 
tasty snacks for the farm family during the winter and were processed into fine, 
powdery flour. This usually was substituted at a rate of one-half chufa flour to 
store-purchased wheat flour in bread and other recipes. 
Outlook 
The United Nations considers chufa an "under-researched food plant.” 
http://www.agmrc.org/commodities__products/grains__oilseeds/chufa/  
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Control 
 “Sweet potatoes have been shown to inhibit the growth of yellow nutsedge, velvetleaf, 
and pigweed. Field trials showed a 90% reduction of yellow nutsedge over two years 
following sweet potatoes. (13)” http://www.agrisk.umn.edu/cache/ARL02964.htm 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Dipsacus follonum: Common Teasel  

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dipsacus_fullonum_002.JPG 
H. Zell 
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Dipsacus laciniatus: Cutleaf teasel 

  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dipsacus_laciniatus_Tutin_3.JPG 
Wlodzimierz 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Common Name Botanical Name 
Common teasel Dipsacus fullonum (teasel used by fullers on wool) 
Cutleaf teasel Dipsacus laciniatus  
 
 
Dipsacus=”Greek (dipsakos) for teasel, from dipsa thirst; the united bases of two 
opposite leaves form a little basin holding rain water. The plants are cultivated for the 
fruiting heads which are covered with stiff, hooked points and are used in the woollen 
industry to raise the nap on cloth.  So far, no man-made device has been found as 
effective.” Stearns Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Tiimber Press Portland 
OR 2002 p.121 
 
Dipsacaceae--Teasel family 
Biennials with “stout” taproot 

Common teasel is 3-6’ tall, Cutleaf  can get tall 
Stems of both are prickly 
They like moist sites  
Teasel flowers bloom for only 1 day...and plants die after flowering. Teasel first 
develops a rosette and after 2 or more years, it then bolts and flowers  
The teasel soil seed bank is short lived 
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History 
Introduced to U.S. from Europe in the early 1700’s for carding wool 
 

Uses 

This is especially prized by BEES. 
 
From U.S. Forest Service monographs: 
“Several bird and small mammal species are potential teasel seed predators. 
Northern bobwhites, California quail [17], ring-necked pheasants [50], white-winged 
crossbills [68], goldfinches (Ridley 1930 as cited in [95]), and blackbirds...feed on 
common teasel seed…mice and voles [may also.] Spines and bristles on teasel leaves 
and stems discourage large herbivore grazing [95].  
 
Seed dispersal through the collection and use of dried teasel flower heads is probable. 
Several sources report that flower heads are collected and used in dried-flower 
decorations [22,32,92]. Reviews report that teasel often occurs in and around 
cemeteries and likely came from floral arrangements left at gravesides. [22,40]. 
 
Teasel is best known in the textile industry for its use in raising the nap of fabrics 
[18,20,64,91], but teasel also has some medicinal uses. Water that collects in 
stem-clasping leaves has been used to soothe eye inflammation [36]. Teasel roots 
have been used to treat ulcers, jaundice, warts, and cleanse wounds [22,36].  
 
 In the early successional development of old fields in Michigan, the introduction of 
common teasel led to increased species richness overall, but the abundance of 
some native and nonnative forbs decreased with the introduction. In fields in Kalamazoo 
County, Michigan, species richness was significantly greater in fields with 
common teasel than in fields without (P<0.005). Typically species number increased in 
each of the 3 years after common teasel seeding. The introduction of common teasel 
increased the diversity in 87.5% of old-field plots.  
 
In New Jersey and New Mexico, studies indicate that teasel populations may 
monopolize habitats utilized by threatened or endangered species…(American 
globeflower (Trollius laxus) and water speedwell (Veronica anagallis-catenata) and 
Sacramento Mountain thistle).”  
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/dipspp/all.html 
 
Teasel root tincture is sold commercial on the web. 
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Control  
U.S. Forest Service cautions: “Changing human behaviors that encourage teasel 
seed dispersal could prevent teasel seed spread. [Be careful not to spread seed 
through dried flower arrangements.] 
 
Limit growth and reproduction rather than trying to impact survival of established plants. 
 
Common teasel may be more susceptible to cutting than cut-leaved teasel. Reduced 
seed production and plant death are most likely if plants are cut just before or as they 
flower [33]. However, viable seeds may be produced on cut stems, making disposal of 
flowering stems in cut areas important to successful teasel control [79]. 
Mowing can increase seed dispersal, so mow before flowering. 
Litter and established vegetation may inhibit teasel germination but foster seedling 
growth and survival.” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/dipspp/all.html 
 
 

 
 
 
Eleagnus angustifolia: Russian olive 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elaeagnus_angustifolia_fleurs_et_feuilles.JPG 
Lubman04 
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Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Elaeagnus angustifolia =Eleagnus with narrow leaves 
Elaeagnaceae--Oleaster family 
perennial shrub or small tree 10-40 feet tall 
flowers yellowish green, stems with stiff, woody thorns 
Roots extensive, suckers may come from roots 
Consumes water at higher rate than native trees 
Introduced as an ornamental for windbreaks;nurseries and university extension services 
used to sell it.  
Resprouts from root 
 

Uses 
 
Dr. James Duke, USDA Ethnobotany researcher: 
“The fruits, though astringent, are quite pleasant to eat. I remember gorging on 
these “sugarberries” as a grade school kid in Raleigh, NorthCarolina, having no idea 
they were alien introductions, thinking them a normal component of the old field flora 
down by the railroad track I haunted. 
 
 Little did I know then that some of the olives of the Bible might be this silvery plant 
and not the silvery Mediterranean olive. Also known as Trebizond dates, the fruits are 
dried and powdered into an Arabian breadstuff.  
 
Fruits are also made into beverages which may be allowed to ferment. In Yarkland, a 
spirit is distilled from fermented fruits (CSIR, l948-76). Facciola adds jelly, 
sherbert, and wine to the products made from the fruits.  
 
Grosbeaks, pheasants, quail, and robins eat the fruits, and elk and presumably 
deer browse the twigs and foliage. (Martin et al, 1951). Leaves of the plant are used 
as fodder for goats and sheep. Flowers are laden with nectar...  
 
The soft-to-moderately-hard wood is used for fenceposts and fuel (CSIR, 1948-1976). 
Some people are reported to use the seed oil, like olive oil, for bronchitis, burns, 
catarrh, and constipation.  Flowers are used for fever, neuralgia, and aching burns, 
allegedly bringing people back from their deathbeds. The astringent leaves...are 
used for enteritis and fever.”  
Duke, James A. Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton 1992 
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Scientific Study: Russian olive was cited as a key ingredient in a study of a traditional 
herbal tea with 71 ingredients cited to assist with digestive, sedative and respiratory 
problems. 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Eleagnus+angustifolia+ethnobotany  
 
Carving--Russian Olive Twisted Rim Bowl: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SeiffLAsPY 
 
Sawmill sawing Russian Olive log into lumber: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-kNXng4AAA 
 
Lovely Google images on Russian olive wood and products--firewood, furniture, 
musical instruments, art: 
https://www.google.com/search?q=russian+olive+firewood&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=u
niv&sa=X&ei=o4xXVf-CPMSZsAW32IGgAQ&ved=0CDoQ7Ak&biw=1196&bih=738  
 
Chip above-ground non-reproductive parts and use as you would a commercial mulch, 
use for ground cover 
 
Important food for the cedar waxwing, robin, and evening grosbeak. American 
Wildlife and Plants: a Guide to Wildlife Food Habits by Martin, Zim, Nelson Dover 
Publications New York 1961 
 
Biomass Potential: Organic matter can be farmed or collected for biomass crops. This 
can be as simple as collecting corn, soy or wheat stalks, or collecting yard waste or 
industrial or recycled wood waste. 
http://www.agmrc.org/commodities__products/biomass/ 
 
 

Control 
Girdling, flooding, burning, dozing, chaining 
http://extension.usu.edu/files/publications/publication/Horticulture_Trees_2010-02pr.pdf 
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Elytrigia repens: Quackgrass 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elymus_repens_(3739406828).jpg  
Matt Lavin from Bozeman MT 

 
 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNoYgEU8IZ4 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Elytrigia repens (creeping Elytrigia) 
AKA: Elymus repens, Agropyron repens 
 
Poaceae--Grass family 

Perennial grass 
Spreads by long, slender, branching rhizomes: 
Reproduces by rhizomes and broken rhizome segments 
Seeds germinate in fall or spring 
Can produce seeds more than once a season and they can be viable up to 10 
years 

 

Uses 

Dr. James A. Duke, USDA Ethnobotanist: 
“Famous and obnoxious for their tendency to grow right through a potato, the 
horizontal edible rootstocks, sometimes chewed like licorice, can be scorched and 
used as a coffee substitute, or ground up and made into beer...Seeds can be used for 
making breadstuffs and beers...used for pasturage or cut for hay...The tough “couch” 
of interlocked rootlets makes quackgrass useful in stabilizing slopes and is used to 
stabilize new dikes in Holland. Michigan studies suggest that quackgrass is effective 
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at reclaiming nutrients from sewage effluent sprays… wilted grasses sometimes 
contain dangerous levels of cyanide, and in wetter climates, tainted grains may 
cause ergot poisoning.. Most famous as an herbal diuretic, quackgrass is also 
folklorically considered useful...Methanol extracts can be used to control mosquito 
larvae (WT1:184. 1987)”  
Duke, James A. Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton 1992 
 
Jane Grimsbo Jewett, Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture, University 
of Minnesota: 
“My favorite plant that most people consider a weed -- even a noxious weed--is 
quackgrass. It is an excellent forage for cattle; it even received some attention from 
University of Minnesota plant breeders a couple of decades ago; it's drought-resistant, 
tillage-resistant, and appreciates manure. Interestingly, it is also recognized as 
allelopathic based on experiments in which root extracts from quackgrass were used to 
water other plants, which inhibited their growth. In the field, I suspect that any inhibition 
of other plants is due mainly to the phenomenal spreading root system of quackgrass." 
http://journeytoforever.org/edu_quackgrass.html 
 
"One of the worst pests with which the farmer has to contend, taking possession of 
cultivated ground and crowding out valuable crops." -- "The Herb Hunters Guide" by 
A.F. Sievers, 1930  http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/HerbHunters/quackgrass.html 
 
Nicholas Culpepper in 1653 wrote: "Although a gardener be of another opinion, yet a 
physician holds half an acre of them to be worth five acres of carrots twice told 
over." http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/HerbHunters/quackgrass.html 

 
“The CRC Ethnobotany Desk Reference by Tim Johnson lists couch grass as an 
anthelmintic, aperient, astringent, demulcent, diuretic, emmenagogue, emollient, 
sedative, sudorific, and a tonic, used for treating bladder ailments, cancer, congestion, 
cystitis, depurative, dropsy, gastrointestinal catarrh, gonorrhea, gout, jaundice, kidney 
irritation, liver ailments, nephritis, orthopedic ailments, painful urination, pyelitis, 
rheumatic problems, rheumatoid ailments, sclerosis (pylorus), stomach ailments, tumor, 
urinary ailments, and urinary tract irritation. 

 
Other references cite its use as an antibiotic, antilithic, antimicrobial, antiphlogistic, 
bladder infection, blood purifier, used to treat Bright's disease, bronchitis, calculi, 
catarrh, constipation, cystitis, demulcent, depurative, discutient, diuretic, emollient, 
eyes, female disorders, fevers, gallstones, gout, gravel, jaundice, kidney, lower back 
pain, pectoral, prostate (enlarged), rheumatism, skin diseases, stones, sudorific, 
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syphilis, tonic, urinary infections... 
 

The roots can be dried and ground to flour for making bread, or boiled to make a 
syrup which can be brewed to make beer. The roasted root is a coffee substitute. 
Young leaves and shoots are eaten raw in spring salads -- sweet but fibrous. 
Juice from the shoots is used to make a spring tonic. Seeds can be used as a cereal 
-- very fibrous. From Plants for a Future database -- which also says couch grass is 
used to stabilize dunes, can be made into an infusion which is a good liquid plant 
feed, and that a grey dye is obtained from the roots.”
http://www.ibiblio.org/pfaf/cgi-bin/arr_html?Elytrigia+repens  
 
“Couch grass is liked by cattle, sheep and horses, [dogs and cats.]” 
http://journeytoforever.org/edu_quackgrass.html 

 

Control 
Quackgrass removal: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNoYgEU8IZ4 
 
Organic Quackgrass Control 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F17m2YisDRk 
 
“Frequent hoeing to keep new shoots down will eventually exhaust the plant and kill it. A 
good, thick, well-composted and well-watered lawn will smother it, and so will a thick 
mulch, or a carpet, though it will take time. To control couch grass on a lawn, mow 
higher -- set the mower to more than 3".” 
http://journeytoforever.org/edu_quackgrass.html  
 
Charles Walters of Acres USA: Dealing with this weed means structuring a proper 
decay system in the soil, one that invites actinomycetes and several other species of 
molds, actinomycetes included. In order to endure, these beneficial molds must have a 
well-aerated soil and adequatae calcium...Copper, manganese, soft rock phosphate, 
vitamin B-12, calcium, molasses, soil aeration and use of sulfates in some areas will 
reduce or eliminate this weed, the recipe to be determined by [the situation and 
management goals.] Potassium chloride, sterile soil conditions and compaction help this 
weed proliferate. Weeds: Control Without Poisons by Charles Walters ACRES USA 
Publishers Metairie LA 1996 
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Erodium cicutarium:  
Redstem Filaree/Storksbill 

 
http://www.ccmaknowledgebase.vic.gov.au/brown_book/29_Weeds.htm 
Photo: Forest & Kim Starr via Wikimedia Commons 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
ID photos: 
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/agconservation/redstem-filaree 
 
Botanical Name: Erodium cicutarium--Stork’s bill with leaves like water hemlock. 
Geraniaceae--Geranium family 
AKA Storksbill, as fruit looks like stork’s bill. Fruits are 5-lobed and long-beaked, with 
each lobe splitting away at maturity 
AKA cutleaf filaree, purple filaree, alfileria, pinclover, pingrass, heronbill, cranesbill 
  
Winter annual or biennial  

Germinates in fall and develops a few leaves by Dec. Resumes growth in spring 
and flowers in late spring. 

Stems one inch to two feet long. Plant may be spreading or erect. 
Flowers purplish-pink in clusters of two or more. 
Leaves of young plants form a basal rosette, older leaves grow up to 12 inches long, 
divided into feather-like segments. 
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Leaves and stems are hairy. Taproot  can get to 3” long, with secondary fibrous 
roots.  
Apparently introduced into CA by Spanish explorers in the early 1700’s. 

 
Fire ecology:  The prostrate stems of cutleaf filaree aid in spreading 
ground fire.  Dead plants contribute to fuel loads. 
 
Sensitivity to sulfur dioxide and climate 
“The plant is sensitive to airborne pollutants, especially sulfur dioxide, which causes 
extensive leaf and stem burn...Cutleaf filaree is an exotic forb that may be cool- or 
warm-season, depending on climate.” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/erocic/all.html 
 
 
Seed Dispersal Mechanism 
Journal of Experimental Biology article explains The Mechanics of Explosive 
Dispersal and Self-Burial in the Seeds of the Filaree, Erodium cicutarium: 
[it]…”possesses a unique seed dispersal mechanism: the plant can fling its seeds 
up to half a meter away; and the seeds can bury themselves by drilling into the 
ground, twisting and untwisting in response to changes in humidity. These feats are 
accomplished using awns, helical bristles of dead but hygroscopically active tissue 
attached to the seeds.”  http://jeb.biologists.org/content/214/4/521.abstract  
 
11 seconds of seed twisting and untwisting (seed is secured in a holding 
medium): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85iotnKa1PQ 
 
Time lapse of seed winding and unwinding on the ground: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOJG5mF6OLs 
 
Same, but experimenter holds it and shows how it responds to moisture: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sg7tmTJdWKw 
 
What it looks like on an erect stem: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xon2mKenc7o 
 
US Forest Service: “Seed can be driven as deep as 1 inch (2.5 cm), although seed 
buried less deeply is more likely to germinate [52].  Young and others [52] report an 
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average germination success rate of 14 percent.  Plants are sexually mature 2 to 4 
months following germination [19].  Seed either falls beneath the parent plant or is 
disseminated by animals. Rodents frequently bury cutleaf filaree seed in a food cache 
where 
unconsumed seed later germinates [30].  Seed also catches on animal fur 
and is disseminated in that manner [16].  Seeds of Erodium spp. can 
remain viable for many years, and form extensive seed banks [9].” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/erocic/all.html 
 
 

Uses 

Wild Edible Plants: Storksbill: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhMvj4leudc 
 
This is a BEE forage plant.  
 
US Forest Service: “The presence or absence of cutleaf filaree pollen in fossil records, 
sediment lake beds, and artifacts has been used as a dating technique in 
paleobotany and archeology [12,16]. 
 
Cutleaf filaree provides seasonal forage for rodents, desert tortoise, 
big game animals, and livestock [4,5,32,24,51].  The seeds are eaten by  upland 
game birds, songbirds, and rodents [14,30,39].” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/erocic/all.html 
 
Plants for a Future Database:  
“A green dye is obtained from the whole plant. It does not require a mordant[168]. The 
remnants of the styles are very hygroscopic, they can be used in hygrometers and 
as weather indicators[46, 61]. The dried plant powder has been mixed with 
watermelon seeds during storage and planting in order to prevent watermelon 
disease[257].” http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Erodium+cicutarium 
 
Dr. James Duke’s Phytochemical and Ethnobotanical Database lists 
ethnobotanical uses in different cultures:  
http://www.ars-grin.gov/cgi-bin/duke/ethnobot.pl 
 

Control  
Mowing won’t work because the plant will just produce new fruits on shorter stems 
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beneath the reach of the mower. Dig it up  before seed set or dispose of all seeds. 
 
 
 

 
Euphorbia esula: Leafy spurge 
 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Euphorbia_esula_(5143745979).jpg 
 
Matt Lavin from Bozeman, MT 

 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqIjjBMK8cY 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
 
Botanical Name: Euphorbia esula=classically supposed to have been named for 
Euphorbus, physician to the king of Mauretania.  
Stearns Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Timber Press Portland OR 2002 
p.136 
 
Euphorbiaceae--Spurge family 
Perennial in almost every conceivable habitat 
Flowers are greatly reduced and lack both sepals and petals 
Reproduces by seed--the seed heads explode to project the seeds up to 15 feet--high 
temperatures and low humidity trigger eruption of leafy spurge capsules. 
 
North Dakota researchers explain: 
“It also reproduces by extensive, deep, dense root system; new plants can emerge 
from root buds at any depth, making this a very difficult weed to control…Although the 
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majority of shoots come from leafy spurge roots within the top 1 foot (0.3 m) of soil, 
excavation experiments revealed that regeneration is possible from deeply buried roots 
and from root fragments collected from great depths. On a leafy spurge plant excavated 
from a field in Iowa, a shoot was found growing from a root bud 10 feet (3 m) deep. 
 
[V]egetative regeneration was [found to be] more important than sexual 
reproduction to the persistence and spread of established leafy spurge stands... 
Hanson and Rudd [72] reported that roots of a "vigorous" leafy spurge seedling can 
reach 24 inches (61 cm) deep within 2 weeks of producing cotyledons.” 
 Hanson, Herbert C.; Rudd, Velva E. 1933. Leafy spurge life history and habits. Bulletin 
266. Fargo, ND: North Dakota Agricultural College, Agricultural Experiment Station. 24 
p. [74912] 
 
The US Forest Service on Leafy Spurge: 
“Soil texture and fertility can affect growth and distribution of leafy spurge 
roots... In fine soils, leafy spurge roots were thick in the top 6 inches (15 cm) of soil. In 
coarse soils, roots were thick at soil depths below 30 inches (76 cm). Root weight in 
undisturbed native grasslands was about twice that of recently cultivated areas [199]. 
 In a greenhouse experiment, leafy spurge roots grew downward about twice as fast in 
sandy soil as in clay soil. Roots in clay soil had greater branching than those in sandy 
soil [72].  
Controlled outdoor experiments showed that high levels of soil nitrogen can reduce 
the biomass of leafy spurge roots and lead to greater root concentrations near the top of 
the soil profile [188].  
 
Insects are important to pollination of leafy spurge flowers, and typically 
cross-pollination results in greater seed production than self-pollination.  
 
Domestic grazers, deer, game birds, and ants disperse leafy spurge seed. ...Sheep 
passed all seeds in 9 days, and goats passed all seeds in 5 days [97]... 
 
 White-tailed deer, wild turkeys, sharp-tailed grouse, mourning doves, and ants 
are potential dispersers of leafy spurge seed. 
 
In northeastern Montana and western North Dakota, 1 leafy spurge seed germinated 
from collected deer feces. During feeding trials, however, the total viability of leafy 
spurge seeds passed by white-tailed deer ranged from 10.5% to 20.4%. Seeds were 
passed for 4 days, and viability was greatest for seeds passed 2 days after ingestion.  
Leafy spurge seeds have elaiosomes which aid in dispersal by some ants.  
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Leafy spurge seeds can float in water [5] and survive underwater storage 
[3]...some leafy spurge seeds germinated after 5 years in soil, but 99% of germination 
occurred in the first 2 years of burial… 
In the field, most leafy spurge seed germinates after several days at temperatures of 79 
to 82 °F (26-28 °C)...During field studies conducted near the University of 
Saskatchewan, maximum germination of leafy spurge seed occurred when seeds were 
1 year old... 
 
Emergence of leafy spurge seedlings in the spring often follows heavy precipitation 
(Thomas unpublished data cited in [14]). Emergence can occur when temperatures are 
near freezing...  
 
Although leafy spurge is most common and problematic in semi-arid continental 
climates, it also occurs in xeric to subhumid and subtropical and subarctic climates 
[20,199]... 
 
Leafy spurge is most common on coarse-textured soils, and the size of leafy spurge 
infestations increases as soil textures change from clays to sands [199]. While plants 
may be more common, grow more rapidly, produce deeper roots, and be more difficult 
to control on coarse-textured soils [199], seedling emergence and survival are generally 
best in fine-textured soil.”  
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/eupesu/all.html#176 
 
Canadian researchers on Leafy Spurge: “Adapted to a wide variety of habitats, it is 
very competitive with other plant species… Leafy spurge has milky latex that is irritating 
or damaging to eyes and skin and which may cause blisters in foraging animals. 
 
The milky sap produced by leafy spurge can cause severe diarrhea in cattle and horses. 
However, leafy spurge is avoided by these animals unless no other forage is available. 
Leafy spurge sap can also cause blistering and hair loss around horses' hooves. This 
type of injury is common if horses are put in a recently mowed, leafy spurge-infested 
pasture [14].”  Best, K. F.; Bowes, G. G.; Thomas, A. G.; Maw, M. G. 1980. The biology 
of Canadian weeds. 39. Euphorbia esula L. Canadian Journal of Science. 60: 651-663. 
[35539] 
 
Medicine--warning!  
Thomas Elpel, author of Botany in a Day: The spurges (all species of Euphorbia) 
contain an acrid latex sap which may cause a rash when the sap on the skin is 
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exposed to sunlight. The eyes should never be rubbed until after the hands are 
thoroughly washed. The sap is considered carcinogenic if it is handled a lot. The 
whole plant contains the latex, but it is most concentrated in the roots. The acrid sap is 
useful externally on warts, or internally to irritate and open up the body-functioning 
as an emetic, anthelmintic, vasodilator, and potentially violent purgative. A European 
species is considered too toxic for medicinal use. Large doses have a depressant 
effect on the heart and can be fatal to people.  
http://www.wildflowers-and-weeds.com/weedsinfo/Euphorbia_escula.htm [sic] 
 

Uses 
US Forest Service: “Many insect visitors have been observed on leafy spurge 
flowers. During weekly growing-season collections made in Jameson, Saskatchewan, 
researchers identified 196 insect species associated with leafy spurge 
patches….There was little damage to leafy spurge plants, suggesting that most insects 
were utilizing leafy spurge pollen and nectar sources (Maw unpublished data cited in 
[14])...Selleck [200] observed ants, bees, flies, and mosquitoes feeding on leafy 
spurge nectar in Saskatchewan.” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/eupesu/all.html#176 
 

Control 
The US Forest Service explains the factors under consideration for control: “Soil 
texture, soil fertility, soil disturbances, and the presence of competing vegetation can 
affect leafy spurge seedling establishment, growth, and survival...  
 
Greenhouse studies showed that leafy spurge root biomass may be lower and may 
be concentrated in the upper soil profile when soil nitrogen levels are high [188]. 
 
As succession progressed from annual to perennial species dominance, the percentage 
of leafy spurge shoots producing flowers decreased from 71% to 37% [199]... 
 
Heavy, continuous grazing by domestic sheep and goats can reduce leafy spurge 
abundance (see Importance to Livestock and Biological Control); once goats or sheep 
are removed, however, leafy spurge recovers…Because domestic goats prefer forbs 
over grasses, leafy spurge often decreased [more with goats than sheep.] 
 
In their review, Hansen and others [70] report that leafy spurge is "extremely difficult to 
control with herbicides" and "almost impossible to control by cultural or physical 
methods". Many sources indicate that prioritizing control is important to successful 
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management.  
 
Weed control handbooks and management guides report that early detection of new 
and small leafy spurge populations should be a top control priority, because well 
established populations are rarely controlled by any contemporary methods… 
 
Persistence, monitoring, and evaluating and adjusting methods are essential to 
long-term management of leafy spurge...Monitoring and follow-up treatments may be 
necessary for up to 10 years after aboveground removal [16].  
 
Control of biotic invasions is most effective when it employs a long-term, 
ecosystem-wide strategy rather than a tactical approach focused on battling 
individual invaders...target leafy spurge's most vulnerable life stages… 
 
In all cases where invasive species are targeted for control, no matter what method is 
employed, the potential for other invasive species to fill their void must be considered… 
 
Managing to maintain the integrity of the native plant community and mitigating 
the factors enhancing ecosystem invasibility are likely to be more effective than 
managing solely to control the invader… 
 
flea beetles have been most successful in providing long-term control thus 
far....flea beetle species: Aphthona cyparissiae, A. czwalinae, A. flava, A. lacertosa, and 
A. nigriscutis… 
 
Some studies report good control of leafy spurge by flea beetles in areas with 
soil-borne pathogens, such as Rhizoctonia solani and Fusarium spp. In the 
greenhouse, leafy spurge damage was more rapid when pathogens and insects 
occurred together than when either agent occurred alone… 
 
Recommended release dates are from mid-June to mid-July, and establishment 
improves with increased abundance of flea beetles released. At least 1,000 
beetles/drop point is recommended.  
 
Releasing flea beetles at the edge of dense leafy spurge patches or in sparse 
points within patches is typically better than releasing them within dense 
stands...Although flea beetles often decreased abundance of leafy spurge, this 
decreased abundance can negatively affect flea beetle populations and may not be 
associated with the recovery of desirable and diverse native plant communities.” 
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Euphorbia myrsinites: Myrtle spurge  

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Euphorbia_myrsinites_flowers03.jpg  
Meneerke bloem 
 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YOIEBOfJm8  
Colorado Noxious Weed List A  
Botanical name: Euphorbia myrsinites. Euphorbus was physician to the King of 
Mauretania. Myrsinites means myrtle. 
 
Click here for some good photos: 
https://namethatplant.wordpress.com/tag/myrtle-spurge/  
 
Other Names: Donkey Tail Spurge 
Euphorbiaceae--Spurge family 
Perennial 
Reproduces by seed and plant fragments 
Taproot 
Escaped Ornamental 
Toxic to horses, livestock 
Leaves and stems have caustic, milky latex.  
 
Uses 
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I have found no information on historic or current human uses for this plant.  
 
Toxicity 
“Myrtle spurge contains a toxic, milky sap which can cause severe skin irritations, 
including blistering. This plant is poisonous if ingested, causing nausea, vomiting, and 
diarrhea. Wearing gloves, long sleeves, shoes, and eye protection is highly 
recommended when in contact with myrtle spurge, as all plant parts are considered 
poisonous.” 
http://www.bouldercounty.org/apps/newsroom/templates/bc12.aspx?articleid=3964&zoneid=6 
 

Control 
Reproduces by seed and plant fragments; pull before seed set.  
Hand pulling and digging are the most effective methods used to control this plant.  
http://www.bouldercounty.org/apps/newsroom/templates/bc12.aspx?articleid=3964&zon
eid=6 
 
“Myrtle spurge...can be controlled mechanically, given the human will to keep at 
it.”--personal communication from University of Colorado Professor Tim Seastedt 
 

  

Hesperis matronalis:  
Dames rocket/Mother-of-the-Evening 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hesperis_matronalis_inflorescence_001.JPG 
User: SB_Johnny 
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Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
ID video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3In77Pn0klw 
 
Botanical Name:  Hesperis matronalis from Gr. hespera the evening. The plants have 
a marked fragrance at sunset and later. Matronalis means ‘of a matron.’ [Aka] 
Mother-of-the-Evening, sweet rocket, dame’s violet.  
 
Brassicaceae--Mustard family 

Biennial or short-lived perennial 
4” to 3’ tall 
Reproduces by seed with shallow, fibrous root system 
Flowers white or purple with 4 petals clustered in loose, terminal stalks. 
May have several clusters of flowers at various stages of development, enabling the 
plant to produce both flowers and seeds at same time 

 
History 
Dame’s rocket was introduced for ornamental purposes from Eurasia in the early 1600s. 
Its spread nationally has been accelerated by...inclusion in...“wildflower” seed mixes for 
gardens.  
 

Uses 

This is a BEE plant 
 
Dr. James Duke’s database at the Agricultural Research Service Germplasm 
Resources Information Network : 
“Aphrodisiac, Diuretic, Expectorant, Restorative, Scurvy, Stimulant, Tonic” 
http://www.ars-grin.gov/cgi-bin/duke/ethnobot.pl 
 
Plants for a Future database: 
“Young leaves - raw. Rich in vitamin C, they are used as a cress substitute in 
salads[183, 244]. A rather bitter flavour, though many people like the extra tang it gives 
to salads[244]. For culinary purposes, the leaves should be picked before the plant 
flowers[183]. The seed can be sprouted and added to salads[183]. The seed contains 
50% of an edible oil - there is a potential for cultivation[74, 177]. 
 

The leaves are antiscorbutic, diaphoretic and diuretic[74, 244]. They are best 
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harvested when the plant is in flower[244].  
An essential oil from the seed is used in perfumery[46, 61]. The plant is 
cultivated for this purpose.”  
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Hesperis+matronalis 
 
 

Control  
“Plants can be pulled anytime during flowering and up until when seed pods are ready 
to shatter. Moist, loose soil conditions facilitate pulling. When pulled, stems may break 
off at the base and the taproot may resprout if not removed.  
 
Hand-pulling can increase seed germination through soil disturbance, but this can also 
expedite depletion of the seed bank. The site should be monitored for several years to 
eliminate newly emerging plants.  
 
Important! If plants are pulled while in flower and left on the ground or composted, the 
seedpods can still ripen using energy in the stem and roots. It is best if they are bagged 
for the landfill or burned. In large patches, or where removal is not possible, pile stems 
in the center of the most densely-infested area, where the seed bank is already 
presumed great. Covering with black plastic will help limit the production and spread of 
seed from these piles.  
 
If this species is used in gardens, the flower stalk should be removed when the flowers 
begin to fade in order to prevent ripening of seed pods and thus reduce the spread of 
this plant.” 

http://na.fs.fed.us/spfo/invasiveplants/factsheets/pdf/dames-rocket.pdf 
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Hibiscus trionum: Venice Mallow 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hibiscus_trionum_bgiu.jpg 
No machine-readable author provided. Bogdan  assumed (based on copyright claims) 

 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
For good photos; also click on View Gallery for more: 
http://davesgarden.com/guides/pf/go/711/  
 
Botanical Name: Hibiscus trionum (Hibiscus=Mallow) 
Malvaceae--Mallow family 
Other Names: Flower-of-an-hour 

A warm-season annual, flowers all summer 
Reproduces only by seed, which develop within a pod-like structure 
A problem weed in agricultural areas 

 

Uses 
This site mentions it as mucilaginous and emollient, a property of mallows.  
http://medicinalherbinfo.org/herbs/Hibiscus.html  
 
 

Control 
“As an annual weed, H. trionum is susceptible to all forms of cultivation which sever the 
taproot and remove the plant from the soil.” 
http://www.plantwise.org/KnowledgeBank/Datasheet.aspx?dsid=27133 
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Colorado Dept. of Agriculture says: 
“The key to effective control is Preventing establishment of the plant and seed 
production. The earlier detected the faster the response to control Venice mallow. This 
will keep infestations smaller.  
 
Hand pulling or digging when soil is moist, making sure to get the roots to 
prevent resprouting. Removing flowers before the plant sets seed will also be effective. 
Be... careful... not to spread the seed.” 
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/Venice%20mallow%20Fact%20Sheet
.pdf 
 

 
 
Hieracium aurantiacum: 
 Orange hawkweed  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.pixabay.com Menita  
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List A 
Botanical Name: Hieracium aurantiacum (means Orange Hawkweed) 
The Roman naturalist Pliny, wrote that hawks ate it to improve their 
eyesight, hence the name. Stearns Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Timber 
Press OR 2002 
 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 
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Perennial 
Spreads by underground rhizomes, above ground stolons, and by seed 
Just a few days from flower to seed 
Could be confused with the  native Orange agoseris 
Prefers moist sites like meadows 

 

Uses 

Hawkweeds are especially prized by BEES. 
 
American Wildlife and Plants: A Guide to Wildlife Food Habits by Martin,Zim, 
Nelson p.426 lists this and other hawkweeds as eaten by upland gamebirds, grouse, 
turkey, rabbit, deer, and mountain sheep. 
 

Control: 

It can re-grow from root pieces. Don’t mow or pull but carefully DIG when in 
rosette stage. At least CLIP flower heads before seed. Re-seed with vigorous 
competitor. 
 
 The US Forest Service says: 
“Prevention is the preferred method for control. To prevent spread of existing 
populations: carefully clean vehicles, boots, clothing, and pets after visiting an infested 
area. 
Treatments such as fertilization can increase the competitive ability of more desirable 
plants, preventing hawkweeds from becoming established  
- Handpull or dig up small infestations. Dig deeply to remove below ground rhizomes 
and fibrous roots. Discard or burn plants.” 
http://www.na.fs.fed.us/fhp/invasive_plants/weeds/orange-hawkweed%20.pdf 
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Hyoscyamus niger: Black Henbane  

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hyoscyamus_niger.jpg 
Lmartin6 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbSdLsMZCLg 
 
Botanical Name: Hyoscyamus niger 
Meaning: “Greek name meaning Pigbean from hyo (from hys pig and kyamos 
bean)...highly poisonous and yields hyoscyamine which has medical applications as a 
narcotic and hpynotic.” [Stearns Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Timber 
Press OR 2002 p.171] Niger means “black, often applied to roots.” [Stearns 218] 
 
Solanaceae--Nightshade family 
Either annual or biennial 
Leaves coarsely toothed, hairy with a pungent, foul odor 
 

Uses 

“This plant has a thousands-year-long history of use in medicine AND all parts of it are 
TOXIC. As with many other poisonous plants, it has been used historically ONLY by the 
most experienced practitioners.” http://montana.plant-life.org/species/hyo_niger.htm  
 
“In Roman times politicians employed professional poisoners to take out their political 
rivals; henbane was one of the plants used…” 
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucgajpd/medicina%20antiqua/sa_poisons.html 
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Montana State University Cooperative Extension’s guide lists botany, history, control 
measures, as well as uses and lore. 
http://www.msuextension.org/invasiveplantsMangold/documents/Publications_bulletins/
black_henbane.pdf  
 

Control 
Colorado Department of Agriculture says: 
“The key to effective control of Black henbane is [prevention:] guarding against 
disturbance and overuse...Controlling plants in the spring or early summer prior to seed 
production is most effective...Complete removal of any seedlings or newly established 
plants by continual hand pulling is also possible...Hand pull or dig from moist soil, so 
the entire tap root system can be removed… Pull before flowering. Bag [or burn]... if 
removed during or after flowering.” 
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/Black%20Henbane%20Fact%20She
et.pdf 
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Hypericum perforatum:  
Common St. Johnswort 

 
www.pixabay.com 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Botanical Name: Hypericum perforatum  

“Hypericum comes from the Latin for “over an apparition,” reflecting the belief the 
plant should be gathered to make evil spirits flee.” 
Nancy Hajeski, Complete Guide to Herbs and Spices National Geographic 
Washington DC [believed to be published 2014; no year stated] 
 
“Perforatum comes from the Latin, perfor, to pierce through, and refers to the 
translucent glands which are evident when one holds the leaf up to the light... it 
has small deep green glabrous oblong-ovate leaves perforated by many 
translucent glandular dots..."wort" implies that the plant was used as a medicinal 
plant (18).” http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 

 
AKA Klamath weed, Hypericon 
Clusiaceae--St. Johnswort family 
Perennial, reproducing by seed or short runners 
Multi-branched stems, flowers yellow, ¾” wide, many stamens 
Grows in a wide variety of soil types... 
deep, extensive perennial root systems, reproduces vegetatively from lateral roots and 
root crowns...propagation...seems to be stimulated by grazing, fire, and defoliation 
 

Problem 

Dr. Larry Mitich of WSSA: “A problem to livestock. When young, its sap is so acrid 
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and blistering that grazing animals will not eat it; and when mature or dried in hay 
stock reject it because of its woody toughness (7)...The first report of Hypericum 
toxicity appeared in the world literature in 1787, and by 1814, it was recognized in the 
U.S. as a toxic plant… 
 
St. Johnswort is a primary photosensitizer; it was the first plant recorded as a 
photosensitizer. The photodynamic pigment is hypericin, which remains chemically 
intact through ingestion, digestion, absorption into the blood-stream, and passage 
through the liver. It is poisonous to animals only by ingestion (13). 
 
Hypericin is stable to drying and resistant to destruction by heat, so poisoning may 
occur by ingestion of weedy hay. Young plants are about as toxic as mature ones 
and are more palatable to livestock. Sheep will readily graze young plants when other 
forage is scarce. Otherwise, livestock usually avoid it (13).  While most other 
plant-derived phototoxins are activated by ultraviolet light, hypericin causes 
photoactivated damage by absorbing visible light… 
 
Losses caused by common St. Johnswort are threefold: occasional deaths of stock; 
losses from emaciated animals and subsequent poor wool crops from the 
aftereffects of nonlethal photosensitization; and, most important, the loss of palatable 
grasses and other forage following range infestations.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
“Earlier literature (e.g. [41,154,178]) seems to indicate greater impact from St 
Johnswort than is currently indicated in many areas... 
St Johnswort is poisonous to most livestock, particularly animals not accustomed 
to it and light-colored animals…”  
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/hypper/all.html 
 
Mythology and Lore 
Dr. Larry Mitich of WSSA:  
“St. Johnswort followed civilization around the Mediterranean, becoming 
ensnared in Greek and Roman myths and legends. In Greek mythology, Hyperion, 
Helios' father, was the sun god who drove his golden chariot across the sky between 
dawn and dusk. Hecate, the goddess of ghosts and sorcery, collected St. Johnswort in 
the sunny fields of Greece. Circe, daughter of Helios, and Medea, princess of Colchis, 
distilled its leaves and flowers for their potent charms for good and evil (10). 
Some authorities believe Hypericum refers to the ancient Greek belief that the herb was 
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distasteful to evil spirits and its scent would keep them away (14). 
 
In Teutonic mythology, St. Johnswort was dedicated to Baldur, the sun god, because 
its yellow flowers came into bloom around Midsummer Day, June 24, the day the 
great sun festivals were held (5)...St. Johnswort was believed to have great protective 
powers [if] Gathered on Midsummer Eve… 
 
...centuries before the Christian era, St. Johnswort was recognized as a herb of fate, 
chosen by the sun god... and used in sun worship sacrifices (10) The very structure 
of the plant explains people's primitive faith in it. Light shines through the tiny 
translucent glands on the leaves and flowers, making them appear as miniature 
suns. The golden flowers themselves represent the sun. The flowers are comprised of 
five rounded petals and long stamens which radiate from a five-styled pistil. The 
stamens are tipped with tiny golden balls of pollen, giving each flower the 
appearance of a miniature sunburst. It addition, St. Johnswort grows on sunny 
hillsides; being heliotropic, its flowers turn from east to west as the sun crosses the 
sky... 
 
The early Christian church scorned...ancient worship, but couldn't control it. When 
church leaders discovered that St. John the Baptist was born or Midsummer Day, 
the church renamed the Feast of Fires...the Feast of St. John, and the pagan plant 
became St Johnswort. The church declared the plant sacred to St John, who had 
blessed it with healing power. 
 
Because the sap of the plant turns red on exposure to air, it was equated with the 
blood of St. John the Baptist (14). St. Johnswort leaves, believed to bring good 
luck, were used as bookmarks in prayer books and bibles (14).”  
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 

Uses 
Dr. Mitich of WSSA: “One of the principal species valued in medicine, common St. 
Johnswort has been used in the treatment of wounds at least since the time of 
Dioscorides [40-90 AD]. During the late 19th century, the herb was prescribed both in 
Europe and North America for its astringent, diuretic, and sedative principles. It was 
used to treat chronic urinary affections, diarrhea, dysentery, jaundice, 
menorrhagia, hysteria, nervous affections, and hemoptysis and other 
hemorrhages.  Applied externally as an ointment, it dispelled hard tumors and 
bruises (14). 
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Herbalists still recommend infusions for promoting the secretion of fluid from the 
respiratory tract, and for coughs and colds. "Oil of St. John's Wort," made by 
infusing the fresh flowers in olive oil, makes a useful application for wounds, ulcers, 
sores, and slight burns. The active constituent of this and other plants of the genus, is 
Hypericum Red, a volatile oil. Small amounts of it were administered to relieve general 
body pain (4, 8, 14). 
 
In ancient medicine, the sap of St. Johnswort was used to promote the healing of 
wounds, and the plants were known in England as "balm- of-the-warrior's- 
wound." The American Indians had discovered the same properties in our native 
species and made an oil from the sap to heal wounds, as well as using it for 
consumption (5). In recent years it has been discovered that the hypericin inhibits 
human immunodeficiency virus (11).” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
National Geographic: “Today, St. John’s wort is possibly the most studied of all 
medicinal herbs...The Greeks used St. John’s wort to treat melancholy as well as 
insanity...Modern scientific studies have shown that the extract actually does affect the 
brain in a manner similar to a mild antidepressant...St. John’s wort has 
anti-inflammatory and antiviral properties and is also known to help digestion, 
support the thyroid, and gently balance the neurotransmitters GABA, 
norepinephrine, serotonin, and dopamine. One major constituent of the plant is a 
chemical called hyperforin, which researchers feel might be useful in the treatment of 
alcoholism.  Additional studies...are still required. Extracts of the herb are sometimes 
used as a topical remedy for wounds, abrasions, burns, and muscle pain. The 
flowers are rich in hypericin, a flavonoid that improves venous-wall strength, making 
them useful in treating swollen veins, bruising, or injury to the skin or muscles. 

 
St. John’s wort can cause photosensitivity in some individuals. Discontinue use if this 
occurs.”  [p.158-9]  
Nancy Hajeski, Complete Guide to Herbs and Spices National Geographic 
Washington DC [believed to be published 2014; no year stated] 
 
Control 
US Forest Service: “Sampson and Parker [154] indicate that domestic sheep and 
cattle sometimes eat St Johnswort when other forage is unavailable, and that domestic 
goats and deer prefer it… 
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on rich soils, large St Johnswort plants with less root development may be easier 
to control by killing aboveground St Johnswort plant parts and then planting 
desirable plants, compared to the more difficult-to-control St Johnswort plants 
with greater root biomass in harsher sites [22,41]... 
 
St Johnswort seedlings are highly susceptible to competition, and the presence 
of competitive plant species is important to reduce the impact of periodic peaks in St 
Johnswort germination, establishment, and spread… 
Any management strategy must also consider the presence of a viable soil seed bank 
for at least 20 years following control of St Johnswort...the most effective 
management strategies for both open and shaded sites would concentrate on reducing 
the size of vegetative parts of St Johnswort…. 
 
Single stresses, even if severe, are usually insufficient as St Johnswort root 
reserves respond with increased rates of sprouting from damaged roots and root 
crowns [22]. For example, beetles introduced for biological control defoliate St 
Johnswort plants but are not effective alone, especially in shaded sites (see 
Biological control) [25].  
 
Multiple stresses such as defoliation and plant competition, defoliation and 
drought, or defoliation and fire, may cause reductions in St Johnswort crown 
density...Exhausting St Johnswort root reserves may require repeated stresses 
over a long period of time...hand-pulling or digging, cutting or mowing, tillage, 
mulching, and flooding. Effectiveness of various physical methods depend on age, 
size, and location of St Johnswort infestations… 
 
Hand-pulling or digging of young, isolated plants is often effective, but is not 
considered practical for large populations of established, deeply rooted plants.... 
It is important to remove as much of the root as possible, while minimizing soil 
disturbance, and removing all St Johnswort plant parts from the area to prevent 
possible vegetative growth or seed dispersal [143].... 
 
...may be useful for preventing seed formation in St Johnswort [143,154], by cutting 2 
or more times during the growing season [143]... 
 
If St Johnswort is suppressed by 1 or more methods but its ecological niche 
remains unfilled, reinvasion by St Johnswort or invasion by other undesirable 
species will likely occur [31,34,143]. Long-term control of St Johnswort requires 
that competitive plant communities be established and maintained using 
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site-specific range management recommendations [143]. This may be especially 
difficult in natural areas where native species are desired [46,80].” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/hypper/all.html 
 
 
 

Lepidium latifolium: 
Perennial pepperweed  

 
http://nyc.books.plantsofsuburbia.com/category/brassicaceae/page/2/ 
Lepidium latifolium.www.blm.gov (Accessed 4/20140). 
 

Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udS9zPRX9YI 
 
Botanical Name: Lepidium latifolium=Peppergrass broad-leaved 
Brassicaceae--Mustard family 

Perennial, spreads by rhizomes and seed 
White flowers in dense rounded clusters at branch tip 
Leaves do not clasp stem 
AKA Tall Whitetop--much taller than Hoary Cress 
Could be confused with the related Field Pennycress (Thlaspi arvense) or  
Hoary Cress AKA Tall Whitetop--but it’s much taller than Hoary Cress  
The plant can tolerate high salt concentration in soils  
Introduced into the United States around 1900 as a contaminant of sugar beet 
seeds. 
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Uses 

You can shop for Lepidium latifolium extract online. 
 

Source of Medicine/Pharmaceutical: 
Diuretic action of an aqueous extract of Lepidium latifolium L. 
by  Navarro E, Alonso J, Rodriguez R, Trujillo J, Boada J 
Abstract 
“An aqueous extract of Lepidium latifolium L. given orally and intraperitoneally 
considerably enhanced urinary excretion (UV) in rats with respect to control 
groups. A slight increase in ion excretion was also observed. Other parameters such as 
specific gravity, nitrite, pH, glucose, ketone bodies, urobilinogen, and blood were also 
studied. A good correlation for the dosage rat/man for the aqueous extract was 
achieved.” https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8170161 

 

Source of Medicine/Pharmaceutical: 
Effect of an integral suspension of Lepidium latifolium on prostate hyperplasia in rats by 
S. Marti, nez Caballero, C. Carricajo, Fernandez R., Perez-Fernandez 

Abstract 
“This paper studies the effect of an integral suspension of Lepidium latifolium on 
experimental induced prostate hyperplasia, in rats. Oral treatment with 0.86 mg 
kg−1day−1 for 6 months, significantly reduced prostate size and volume in 
castrated rats where the hyperplasia were induced by steroid treatment.” 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0367326X04000103 
 
Source of Food: 
Evaluation of Nutritional and Antioxidant Status of Lepidium latifolium Linn.: A 
Novel Phytofood from Ladakh       by  
Tarandeep Kaur, Khadim Hussain, Sushma Koul, Ram Vishwakarma, Dhiraj Vyas 
Abstract 
“Lepidium latifolium Linn. (perennial pepperweed) is one of the preferred 
phytofoods among cold arid region of Ladakh, India and its leaves contribute 
significantly to people's diet. 
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0069112 
 
More Uses from The Invasive Species Compendium of the Centre for Agriculture 
and Biosciences International (CABI): 
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“L. latifolium may be grazed by cattle, sheep and goats but is not considered a useful 
forage (Zouhar, 2004). Carpinelli et al. (2005) caution that the viability of seeds is, if 
anything, enhanced after 96 hours in the gut of cattle, so grazing animals could be a 
source of further spread.  

L. latifolium has been widely used medicinally, especially as a diuretic. Wright et al. 
(2007) concluded that it was among the more effective herbal diuretic preparations. It 
has been found to have a hypotensive effect due to its diuretic action in rats. The 
aqueous leaf extract given in doses of 50 and 100 mg/kg through intraperitoneal and 
oral routes, respectively, produced significant and dose-dependent diuretic and 
hypotensive activities. Attempts to extrapolate the diuretic action of L. latifolium extracts 
from rats to man led to the recommended daily dose of 3-5 g L. latifolium extract per 
man per day, administered as tea, which is equivalent to 43 to 71 mg/kg body weight in 
a 70 kg subject (Navarro et al., 1994). L. latifolium has also been used as a folk 
medicine in the Canary Islands for renal lithiasis and six months of oral treatment with a 
suspension of L. latifolium significantly reduced prostate size and volume in castrated 
rats where the hyperplasia was induced by steroid treatment (Martínez Caballero et al., 
2004). L. latifolium is also used in India both medicinally and as a food (Rana et al., 
2012) and in the Ladakh Himalayas there is interest in it as forage (Anju Verma et al., 
2008).”  http://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/115209 

 
Control 
 
From the book Weed Control in Natural Areas in the Western United States: 

“Seedlings are easily controlled by hand-pulling or tillage, but these techniques do not 
control established plants because shoots quickly resprout from vast root reserves. In 
addition, seedlings are not often encountered. Root segments as small as 1 inch are 
capable of producing new shoots. Cultivation and tillage typically increase infestations 
by dispersing root fragments. Clean equipment… to prevent spreading root fragments.  

 
Mowing stimulates perennial pepperweed plants to resprout and produce new growth, 
but mowing is helpful for removing accumulated thatch. Mowing breaks old stems into 
small fragments and helps prevent shading of favorable species…mow plants at the 
bolting or flower bud stage [then apply the correct compost tea and revegetation--see 
Part III Some Ecological Management Strategies: Feeding the Soil 
Foodweb--compiler]. 
 
Cattle, sheep, and goats will graze perennial pepperweed, especially rosettes in early 
spring. When stands are dense it becomes difficult for most animals to graze. Goats 
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appear to tolerate heavy consumption of fresh plants. Sheep and goats permanently 
maintained in a pasture suppress growth…However, once livestock are removed, plants 
quickly resprout… [See Part III Some Ecological Management Strategies: Holistic 
Management--working with ruminants for ways ruminants can restructure species 
composition.] 
 
Seasonal flooding for an extended period during the growing season can significantly 
reduce populations. It is not known how long perennial roots can survive flooded 
conditions, but anecdotal information indicates that 6 months of submergence are 
required. 
 
Establishing desirable vegetation in disturbed areas can suppress perennial 
pepperweed and slow reinvasion after control…Choose vigorous, fast-growing plant 
species that are adapted to the site…” 
http://wric.ucdavis.edu/information/natural%20areas/wr_L/Lepidium_latifolium.pdf 
 

 

Leucanthemum vulgare: 
Oxeye Daisy  

 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Leucanthemum_vulgare_Kaldari.jpg 
Kaldari 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Names:  
Chrysanthemum leucanthemum (old name)=(Gold flower white flower) 
Leucanthemum vulgare (new name) = (Common white flower) 
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Cousin to Chamomile 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 
Perennial  
Lower leaves spoon-shaped, upper leaves narrow and clasp the stem Often 
confused with the ornamental Shasta daisy (Leucanthemum x superbum), which 
is more robust and has larger flowers and foliage. Shasta daisy has a root ball, 
Oxeye daisy has a creeping root system. 
 It does not like being shaded. 

 

Uses: 
 
The Invasive Species Compendium of the EU Centre for Agriculture and 
Biosciences International datasheet on Oxeye daisy: 
 
Economic Value--as part of Remediation for Crude Oil-Contaminated Sites 

“Noori et al. (2014) suggest that L. vulgare could be germinated and grown in soils 
contaminated with crude oil and could be used to augment plant establishment as part 
of phytoremediation practices.” 

 

As Effective Repellent for Grain and Rice Weevils 

“Powdered inflorescences of L. vulgare added to grain at 2% are effective repellents for 
grain and rice weevils (Sitophilus granarius and S. oryzae)” 

 

Internal and Skin Medical Uses 

L. vulgare has been used widely in traditional medicine for treating internal disorders 
and as a lotion for skin conditions. Internally it has antispasmodic diuretic and tonic 
properties and may still be prescribed for asthma, whooping cough and nervous 
excitability, while topically it may be used for ulcers and sores (Clements et al., 2004). 
Kováts and Gölöncsér (2010) report quite strong antibacterial properties from L. 
vulgare however Ramya et al. (2010) reported none. 

 

The young leaves may also be eaten as a salad.  

Environmental Services--Attracts multiple beneficial insects 

L. vulgare was among the most promising species for establishing in field borders and 
attracting multiple beneficial insects (Carrié, 2012). Specifically, it provides hunting sites 
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for spiders and is attractive to adult syrphid flies whose larvae feed on aphids (Clements 
et al., 2004).  http://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/13357 

 
Plants for a Future database:  
It is pollinated by Bees, flies, beetles, lepidoptera, and is self-fertile. 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Leucanthemum+vulgare  

 
Montana Plant Life database: 
“Despite having a bitter taste, young leaves of Ox-eye Daisy are eaten in salads in parts 
of Italy, although the plant is not renowned for this use. The root is said to be edible raw, 
too, preferably in the spring. 
 
Medicinal Uses: 
Oxeye Daisy was used medicinally by the Iroquois, Menominee, Mohegan, Quileute, 
and Shinnecock Indians. The whole plant, and especially the flowers, has medicinal 
properties that are antispasmodic, cough-relieving, sweat-and-urination-inducing and 
wound-healing.  It is harvested in May and June and then dried for later use. There are 
many medicinal uses that have been derived from this plant throughout the ages. The 
whole plant was said to have medicinal benefits and was used in many ways including 
tonics to ease the effects of whooping cough, night sweats, asthma, and nervous 
conditions. The herb was also taken as a cure of jaundice. Externally Ox-eye Daisy was 
used to treat ulcers, bruises, cuts and conjunctivitis, although it can be an irritant to the 
skin. It should be noted that although Ox-eye Daisy was used in the above ways, to 
what extent it proved effective is unclear and a recognised herbalist should be consulted 
for correct usage and doses.  
http://montana.plant-life.org/species/leucant_vulga.htm  
 
How to forage and cook oxeye daisies: 
http://www.edenproject.com/learn/for-everyone/edible-wild-food-ox-eye-daisies 
 
MSU Extension enumerates the problems and control issues associated with 
Oxeye Daisy, and also includes the following: 
“A beautiful flower long admired by gardeners, songwriters and poets, oxeye daisy also 
has uses for culinary purposes and home remedies… In the early 19th century, fresh 
flowers were used to destroy or drive away fleas…” 
http://store.msuextension.org/publications/AgandNaturalResources/MT200002AG.pdf  
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Control  
Goats eat it. 
 
Charles Walters of Acres USA: 
“(1) digging up the whole plant before it flowers, to a depth of 6,” as root systems are 
shallow. Continue for a few years, as seeds are in the soil bank. 
 (2 )intensive short-term grazing with cattle before it flowers, which studies show must 
be followed by grazing by sheep and goats. 
(3) as it prefers poor soils, fertilize to enrich soil: spread good compost/compost tea 
over the area. If applying to a non-garden area, test first in a small patch to see what the 
effects will be on nearby plants (if there are any). This could cause a different suite of 
plants to emerge. If they shade the soil, the next condition could be met:  
(4)  Shade oxeye daisy with at least 50% grass or other shady native forb cover to 
prevent re-establishment.”  
 Weeds: Control Without Poisons by Charles Walters ACRES USA Publishers 
Metairie LA 1996 
 

Linaria vulgaris: 
Yellow Toadflax 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Common_Toadflax_-_Linaria_vulgaris_-_geograph.org.uk_-_215978.jpg 
Tony Atkin 
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Linaria dalmatica:  
Dalmatian toadflax 
and also Linaria genistifolia 
This is Dalmatica genistifolia ssp dalmatica: 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Linaria_genistifolia_ssp_dalmatica_02.jpg  
Bjoertevedt 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Yellow Toadflax ID: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqHF-tgKSnE 
Dalmatian Toadflax ID: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9glI-XWyEOA 
 
Botanical Names: 
Yellow Toadflax: Linaria vulgaris =”common flax” aka Butter-and-Eggs 
Dalmatian Toadflax: Linaria dalmatica= from Dalmatia on the Balkan Peninsula and 
also the species Linaria genistifolia=like the species “broom,” Genista 
 
Scrophulareaceae--Figwort family 
Perennials 
Escaped ornamentals 
Don’t confuse Dalmatian with the CO native Golden Banner 
 

Uses--Yellow toadflax/ Butter-and-eggs 
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Bees love it. 
Excerpt from Dr. Larry Mitich’s The Intriguing World of Weeds on the Weed Science 
Society of America (WSSA) website: 
 
“The whole of the herb, gathered just as it comes into flower, is still prescribed for its 
astringent, detergent and hepatic principles, mainly for jaundice, liver troubles, and 
various skin diseases. Its active constituents are two glycosides known as linarin and 
pectolinarian (12)...  
 
[People in the colonial period made of it a] lotion that was unparalleled for insect 
bites. Toadflax lotion was a popular English tradition and there are many references to 
it in New England records (5). And before the introduction of screen doors [and] 
windows...yellow toadflax was used to fight the swarms of flies that tormented 
settlers. The plant was boiled in milk which was set out in saucers to poison flies (10). 
This use probably originated in Sweden (2). But the widest use of yellow toadflax was 
for a dye. For centuries it had been used for a yellow dye in Germany.  
 
Cattle dislike its taste and odor.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 

Control 
CSU Extension says: 
“All toadflax species are difficult to control and management plans should integrate as 
many strategies as possible to increase potential for success. Assess the condition and 
composition of the existing plant community in an infested area, then determine the 
approximate composition of the desired plant community needed to achieve land 
management goals and objectives. Create a management plan that combines various 
control strategies to foster development of the desired plant community… 
 
A stem-boring weevil (Mecinus janthinus) and a root-boring moth (Eteobalea 
intermediella) also were released in Canada and the U.S. to control all species of 
toadflax. These species may help to control shoots and seed production as well as 
decrease root vigor, but data are unavailable to document their effects. Several of these 
classical biocontrol agents are available from the Colorado Department of Agriculture 
Insectary in Palisade. 
http://www.ext.colostate.edu/pubs/natres/03114.html 
 
University of Nevada Cooperative Extension: 
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“The most successful management strategy is prevention. By remaining alert and 
preventing infestations, time, money, and resources can be used more productively.  
 
Pulling or cultivating young Dalmatian and yellow toadflax plants in small 
infestations before they go to seed will provide control, even eradication, if done 
consistently for several years. When pulling either weed, make sure to remove the 
lateral roots completely. The root can tear and underground portions can survive to 
grow new plants. The site will need to be revisited frequently (several times per season) 
to completely eradicate these toadflaxes if pulling, plowing or cultivating is used for 
control. Mechanical control is not recommended for management of medium to large 
stands of toadflax. Mowing is not recommended as it stimulates more plants to grow 
from the roots...Providing plant competition with desirable plants is also 
recommended as part of sound integrated weed management.” 
http://www.unce.unr.edu/publications/files/nr/2002/fs0296.pdf 
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Lythrum salicaria: 
Purple loosestrife  

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Blutweiderich_0507241.jpg  
BS Thurner Hof 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List A  
Botanical Name:  
Lythrum salicaria= “Lythrum” means blood, “salicaria” means willow-like. 
Lythraceae--Loosestrife family 

Perennial 
Can get up to 6-8 feet tall, 4-sided stem, 5-7 purple petals in long racemes 
Leaves lance-shaped with smooth edges 
Escaped Ornamental, it Is sometimes confused with native Fireweed 
Prefers wet areas 

 
Ecological Impact  
US Forest Service: 
“While it is evident that invading purple loosestrife may have harmful impacts on native 
flora and fauna, more research is needed to clarify the extent of these impacts. Hager 
and McCoy [47] and Anderson [2] provide critical reviews of literature describing 
purported negative impacts caused by purple loosestrife in North America.  
 
Both papers express concern that widespread claims of ecological harm caused by 
purple loosestrife are largely unproven...The paper by Thompson and others [129] 
demonstrates how untested hypotheses can be perpetuated in the literature until they 
become widely accepted, without the benefit of experimental analysis [47].  
 
As emphasized by Anderson [2], "detailed, quantitative data are needed to understand 
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loosestrife's natural history, population dynamics, and impacts on native ecosystems if 
we are to effectively manage this plant...studies published to date have failed to 
demonstrate a deleterious effect of purple loosestrife on native plant diversity. "  
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/lytsal/all.html#MANAGEMENT%20CONSI
DERATIONS 
 

Uses 

The US Forest Service: 
“While purple loosestrife invasion is often reported as detrimental to wetland-bird 
habitat, some evidence indicates little to no harmful effect. American coot, pied-billed 
grebe, black-crowned night heron, American goldfinch and gray catbird have all been 
observed nesting in purple loosestrife stands [2,102]. Red-winged blackbirds 
preferentially nest in purple loosestrife over cattails [101,142]. American goldfinch 
construct nests in purple loosestrife, utilizing the relatively stable stalks to attach nests 
above the ground or water surface [68]. Pied-billed grebes use dead purple loosestrife 
stems as nest substrate in habitat with standing and emergent vegetation [77]. In a 
2-year survey of birds in wetlands surrounding Lake Huron's Saginaw Bay in eastern 
Lower Michigan, swamp sparrow nests were most abundant in areas of purple 
loosestrife dominance [142]. 
 
Although purple loosestrife, with its tiny seeds, has been assumed to provide little to no 
food for birds [129], there are several reports of ducks and red-winged blackbirds 
consuming purple loosestrife seeds [2], and a report of damage to experimental 
seedling plots in England caused by ring-necked pheasants and pigeons [113].  
 
COVER VALUE: Purple loosestrife stands may provide cover habitat for wood ducks 
[121], ring-necked pheasants and cottontail rabbits [120]. 
 
OTHER USES:  Purple loosestrife was previously used by European immigrants in 
herbal remedies for a variety of maladies [129]... It has also been utilized as a honey 
plant by beekeepers.” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/lytsal/all.html#MANAGEMENT%20CONSI
DERATIONS 
 
The Invasive Species Compendium: 
“The profuse and attractive floral displays of L. salicaria make the plant well known to 
gardeners. Its presence is reported in early American gardens (Thompson et al., 1987) 
and its inclusion in garden and border planting continues throughout Canada and the 
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USA even today, with various cultivars sold in nurseries as potted plants. In areas 
where it is widespread, L. salicaria is an important source of bee forage, being very 
attractive to honey bees, although the exact economic benefits of flower production are 
not known. L. salicaria is now seldom used as a medicinal plant in Europe, but it was 
highly recommended in early medicine as an astringent, tonic and a blood clotting agent 
(Thompson et al., 1987), and still has numerous uses today in many parts of Asia, such 
as a treatment against diarrhoea, chronic intestinal catarrh, haemorrhoids, eczema, 
varicose veins and bleeding of the gum sin Turkey (Tunalier et al., 2007).” 
The ISC also lists it as a fuelwood.  http://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/31890 
 
Plants for a Future Database gives habitat, range, physical characteristics, edibility, 
medicinal uses, cosmetic uses, and other uses. 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Lythrum+salicaria  
 
 

Control 
Excerpt from the U.S. Forest Service database: 
“Land managers concerned about invasive purple loosestrife should focus on 
eliminating small, recently-established populations before tackling large, 
well-established populations. Buildup and persistence of purple loosestrife seed in the 
soil seed bank appears to be the most problematic, long-term obstacle in eradicating, or 
at least controlling purple loosestrife. Preventing seed production and seed bank 
accumulation within recently-established stands is a pragmatic goal, especially in the 
face of limited resources and knowledge... 
 
[S]uccessful eradication of extant adult plants and new recruits from near-surface 
germinants may not suffice for successful long-term control. Even the ability to exhaust 
near-surface...seed banks by promoting germination and removing emergent seedlings 
is in question... 
 
Any disturbance or management activity that fragments live stem or root tissue is 
likely to result in the spread, rather than containment of purple loosestrife [23,118]. 
Live stems that are dislodged and buried can give rise to new shoots via adventitious 
buds [23,129]. Carp may play an important role where they co-occur with purple 
loosestrife. Carp eat the roots of purple loosestrife, sometimes until the plants are 
dislodged and float away. These plants then become potential propagules if they lodge 
on suitable substrate [102]... 
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Detection and control efforts may be hindered by purple loosestrife's propensity to 
occasionally remain dormant for an entire growing season. Some plants fail to generate 
aboveground shoots during a particular year, but exhibit normal growth from the same 
rootstock in preceding and following years [42,129]... 
 
Examples of mitigative efforts are a) encourage establishment, growth, or perpetuation 
of native woody cover that might provide enough shade to depress or discourage 
purple loosestrife, b) minimize water level fluctuations in manipulated wetlands or 
waterways that might encourage establishment of purple loosestrife seedlings, 
especially early-season drawdowns that expose bare substrate, and c) avoid any form 
of stress or disturbance to extant native plant communities in susceptible areas, 
such as disturbing soil with heavy machinery, and where such activities are 
unavoidable, monitoring impacted areas to detect invaders [129]...Periodic, systematic 
monitoring of susceptible habitats is strongly encouraged… 
 
Once purple loosestrife becomes strongly established, with many (>10) flowering stems 
per rootstock, multiple clumps forming monospecific patches or stands, and 
establishment of a seed bank, eradication becomes more expensive, intrusive, and 
difficult [129]. Spread of purple loosestrife in natural areas likely has been accelerated 
by the development, sale and use of various loosestrife cultivars for horticultural 
purposes... 
 
Individuals who frequent areas susceptible to invasion can aid in prevention by 
washing boots, clothing, equipment, etc. before exiting such areas, and should be 
encouraged to identify and report potential new infestations to authorities. Integrated 
management: A single method may not be effective for long-term control or removal of 
purple loosestrife... 
 
Seeding of competitive vegetation in areas where bare soil has been exposed may 
be a useful mitigative measure...Seeding of competitors should take place immediately 
following exposure of soil to maximize their competitive abilities...  
 
Flooding infested areas by raising water levels for extended periods may eliminate 
purple loosestrife from impoundment sites...Effectiveness of flooding as a control 
measure may be enhanced by cutting purple loosestrife stems prior to raising 
water levels [80]. Cut material should always be removed from the site to prevent 
spread of vegetative propagules....It is likely that purple loosestrife seedlings will 
recolonize the newly exposed soil and further management may be inevitable...  
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Physical/mechanical: Cutting stems or removing flower heads prior to seed 
dissemination can prevent local seed bank accumulation. Late-summer cutting 
appears to reduce vegetative growth more effectively than mid-summer treatments. 
However, cutting stems is unlikely to prevent perennial stem growth [46,102].  
 
Cutting flower heads may be useful in preventing further seed production... [13]. 
Cutting purple loosestrife stems underwater at various times in summer was ineffective 
[51] Digging or hand-pulling plants is recommended for early infestations or a few 
scattered plants. 
 
Galerucella beetles have been the most effective biocontrol agents used against 
purple loosestrife in North America thus far [29,62,97]. G. calmariensis and G. pusilla 
are similar in appearance and habit and are most effective when released together... In 
Europe, H. transversovittatus herbivory on purple loosestrife is strongest in the 
northern range of the plant, indicating that higher latitude sites may be a good choice for 
its release in North America [50]. 
 
Myzus lythri, a European aphid that has probably been present in the Eastern United 
States since the early 1930's, might become an effective biological control 
agent….Populations of M. lythri could be manipulated to impact local purple loosestrife 
populations by mass-rearing bugs for targeted early-spring release and/or by planting 
Prunus spp. near targeted sites [134]. Research examining the potential use of 
pathogenic fungi as biocontrol agents is ongoing [91]. 
 
A serious challenge to controlling purple loosestrife infestations with herbicides is 
preventing its re-establishment from the seed bank. In the presence of large purple 
loosestrife seed banks, removal of a considerable fraction of extant vegetation (weed or 
otherwise) can result in a dense monoculture of purple loosestrife seedlings. The result 
may be a worse infestation than was originally present… 
Encouraging competition from native plants often helps reduce the vigor of 
invasives.”  
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/lytsal/all.html#MANAGEMENT%20CONSI
DERATIONS  
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Malva neglecta:  
Common Mallow 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Malva_neglecta_(5192763500).jpg 
Matt Lavin from Bozeman MT 

 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgWrJW1KYKI 
 
Dr. Larry Mitich in The Intriguing World of Weeds: 
Botanical Name: Malva neglecta means overlooked mallow...Our English word 
"mallow" and the genus name Malva have a common root in the Greek malache or 
malakos, meaning "soft" ...Around 1000 A.D., the name of this plant was written as 
malwe, malua, mealwan, and mealuwe...the Weed Science Society of America 
considers rotundifolia a synonym for neglecta.  

 
Other Names: Malva, Cheesewheel, Cheeses (the cheese names… come from the 
ring of carpels left after the petals fall; this looks like a little cheese wheel)  
 
Malvaceae--Mallow family   Perennial 
Other members of the mallow family include cotton (Gossypium L. spp.), our most 
valuable fiber crop; the much-loved and equally despised okra; many beautiful varieties 
of ornamental hibiscus (Hibiscus L. spp.); marsh mallow (Althaea officinalis L.), from 
whose roots were once made marshmallows (4); and other weeds such as velvetleaf 
(Abutilon theophrasti Medik.) http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
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Uses 
Leaves and flowers are a salad green.  
 
James A. Duke PhD, USDA Ethnobotanist:  
“The flower buds can be dropped in pickle jars still containing juice but no 
pickles...Thus you make one of Father Nature’s pickles...Young fruits might be pickled 
as well or added to salads. Leaves can be added to soups, like okra, as both 
seasoner and thickener. Young green fruits, the “cheeses,”...are good raw or 
cooked. Facciola...adds that the root decoction of M. neglecta may be substituted 
for egg white in meringue recipes. CAUTION: Mitich notes (WT4:693.1990) that 
horses, sheep, and cattle have reportedly suffered intoxication after indulging in fresh 
mallow…” James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 
1992 
 
Dr. Larry Mitich of the Weed Science Society of America: 
…  “[M]allow (Malva spp.) is one of the last uncultivated herbs I would have considered 
eating. My mistake...In the first century A.D., the Greek herbalist Pedamus 
Dioscorides (3) wrote... Ointment prepared from the plant provided relief from bee and 
wasp stings. An ointment made with salt and honey cured ulcers of the eye, 
ointment made with oil helped burns and skin inflammation...Medieval doctors 
recommended it for illnesses of the bladder, kidneys, and bowels...In the United 
States in the 19th century, it was prescribed as "an excellent demulcent in coughs 
[and] irritations of the air passages. . . " (11). The soothing mucilage found in its 
leaves may have made malva useful in cough syrups (15). Some still use malva 
extract for coughs and colds and for irritations of the alimentary canal (11). 
Romans "ate the seed and boiled the leaves like cabbage" ...Children traditionally 
have eaten the green immature fruits of malva. The sepals need not be 
removed...People of many countries eat malva's young tender shoots and leaves 
as a potherb, salad green, or soup vegetable. These parts have a mild flavor and a 
mucilaginous juice (7). The leaves and stems of dried young plants can be brewed into 
tea; natural food vendors even sell them commercially for this purpose (7)…” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
Plants for a Future: 
Cream, yellow and green dyes can be obtained from the plant and the seed 
heads[168]. The root is used as a toothbrush[74]. 
Edibility, medicinal properties, and a warning--be careful where malva is harvested, as it 
accumulates nitrates.  
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http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Malva+neglecta  
 
Mallow/Malva is sold commercially as tincture and tea. 

 
 
 
Myriophyllum spicatum: 
 Eurasian water milfoil 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Myriophyllum_spicatum_(7914508418).jpg  
Donald Hobem from Copenhagen, Denmark 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fynq3x6QcRc 
 
Botanical Name: Myriophyllum spicatum=Myrios many, phylon a leaf, referring to the 
many divisions of the submerged leaves [Stearns p. 214] 
 
Perennial water plant 

Submersed stems 10-30’ long, yellow to red 
Leaves have 12 or more paired leaflets; native western or northern milfoil have 
10 or fewer 
Its small flowers appear on a spike 2-4 inches above the water surface, then 
submerge again when flowering is finished.  
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Eurasian watermilfoil leaves tend to collapse around the stem when removed 
from the water. Other milfoil species have thicker stems and are usually more 
robust. 
Seed is insignificant in reproduction and dispersal. 
Primary reproduction is vegetative propagation throughout the warm season; 
stem sections fragment and move to new areas by way of current, animal, or 
human activity. 

It also has special reproductive buds which detach and spread via current, bird, or 
boat; motor boats can produce many fragments when traveling through the water.  
Most prolific in slow-moving water and ponds 
This plant can form large mats of floating vegetation on the water surface preventing 
light penetration thus out-competing native plants.  
 
Uses 

Potential use as biofuel: 
“The Washington State Department of Ecology has awareded a grant to study the fuel potential 
of Eurasian Milfoil. This invasive species has long plagued Washington Waters. Many have tried 
to make something useful of this and other invasive aquatic weeds to support harvesting 
operations. We’ll follow this one closely. For more information read this article. 
http://www.heraldnet.com/business/milfoil-to-be-studied-as-biofuel/” 
http://aquatechnex.com/2008/10/washington-state-awards-grant-to-study-milfoil-as-biofuel/ 
 

Control  
Mechanical harvesters video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOIuy3yj60Y 
 
Washington state Dept. Of Ecology: 
Harvesting, rotovation (underwater rototilling), installation of bottom barriers, diver hand 
pulling, diver dredging, and in some very limited situations the use of triploid (sterile) 
grass carp.  http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/plants/weeds/milfoil.html 
 
Southeast Exotic Pest Plant Council Invasive Plant Manual: 
“Harvesting: Large equipment exists to mechanically remove milfoil in larger areas. A 
sturdy handrake can be used for smaller areas, such as around docks, swimming 
areas and harbors. For the single harvest, harvesting should take place just before 
peak biomass is obtained. There may be substantial regrowth if done too early. Better 
results appear with multiple harvests in the same growing season. If multiple 
harvests are not possible, then sustaining annual harvests is an option. All fragments 
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of milfoil plants must be removed to achieve adequate control. 
 
Water Levels: Where water levels are under manual control, raising or lowering of the 
water can have an effect on the milfoil. By raising the water level, plants can be 
"drowned" by not having access to enough light. By lowering the water level, plants 
can be dehydrated and, at the right time of the year, frozen to death. 
 
Heat: The viability of milfoil fragments is severely reduced after being subjected to 
temperatures between 45-50°C in the cooling systems of thermal electricity generating 
systems. 
Light: The amount of light reaching the plant can be limited by changing water levels 
using bankside plantings or floating plant species, light limiting dyes, or shade 
barriers. 
 
Booms: Barriers are used to prevent the movement and spread of aquatic weeds in 
ponds and lakes. Usually the barrier is a suspended blocking screen that hangs 
vertically from a cable to a depth of about 4 meters, and the cable is suspended by 
drum floats. This will not eradicate milfoil, but it can limit its spread.” 
http://www.se-eppc.org/manual/watermilfoil.html 

 
Panicum miliaceum:  
Wild proso millet 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:370_Panicum_miliaceum_L.jpg 
Amedee Masclef  
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Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Botanical Name: Panicum miliaceum=Millet Pertaining to Millet 
Poaceae--Grass family 
 

A warm season annual, reproduces only by seed; prolific seed producer 
Seedlings are hairy with wide leaves 
The ligule is a fringe of dense hairs fused at the base, 2-6’ tall 
Infloresence is a spreading panicle 6-12” wide 
It is a vigorous competitor in row crops 

 
Ten minutes of packed information of Panicum miliaceum history, cultivation, 
high drought resistance, and speculation of origin 
From Centres of Origin of Agriculture.svg 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKvhcQPHwok  
 
37 seconds of information from India on Proso Millet, “an ancient food 
domesticated 7,000 years ago, excellent for dryland agriculture and no till 
farming, gluten-free” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEdF1a4UwQQ  
 
Video of happy hogs Grazing Proso millet: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVdXUx6FzLU  
 
Uses 

Agricultural Marketing Resource Center on Panicum miliaceum: 
“Proso millet grain can be used for human consumption and livestock feed. It is 
also commonly used in the United States for bird seed. Millet is desirable for human 
food because it is easily digestible and gluten-free. It can be ground into flour, used to 
bake flatbreads, used to make tabbouleh or for brewing beer...Most of the U.S. 
proso millet crop is produced in Colorado, Nebraska and South Dakota, with 
Colorado producing 68 percent of the 2011 crop…” 
http://www.agmrc.org/commodities__products/grains__oilseeds/proso-millet/ 
 
There are many websites on how to cook Panicum miliaceum and on its health 
benefits.  
 
Control 
“Hand pull or dig when soil is moist, can be an effective control method. 
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Bag specimens carefully so as not to scatter seeds. Mowing and tilling can 
contribute to the spread of seeds. The key to effective control is to prevent seed 
production and/or spread.” 
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/Wild-proso%20millet%20Factsheet.p
df 
 

 
 
 
Plantago major: Broadleaf plantain 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Grote_weegbree_Plantago_major_subsp._major.jpg 
Rasbak 

 
ID Video giving many other common names for plantain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gGz17EbOzo 
Botanical Name: Plantago major (=Bigger Plantain) 
Plantaginaceae--Plantain family 
Perennial 
 

Uses 
 
James A. Duke PhD USDA Ethnobotanical Researcher:  
“Potherb; choose tender, young leaves (dip in batter and fry over low  heat)...Seeds 
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are eaten parched or ground into meal... 
 [A related species provides the “psyllium seeds” sold as over-the-counter laxatives in 
major chain stores]...Certain American firms wanted psyllium to be a food, others 
wanted to keep it an OTC (over-the-counter) laxative..plantain[’s] greatest fame as a 
medicine stems from the use of the leaves as a poultice, for everything from bee 
stings, to cancers, to cuts. Under the name “llanten” in Latin America, it appears in 
almost every herbal medicine market, with a well-deserved reputation as a poultice on 
cancers. Leaves do not contain allantoin…” 
 James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992  
 
 
Dr. Larry Mitich of the Weed Science Society of America: 
“Plantain, which weary toilers dig from their lawns, hoe from their gardens, or cultivate 
from their fields was brought to the United States to serve man. Originally considered a 
valuable medicinal herb and an edible green, it was grown in monastery gardens 
and was cultivated in botanic gardens. It still is raised as a crop for bird feed. The 
name "plantain" (pronounced plantin) is of Old French origin and was derived from the 
Latin plantage. The word's root, "planta" alludes to the sole of the foot, a reference 
to its flat leaves...Its competitive advantages - tough taproot, remarkable fecundity, 
and broad round leaves - have resulted in its worldwide distribution.  
 
Studies of peat bog pollen grains reveal that plantain was growing in England before 
recorded history. H. Helbaek, a Danish researcher, reported that seeds of P. major 
and P. lanceolata were found in northern Europe in the stomachs of `bog people' 
whose mummified remains date from the 3rd and 5th centuries A.D 
 
Plantain was used as a healing agent for centuries. Southern Europeans placed 
plantain poultices on scorpion stings and snake bites, giving it the folk names 
"snake plant" and "serpent tongue." Farmers used plantain to treat the severe cuts 
from scythe and sickle at harvest time. Plantain's medicinal properties occur in its 
broad, ribbed leaves, which contain a soothing, mucilaginous fluid. Crushing the 
leaves and applying them as a poultice to a wound often brings relief.  
The herbalist Gerard reported that plantain juice dropped in the eyes "cools the heate 
and inflammation thereof." The reason for the plant's fame, he noted, is its "great 
commoditie" of growing everywhere. The Puritans brought plantain to New 
England…[as a] home remedy for deep cuts and sore feet. American birds found 
plantain seed palatable. Birds, wind, and settler's boots and wagon wheels spread 
plantain so rapidly in fields and roadsides that the Indians named it "white man's foot. 
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In China, Japan, and other parts of the world, plantain has been used as a leafy 
vegetable. The young leaves can be used like spinach or eaten as a salad...Dried 
plantain leaves can be brewed as tea, and "plantain leaf tea" is available in the 
market.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x  
 
It is sold commercially as a tea or in capsule or tincture form. 
 
Web MD on Broadleaf plantain (they use the name Great plantain): 
“Great plantain is used for bladder infections, bronchitis, colds, and irritated or 
bleeding hemorrhoids. It is also used to kill germs and reduce swelling. 
Some people apply great plantain directly to the affected area for skin conditions 
or eye irritation. 

How does it work? 
Great plantain contains substances which might help decrease pain and swelling 
(inflammation), decrease mucous (phlegm) production, and open airways. It might also 
be able to kill bacteria and fungi.” 
http://www.webmd.com/vitamins-supplements/ingredientmono-677-great%20plantain.aspx?acti
veingredientid=677&activeingredientname=great%20plantain 
 
Asian-style recipe for leaves: 
http://www.urbanoutdoorskills.com/cookingplantain.html 
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Polygonum: Knotweeds  

 

Polygonum cuspitadum  
(aka Fallopia japonica): 
Japanese knotweed 

 
Top: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Polygonum_cuspidatum_3-eheep_(5097370153).jpg 
Superior National Forest 
 
Bottom: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Riesenknoeterich.jpg 
Author is father of child. No name given. 
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Polygonum sachalinense: 
Giant knotweed 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fallopia-sachalinensis-00707.JPG 
Author: own work 

 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqcS5s5GFHs 
Colorado Noxious Weed List A  
 
Common Name Botanical Name 
Bohemian knotweed  Polygonum bohemicum 
Giant knotweed Polygonum sachalinense 
Japanese knotweed Polygonum cuspidatum (aka Fallopia japonica) 
 
Polygonaceae family, means “many knees.”  
Bohemicum means “from Bohemia, in Czechoslovakia, a one-time kingdom.”  
Sachalinense means from the Sakhalin Islands near Russia 
Cuspidatum means “with a sharp, stiff point.” 
Fallopia--Gabriele Fallopi (1523-62) was an Italian professor of Anatomy, after whom 
the fallopian tube is named. 
Stearns Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners Timber Press Portland OR 2002 
 
Perennial shrub up to 10’ tall 
Flowers small and greenish-white, appear in late summer 
Stems hollow, reddish, rigid, jointed 
First new shoots resemble asparagus 
Grows by extensive rhizome system  
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Root and Stem fragments able to form new colonies 
Can sprout as late as July and August 
Likes partially shaded, moist, and disturbed areas 
Allelopathic: inhibits germination of nearby plants 
 
USDA Plants Database says: “Japanese and giant knotweed hybridize to form 
Bohemian knotweed. There is some concern that Bohemian knotweed may be more 
invasive than either of its parents due to its greater genetic diversity.”  
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/polspp/all.html  
 
Japanese Knotweed: 
Introduced to the U.S. as an ornamental hedge and for erosion control 
Video with narration and a good view of the plant before flowering: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYFtiDvEKVM  
 

Uses 

In Chinese medicine  
Resveratrol cited in referenced article on its chemical constituents: 
http://klemow.wilkes.edu/Polygonum.html  
 
Botany, phytochemistry, pharmacology, and potential application of Polygonum 
cuspidatum from PubMed:   http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23707210  
 
Use in treating Lyme Disease: 
http://buhnerhealinglyme.com/resources/herb-source-list/  
 
Edibility: 
from Steve Brill, author Wild Vegetarian Cookbook (The Harvard Commons Press 
2002) http://www.wildmanstevebrill.com/Plants.Folder/Knotweed.html  
 
USDA Ethnobotanical researcher Dr. James A. Duke: 
“The sprouts, harvested... and cooked like asparagus, are this herb’s primary culinary 
contribution to the forager’s larder. Sprouts up to a foot tall are boiled 3-5 minutes. Even 
leafy tips of shoots up to 2 feet tall may be cut and boiled, producing a dish suggestive 
of the related French sorrel…[one] may stimulate fresh shoots in summer by cutting 
back the adults. Tender parts of the rootstock are also peeled, boiled, and buttered as a 
potato-like dish. “Rhubarb sauce” may be simulated by peeling the young stems and 
cooking them slowly in sugar water. Containing the antiseptic and antitumor compound 
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emodin, the plant is viewed as a prophylactic in epidemics in China. Chinese also use it 
for abscess, appendicitis, arthritis, boils, bruises, burns, dysmenorrhea, gout, hepatitis, 
and traumatic injuries (Duke and Ayensu 1985)…” James A. Duke: Handbook of 
Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992  
Food, Business, and Control: 
Good photos, info on invasiveness and edibility: 
http://www.ediblewildfood.com/japanese-knotweed.aspx 
 
Video showing harvesting and cooking of stems.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QzMNKAQo9Y 
 
Foraging for Japanese knotweed: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IpTp6XKaPH0 
 
Resveratrol capsules made from Japanese knotweed root are sold commercially. 
At least some are grown in China. (see various commercial websites on the net). 
 
Peter Becker, head of the small German company, Knotty Foods, shows how 
communities can manage the spread of the plant, while making delicious food products 
sold locally. http://www.newtritionink.de/shop/pdf/english.pdf  
 
There is little mention of the other two knotweeds compared to Japanese knotweed. 
This site says “Giant Knotweed, Polygonum sachalinense (Fallopia sachalinensis) is 
similarly consumed except its fruit is eaten as well, or stored in oil. 
http://www.eattheweeds.com/japanese-knotweed-dreadable-edible/  

 
 

Control 
The following is from Montana State University Extension: 
“Stem Cutting while labor intensive, is effective. Persistent cutting over 
many years is required and cutting at least three times per year is needed 
to significantly reduce rhizome reserves. There is some risk that cutting 
will exacerbate lateral rhizome expansion. For greatest effect, the last 
cutting should occur before plants begin to lose their leaves with the 
onset of winter… 
 
[M]owing is also effective if repeated for several years...Mowing should continue 
throughout the growing season until a killing frost occurs.  
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Hand pulling or digging is effective if done consistently on new, small patches and 
when plants are young and the soil is moist. The patch should be treated twice monthly 
to remove new sprouts as they emerge. 
Once a patch appears to be eradicated, revegetation is strongly recommended to 
suppress reinvasion. The following species are recommended for revegetation: shrubs 
such as willow (Salixsp.), American elderberry (Sambucus canadensis, S. cerulea or S. 
racemosa), or alder (Alnus serrulata and A. incana ssp.rugosa). 
Species should be selected based on conditions of the site. 
 
Covering plants with heavy black plastic or cardboard for more than 
one year may suppress the plant. This is recommended for very small 
infestations.  
 
Grazing has been observed to reduce the establishment and growth of 
Japanese knotweed where grazing pressure is high. Young shoots are 
palatable to sheep, goats, cattle and horses. Goats may be most effective, 
but more research is needed. Grazing will not kill the plants, but repeated 
grazing can weaken them. 
 
Insects and Pathogens:  
At this time no insects have been approved for biological control, but there are some 
promising candidates. These include a leaf chewing beetle (Gallerucida bifasciata), a 
rust pathogen (Puccinia polygoni-amphibii var.tovariae), a plant-feeding insect 
(Aphalara itador...) and a leaf-spot fungus (a 
Mycosphaerella species). More research on host range and specificity is needed before 
any can be approved for release. 
 
Prevention of knotweed establishment must be the number one priority 
for management, because once established, eradication is extremely 
difficult...Do not spread soil from an area with knotweed to other areas...  
 
Patches should be monitored for many years after re-growth appears 
to have ceased...Rhizomes may remain dormant for up to 20 years, so the 
lack of regrowth in years following removal of the covering does not 
mean the plant is dead, and regular monitoring is required.” 
http://store.msuextension.org/publications/AgandNaturalResources/EB0196.pdf 
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Portulaca olaracea: 
Common Purslane 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Starr_080602-9032_Portulaca_oleracea.jpg 
Forest and Kim Starr 

 
ID Video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2SHn5GCMVI&list=PLRs8Deu55nzytKr7qFNenm
OP1Nzpyxq8T&index=8 
 
Botanical Name: Portulaca olaracea 
Portulacaceae--Portulaca family  Annual 
 
 Dr. Larry Mitich of WSSA:  
“The Roman scholar Pliny the Elder (AD 23-79) used portulaca to designate common 
purslane and eventually Linneaus used it as the name of the genus. The generic name 
is from Latin and alludes to the purging qualities of some species (Britton and Brown 
1898)... The specific epithet oleracea also is from Latin and means "of cultivation" or 
" suitable for food" (Gledhill 1985).  
 
Botany 
Purslane's distinguishing characteristics are its almost prostrate, reddish, fleshy 
stems; watery sap; succulent leaves, which are broad-rounded at the tips; small 
yellow-petaled flowers, and spherical many-seeded capsules, which open around the 
middle (Holm et al. 1997). It is an annual, succulent herb, with a thick taproot and 
many fibrous secondary roots; the prostrate stems may produce a mat... Both 
stems and leaves often have a reddish tinge. The pale yellow flowers ...open only on 
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sunny mornings. The fruit...capsule opens transversely, with the top falling off 
like a lid; when near maturity, handling the plant will release hundreds of seeds 
(Georgia 1914; Kiyoko and Cavers 1980; U.S. Department of Agriculture 1970)... 
 
 the plant is quite drought resistant (Zimmerman 1976); this is not surprising, since it 
is a succulent plant with a water content of over 90% (Zimdahl 1989)... 
 
plants are usually killed by the onset of low temperatures in autumn (Kiyoko and Cavers 
1980). Seed survival is excellent: up to 19 yr in dry storage and 40 yr if buried in 
soil (Darlington and Steinbauer 1961). 
 
Seeds found in southern Kentucky, Illinois, and Louisiana date from between 
1000 sc and AD 750 (Kaplan 1973), perhaps being imported during Stone Age 
immigration. 
 
Purslane is a poor competitor with other plants….the flowers are without nectar, 
so few insects visit the plants. Flowers are generally self-pollinated or 
cross-pollinated by wind (Mulligan 1972)...Though purslane is chill sensitive, its 
seeds survive frigid temperatures. 
 

Uses 
Aboriginal Americans used purslane as a potherb and for medicinal purposes 
(Byrne and McAndrews 1975)..... For human consumption, young purslane plants with 
roots removed are cooked like spinach. They have a pleasant, slightly sour flavor with 
a somewhat mucilaginous texture. Because of this mucilaginous quality, young stems 
are used for thickening soup. They can be mixed with other greens.  
 
The succulent young stems and leaves can be pickled in vinegar and sugar. Since 
purslane sometimes grows abundantly in isolated areas, it has value as an emergency 
food. And because of the high water content, the plants can be eaten raw to quench 
thirst. Additionally, plants can be harvested all summer (Harrington and Matsumura 
1967).  
 
At one time, Native Americans and Mexicans dried large quantities of this plant by 
spreading the young stems out in the hot sun on roofs. Later, the desiccated plants 
were hydrated and boiled as a potherb. 
 
 Purslane seeds also have been used as food, particularly by Native Americans. 
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Mature plants can be placed on a flat rock or canvas to dry in the sun, or they can be 
placed in a paper or cloth sack to dry. Then the seeds can be gathered, winnowed or 
sifted, and ground into a meal or flour (Harrington and Matsumura 1967).  
 
Traill (1885) mentioned purslane for use as an application for inflammatory tumors 
and as a source of a blue dye. Its succulent, rapidly growing nature makes it a good 
soil builder and an excellent hog feed (Spencer 1968).... 
Even though under most conditions purslane is a palatable and nutritious livestock food, 
nitrate poisoning and oxalate poisoning have been reported in livestock feeding on the 
plant (Schmutz et al. 1968). However, Cantella et al. (1968) did not observe any 
symptoms of poisoning in cattle (Bos spp.) fed substantial amounts of purslane leaves 
and stems.Interestingly, Portulaca has not been reported toxic in North America 
(Kingsbury 1964)... 
 
Suspect plants usually grow on soils rich in nitrogen, such as that found in 
stockyards or in bare clay soils, where there has been a flush of growth after a good 
rain, then a dry period. Cattle should not be permitted to graze on large amounts of 
these plants without adequate amounts of roughage (Everist 1974).”  
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
James A. Duke, USDA Ethnobotanist: 
“...this mucilaginous potherb has been used by many ethnic groups on many 
continents. “Only in the United States has fame and favor eluded this hot-weather 
weed.” (Jones,  1991). Tender parts, leaves, flowers, pods, seeds, and stems all 
may be stewed as potherbs, improved by adding egg and/or breadcrumbs… 
 
USDA analyses (Norman, 1991) indicate this may be extremely high in 
alpha-tocopheral (vitamin E)... The succulent stems may be pickled...Facciola 
(1990) suggests another way to preserve this copious summer food for winter: put it 
into salt and dry white wine. The seeds are gathered, rather tediously I’m sure, and 
used for making flour or porridge… 
 
Ashes of burned purslane serve as a good salt substitute.  
 
Buntings, doves, larks, longspurs, mice, and sparrows eat the seed. Rats and 
rabbits graze the foliage… 
 
Iroquois poulticed it onto bruisies and burns. Navajo used it for pain and 
stomachache, almost as a panacea (Moerman 1986). Chinese use it for anthrax, 
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boils, bug bites, colic, dermatitis, eczema, enteritis, erysipelas, herpes, 
indigestion, leukorrhea, opthalmia, piles, snakebite, and tumors (Duke and 
Ayensu, 1985)…”  
James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992  
 
Purslane Extract that may have anti-inflammatory or analgesic properties 
(Sources: Journal of Ethnopharmacology, July 2001, pages 171–176, and December 
2000, pages 445–451).   
http://www.paulaschoice.com/cosmetic-ingredient-dictionary/definition/portulaca-olerace
a-extract  
 
Chinese medical analysis of purslane: 
http://www.chineseherbshealing.com/portulaca-oleracea/  
U.S. National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health report:The 
analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects of Portulaca oleracea L. subsp. Sativa 
(Haw.) Celak.  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11090998 
 
45 Recipes as well as information from a French food writer: 
http://chocolateandzucchini.com/ingredients-fine-foods/45-things-to-do-with-purslane/ 
 
Excellent photos as well as recipes and article in Vegetarian Times from noted 
forager and author Steve Brill: 
http://www.wildmanstevebrill.com/Plants.Folder/Purslane.html 
 
Purslane is sold commercially in skin care products and in capsule form. 
 
This is a patent application called Use of purslane to treat facial wrinkles EP 
1549331 A2:  http://www.google.com/patents/EP1549331A2?cl=en  
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Potentilla recta: Sulfur cinquefoil 

 
Top:https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Potentilla_recta_2016-04-22_8613.JPG 
Salicyna 
Bottom: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Potentilla_recta_3001.jpg 
Randy Nonenmacher 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
ID Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxQIBS8Q_gI  
 
Botanical Name: Potentilla recta from Latin potens, powerful, from the reputed 
medicinal properties and recta, upright 

Rosaceae-- Rose family 
Perennial forb from woody base 
Reproduces both by seed and caudex-- lateral rootstocks and many fine roots 
1-2 feet tall, flower light yellow with dark yellow center 
Stems 1-3/plant, hairy, leaves 1-3” long, may be covered with fine hairs 
Not usually found above 7500” in its native habitat in Asia and Europe and not 
above 6500” in Montana; may be confused with numerous native cinquefoils 
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The US Forest Service: 
“Explicit in the definition of sulfur cinquefoil as a problem species is the assumption that 
it displaces other plant species and the myriad organisms that depend on these plant 
communities, as well as the negative economic consequences for industries based on 
these natural resources. Sulfur cinquefoil may have harmful impacts on native flora and 
fauna, however more research is needed to clarify the extent of these impacts [60]. 
Untested hypotheses and unsubstantiated claims can be perpetuated in the literature 
until they become widely accepted, without the benefit of experimental analysis or peer 
review.” http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/potrec/all.html 
 
 

Uses 

Edible : 
“The fruit of sulphur cinquefoil is edible, raw or cooked. The unripe fruit is reportedly 
almost as pleasant as the fully ripe fruit. 
Medicinal: 
The whole plant has agents that cause tissue to contract. The Okanagan-Colville 
Indians used a poultice of the pounded leaves and stems applied to open sores and 
wounds.”  
 http://montana.plant-life.org/species/poten_rec.htm 
 
 

Control 
“Sulfur cinquefoil appears to be intolerant of complete shade. Sulfur cinquefoil is 
never associated with a 100% canopy cover... allow other vegetation to increase in 
cover... 
  
Correct identification is an important first step in controlling sulfur cinquefoil, as it may 
be easily mistaken for native cinquefoils (see General Botanical Characteristics). 
 
Prevention of sulfur cinquefoil establishment by maintaining native plant 
communities in an undisturbed condition is the most effective control strategy.  
 
Monitoring, early detection and eradication of newly established plants before seeds 
are produced and populations expand is more efficient and effective than laboring to 
control established infestations.  
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Individual plants and small patches of sulfur cinquefoil can be eliminated by 
hand-pulling or digging.... The root crown (upper portion of the root system) must 
be removed or killed so that plants cannot resprout. 
 
Because sulfur cinquefoil seeds may remain viable in the soil for 3 years or more [66], 
treated sites must be monitored annually… 
 
Preventing sulfur cinquefoil infestations is the most time- and cost-effective 
management approach Check and clean equipment  Avoid purchasing feed or 
seed that could be contaminated. Treat road construction projects as 10- to 
20-year biological projects rather than 1- to 2-year engineering projects, with 
biologists and resource managers overseeing road construction and restoration. 
Projects should not be considered complete until native vegetation is fully 
established. 
 
Mowing is not effective for controlling sulfur cinquefoil. It responds by developing 
heavier, horizontally spreading roots and increasing vegetation near ground level.  
 
A biological control program using insects against sulfur cinquefoil would be difficult 
due to the close genetic relationship between strawberries and cinquefoils, and 
probable attractiveness of strawberry to phytophagous insects that attack Potentilla. 
Given the close relationship between sulfur cinquefoil and other Potentilla and Fragaria 
species, and the large number of native and introduced plants that must be screened, 
the search for a suitable biological control could be the longest and most costly in the 
history of North America [60]” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/potrec/all.html#GENERAL%20BOTANICA
L%20CHARACTERISTICS 
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Rumex crispus: Curly Dock 

  
Left: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rumex_crispus_(5002466641).jpg 
Matt Lavin of Bozeman MT 
Right: :https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rumex_crispus_velennes_80_10062008_6.jpg 
Olivier Pichard 
 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rumex_crispus15052006rosette.JPG 
Henry Brisse 
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Rumex acetosella: Sheep Sorrel 

 
Left: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Starr_070908-9222_Rumex_acetosella.jpg 
Forest and Kim Starr 
Right: https://hemlocklily.wordpress.com/2017/02/20/sheep-sorrel-rumex-acetosella/ 
Photo courtesy of Matt Lavin/Flickr Creative Commons Matt Lavin in Bozeman MT 
 

 
“Rumex” means sorrel or dock.”“Crispus”=finely waved, closely curled. 
Stearns Plant Names for Gardeners Timber Press Portland OR 2002 
 
AKA Yellow Dock and closely related to Sheep sorrel, Rumex acitosella. Perennials. 
Botany 
CA Integrated Pest Management: 
“Curly dock stands erect and grows 2 to 5 feet (0.6 to 1.5 m) tall. As a member of the 
buckwheat family, the plant has a characteristic membranous sheath at the leaf base 
and usually swollen stem joints (nodes). Leaves are hairless. Stems are often 
unbranched below the flower head. Leaves are alternate to one another along the stem. 
The fruiting stem dies back in mid to late summer, and the fruits and stems turn a 
distinctive rusty brown. New basal rosettes of leaves form in early winter. Although 
similar to red sorrel, Rumex acetosella, the mature plant has stout stems, whereas 
red sorrel has slender red stems.  
 
Curly dock leaves are lance shaped; those of red sorrel leaves are arrow shaped. 
Flowers are visible nearly year-round. The flowering stem is loosely branched and 
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green, non-showy flowers cluster along its upper portion in a whorl. 
  
Seeds may be dispersed by wind and water....reproduce primarily by seed...related 
or similar plants:... Rumex acetosella [sheep sorrel/red sorrel.]” 
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/WEEDS/curly_dock.html 
 

Uses 

Dining on Dock 
http://honest-food.net/2015/02/16/curly-dock-edible/  
 
Botany, Invasiveness, Deliciousness, Recipes, History, Quotes 
from Eat the Invaders: Fighting Invasive Species One Bite at a Time 
http://eattheinvaders.org/blue-plate-special-curly-dock/ 
 
Baked Curly dock chips a la Kale chips from Colorado forager blog: 
 http://wildfoodgirl.com/?s=Curly+dock 
 
Plants for a Future database on warnings, edibility, medicinal uses, and dye: 
“Curled dock has a long history of domestic herbal use....The root has been used with 
positive effect to restrain the inroads made by cancer, being used as an alterative and 
tonic[4]. The root is harvested in early spring and dried for later use[4]. Some caution is 
advised in its use since excess doses can cause gastric disturbance, nausea and 
dermatitis… 
 
Yellow, dark green to brown and dark grey dyes can be obtained from the roots. They 
do not need a mordant[168]…” 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/plant.aspx?LatinName=Rumex+crispus 

 
Nowhere to invade: Rumex crispus and Typha latifolia projected to disappear       
under future climate scenarios 
Authors Xu ZhongLin; Feng ZhaoDong; Yang JianJun; Zheng JiangHua; Zhang Fang 
Publisher Public Library of Sciences (PLoS), San Francisco, USA 
http://www.cabi.org/isc/abstract/20133309025 
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Saponaria officinalis: Bouncing Bet  

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Saponaria_officinalis_Castelltallat_12.05.07.JPG 
Victor M. Vicente Salvas 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
A few seconds shows the plant and stands: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DvNBUwn0C6M  
 
Botanical Name: Saponaria officinalis means “soap plant in the 
storeroom/dispensary/pharmacy.” Mitich at WSSA explains “Officina, initially Latin for 
“office,” became opificina meaning “store-room” and later “pharmacy,” where medical 
plants were stored and dispensed; -alis is a Latin suffix meaning “pertaining to.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x  

 
Caryophyllaceae--Pink family 
Perennial 
Toxic to grazing animals 

 
Uses 

Still used for washing wool and other substances (hair) that need gentle treatment 
and for skin afflictions.  
 
As extract sold commercially on the internet and elsewhere.  
 
Dr. Larry Mitich in his series Intriguing World of Weeds: 
“Known for thousands of years to produce a cleansing soaplike lather when crushed 
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in water, bouncing-bet...is as pretty as its name. Though it has followed man around the 
world, it has always been an invited guest-until the 1900s, when our changing viewpoint 
redefined this millennial source of soap, fragrance, and beauty as a weed… 
 
One Greek popular name, catharsis, meant (and still means) "a cleanser or purifier" (8), 
perhaps referring to both the soapy uses of the plant and to its purgative effects when 
used medicinally… Romans called it radix ("root") or herba lanaria ["wool herb" (8) - for 
even 2000 years ago, clothiers used a decoction of Saponaria to clean wool before 
weaving it into cloth] (2).  
 
The name "bouncing bet" arose in England in Elizabethan times, when the plant had 
become widely used and even more widely naturalized (6). Working-class Britons used 
it to scrub their crude wood and pewter dishes and for their laundry. "The inflated calyx 
and scalloped petals of the flower suggested the rear view of a laundress…It became 
fuller's herb (6) in reference to its use in washing woven wool cloth; this not only 
cleaned the cloth but caused it to shrink - pulling the strands tight or "full." Its 
appellation of sheepweed (1) also may stem from this use. 
 

MEDICINAL USES 

Though the cleansing applications of bouncingbet have given it many names and 
helped it to colonize continent after continent, the weed reputedly has other benefits. 
The Greek herbalist Dioscorides described bouncingbet in the first century, assigning it 
a myriad of medicinal properties (2). Herbalists from the first through the 19th centuries 
ascribed to bouncingbet, along with apparently innumerable other weeds, the power to 
cure liver ailments (10), coughs, and kidney stones (2). In medieval times, herbalists 
prescribed bouncingbet for skin diseases, including leprosy, and general itching. It was 
used as a cure for syphilis and gonorrhea (10). The cylindrical taproots were dug up, 
cleaned, and dried; and, as late as the 1940s, these were sold for 5 to 10 cents a 
pound for medicine (5). Liquid extracts of the roots and leaves are available for a 
purgative and for treatment of scrofula and other skin diseases (10) 

The story of bouncingbet's colonization of new countries closely parallels its use 
as a detergent and medicine. Though used in Europe probably before recorded 
history, it did not arrive in England until the Middle Ages, when monks brought it over 
from France and Germany (6). It caught on with the common people at once. And when 
the Industrial Revolution enabled large-scale commercial manufacture of cloth, textile 
magnates cultivated fields of the "weed" as an inexpensive detergent, thus 
granting it a permanent home (6). Like many of our weeds, bouncingbet was brought 
over from Europe as part of the pioneers' garden supplies, probably arriving even with 
the first settlers (6). Once again, its cultivation boomed in the early days of the 
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American textiles industry (6), and it thrived in the new country even when its 
usefulness was past. As land was cleared for homes and farms, and roads, canals, and 
railroads pushed into the interior, bouncing-bet colonized new ground (often with the 
aid of thrifty settlers fond of clean laundry) (6). 
 
… "In homes and museums, extracts are still employed for cleaning wall 
hangings and tapestries... and for producing a `head' on beers" (10). This is 
considered one of the most beautiful "` weeds. In the past century bouncingbet often 
appeared in English gardens… Bouncingbet is considered "somewhat poisonous" 
(11). The poisonous ingredient is the saponin glucoside - the same chemical which 
forms a soapy emulsion when the plant is crushed in water and which in moderation is 
the purgative beloved of herbalists...”   
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x  
 
Daniel Moerman’s compendium, Native American Ethnobotany: 
“The Cherokee used it as a poultice for boils and for soap. The Mahuna applied a 
poultice of leaves for spleen pain. used the root juice as a hair tonic, and the juice 
as a hair shampoo.”  
Moerman, Daniel: Native American Ethnobotany Timber Press Portland 1998 
 

Control 
From the book Weed Control in Natural Areas in the Western United States: 
“Grubbing, Digging, or Hand Pulling” 
http://wric.ucdavis.edu/information/natural%20areas/wr_S/Saponaria.pdf 
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Sonchus arvensis:  
Perennial sowthistle 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:554_Sonchus_arvensis.jpg 
Carl Axel Magnus Lindman (1856-1928) 
 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Botanical Name: Sonchus arvensis (Hollow/Sowthistle of the fields) 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 

Perennial 2-4’ tall 
Leaves have a clasping base and mildly prickly margins 
Upper leaves much smaller and fewer than basal leaves 
Stems contain milky juice 
Fibrous roots 

 
Often confused with Annual sowthistle (Sonchus oleraceus) which is taprooted and 
has much smaller flowers (< 1” across). Also confused with Spiny Annual sowthistle 
(Sonchus asper) which has sharp, spiny leaves and smaller flowers. 
 
Uses 
Dr. Larry Mitich in Intriguing World of Weeds refers to Sowthistles in general: 
“...in 1637 English traveler and author John Josselyn (1608? - 1675) wrote that several 
varieties grew in pilgrim gardens...Sowthistle has provided a dependable food for 
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millennia. Roman naturalist and writer Pliny (A.D. 23-29) recorded that the Romans 
used Sow thistle as a salad herb and a vegetable and recommended it for its 
nourishing, curative, and sustaining properties. In Europe, the smoothest, 
tenderest, young leaves are added to salads or are cooked as a vegetable. The 
leaves are high in minerals and Vitamin C. A 13th-century herbalist highly 
recommended a diet of sowthistles "to prolong the virility of gentlemen" (5). Sowthistle is 
a favorite livestock food, too; animals often eat it eagerly when no other feed will 
tempt them… 
 
Sowthistle is valued today, especially in England, as a veterinary herb, and for the 
treatment of fevers, high blood pressure, heart disorders, and other complaints. 
 
John Gerard, the 16th century apothecary, reported that poor people stuffed their 
mattresses and pillows with Sowthistle down and cautioned that deceptive 
upholsterers grew rich by diluting costly goose or duck down with thistle down…” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
Dr. James A. Duke, USDA Ethnobotanist: 
“Javans eat the whole plant of Sonchus arvensis, putting the leaves in curries or rice 
dishes. Young tops and leaves... are steamed and eaten in Asia.”   Duke, James A. 
Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton 1992 [p.186] 
 
Sonchus arvensis is used in the treatment of various human ailments as a 
traditional medicine in Pakistan. In this study its various fractions are characterized 
for scavenging of diverse free radicals. Technical discussion: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3505741/  
  
Sonchus arvensis L. leaves...empirically used as a traditional medicine for 
asthma, cough, anti-inflammation and diuretic Phytochemical Study from Sonchus 
arvensis L. Leaves for Standardizing Traditional Medicine 
Extract...https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/abstract/10.1055/s-0031-1
282446  
 
Noted foraging teacher Green Deane says: “In southern Italy Sonchus invades 
crops there but they have the good sense to pick it and serve it with spaghetti….plus 
more information on edibility.” 
http://www.eattheweeds.com/sonchus-sow-thistle-in-a-pigs-eye-2/  
 

Control 
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“Small root fragments have a hard time producing viable rosettes. Dig as deep as 
possible in the rosette stage. Mowing can assist in depleting root reserves...The Key to 
control is preventing the establishment of the plant.” 
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/Perennial%20sowthistle%20Factshee
t.pdf 

 
 
Sorghum halepense: Johnsongrass 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sorghum_halepense_(6134152645).jpg 
Matt Lavin from Bozeman MT 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Botanical Name: Sorghum halepense, meaning sorghum from Aleppo, Syria  
Poaceae--Grass family 

Perennial 2-8’ tall 
Goes to seed by midsummer 
Leaves 1” wide, flat with conspicuous white mid-vein 
Spread by seed and rhizomes forming dense clumps 
Major weed in crop fields, pastures, rights of way 
Introduced from Mediterranean as hay or forage crop, spreading throughout most 
of the western U.S. 
Forms hydrocyanic acid when frosted or under moisture stress, making plant 
toxic to livestock 
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Uses 

Make a Johnsongrass survival shelter: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osyFjbSTGp0 
 
Center for New Crops & Plant Products at Purdue University: 
“An excellent grass for hay and pasture in the southern United States from Alabama to 
Texas. Palatable and nutritious when fed early, comparable to timothy as hay, and 
when properly fertilized and cut in the boot stage, ranks next to alfalfa and ahead of oat 
and soybean hays for feeding dairy cows. A system of grazing johnsongrass and 
roughpeas is often used to good advantage. Elsewhere the seeds are eaten in times of 
scarcity. Often becomes a troublesome weed in rich bottomlands and black soils. 
Sometimes produces enough cyanogenic compounds to poison grazing animals. Very 
difficult to eradicate. In some places the root is used as a substitute for sarsaparilla 
(Smilax sp.). 
Folk Medicine 
Reported to be cyanogenetic, demulcent, depurative, diuretic, poison, and tonic, 
johnsongrass is a folk remedy for blood and urinary disorders (Duke and Wain, 1981).” 
https://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/duke_energy/Sorghum_halepense.html 
 
Johnsongrass has also been used to stop soil and dune erosion. 
 

Control 
A Weed Report from the book Weed Control in Natural Areas in the Western United 
States: 
“Johnsongrass: Hand pulling is considered too slow and not an effective control 
method unless all rhizomes are removed or new sprouts are controlled. Large mature 
plants are almost impossible to pull by hand. Rhizomes break easily and are often left in 
the soil where they will resprout. Best results are obtained in early spring the soil is 
moist and rhizomes are least likely to break. Johnsongrass does not tolerate repeated, 
close mowing. Such a mowing regime can kill johnsongrass seedlings, prevent seed 
production, and reduce rhizome growth and regrowth of shoots. In most cases, 
however, mowing does not kill or eliminate established plants. Repeated tillage can be 
an effective control strategy.”  
http://wric.ucdavis.edu/information/natural%20areas/wr_S/Sorghum.pdf 
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Tamarix: Salt cedar/ Tamarisk 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamarix_ramosissima 

 
Photos at  http://tamariskcoalition.org/what-tamarisk 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Names of the three genuses in question: 
Tamarix chinensis=Chinese Tamarix 
Tamarix parviflora=Tamarix with small flowers 
Tamarix ramosissima=Tamarix much branched 
 
Tamaricaceae--Tamarisk family 
Perennial shrub or small tree 3-20’ tall 
Seeds spread by wind, taproot system extensive and creeping 
Can spread downstream 12 miles/year 
Consumes large quantities of water daily (can be 200 gal/day/tree) 
Increases salt content of surface soil, lowers surface water tables 
Introduced as an ornamental and for stream bank stabilization, 
has become a major problem along riparian corridors 
 
More Impacts: 
Natural Resources Conservation Service: 
“Saltcedar has the ability to alter the soil chemistry and therefore affects the plant 
species that will grow in those areas. Saltcedar is deep-rooted and tolerant of saline soil 
conditions. Saltcedar uptakes salt from the soil and secrete these salts from glands 
located on the undersides of their leaves. The secreted salts can accumulate in the 
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upper soil layer; changing the soil chemistry around the plants. This can create a saline 
condition in soil that can prevent some native plant species from establishing.” 
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/mt/water/?cid=nrcs144p2_056850 
 
Nature Conservancy: 
“As the tamarisk infestation on the preserve got larger and larger an important spring 
dried up, apparently because the tamarisk consumed all the water before it reached the 
surface. Tamarisk provides few benefits to native wildlife and grows in stands so dense, 
it crowds out native plants and prevents wildlife from accessing key water sources.” 
http://www.invasive.org/gist/stories/ca003/ca003.PDF 
 
History 
“Salt Cedar in the Land of Enchantment: 
New Mexico has a long and tortured love-hate relationship with tamarisk. It has been 
admired as an ornamental smoke-tree, embraced as valuable bird habitat, and 
cherished by beekeepers. At one time, The Sierra Club zealously led opposition to 
removal of tamarisk in the Middle Rio Grande. But in a land where water creates power 
and wealth, eradication of thirsty tamarisk has often been romanticized as a possible 
pathway to prosperity. For example, when negotiating the Pecos River Compact, New 
Mexico gambled that it would be able to continue water development and meet its future 
water delivery obligations to Texas by eradicating tamarisk. New Mexico lost this 
gamble to Texas in the Supreme Court forty years later. 
To assist the Tamarisk Coalition as it expands its work in New Mexico, Adrian provides 
a physical and political history of tamarisk in New Mexico, with an overview of attempts 
to control, eradicate and live with this dominant invasive.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsTc7YK2yBI 
 
More information is at http://tamariskcoalition.org/what-tamarisk 
 
 

Uses 
“Tamarisk, also known as saltcedar, was introduced into the United States in the 1820s 
for its ornamental characteristics and was later used for wind breaks and stream 
bank stabilization.”  http://tamariskcoalition.org/what-tamarisk 
 
Tamarisk is a BEE plant. 
 
Chip and use above-ground, non-reproductive parts as mulch and in compost. 
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Biomass Potential of above-ground parts before seed set: Organic matter can be 
farmed or collected for biomass crops. 
http://www.agmrc.org/commodities__products/biomass/ 

 
Control 
Natural Resources Conservation Service:  
“Successful invasive species management and long-term control of Russian olive and 
saltcedar depends on early identification/detection, treatment, monitoring, and 
commitment for the project… 
 
Mechanical/physical removal: Use mowers, loppers, chainsaws, timber axe, 
bobcats fitted with cutting shears or sawing attachments. Use the appropriate-sized 
equipment based on the density and size of the Russian olive or saltcedar being 
treated… 
 
Burning, Cultivation, Grazing, Mowing and Hand Pulling: These treatments when 
used independently have not proven to be effective for controlling Russian olive or 
saltcedar. The plants have extensive root systems and ability to regenerate and develop 
new plant material from roots remaining in the soil material. This can be problematic 
since re-sprouts develop multiple stems resulting in a dense, thick plant that is difficult 
to treat without herbicides.  
 
Effective biological controls have been found for all species of saltcedar occurring in 
Montana. The leaf beetle, (Dirhabda elengata Brulle), is originally from China and 
Kazakhstan and has been successfully field tested in the southwestern states and 
federally permitted in 13 western States. Currently, the USDA (as of the date of the 
technical note) Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) has terminated 
previously issued permits and discontinued issuing new permits for Dirhabda 
biological control releases. The reason for this decision was based on concerns 
regarding critical habitat of the federally-listed endangered southwestern willow 
flycatcher (Empidonax trailii extimus)…” 
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/mt/water/?cid=nrcs144p2_056850 
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Tanacetum vulgare: Common tansy  

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tansy.jpg 
Taken or created by Fir0002 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List B 
Botanical Name: Tanacetum vulgare =common Pyrethrum 
Asteraceae--Sunflower family 

Perennial, reproduces from seed or root 
Regenerates from rhizome fragments 
1.5 to 6 feet tall 
Flowers button-like, without petals 
Stems often purplish 
Leaves alternate and deeply divided 
Escaped ornamental, also called Garden tansy 
Found along streambanks, pastures, rights-of-way 
Good COMPOST plant, but don’t put any roots in there 

 
Impact 
US Forest Service:  
“Most predictions and descriptions of common tansy's impacts on water resources, 
vegetation, and wildlife are anecdotal (e.g. [1,40,52,85,89]). Although many suggest that 
impacts are likely because of common tansy's sometimes aggressive establishment and 
growth, detailed study and documentation are lacking… 
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History 
Common tansy seed was brought to the United States as early as 1631 [54], and 
because of its many medicinal uses…common tansy was widely cultivated in the 
gardens of early European settlers [52,62,87]. Common tansy was one of many seeds 
brought to the New England Plymouth colony by John Winthrop Jr in 1631 [54]. In the 
1600s, the governor of Massachusetts referred to common tansy as a necessity in 
colonial gardens and encouraged extensive cultivation….In the mid-1970s, common 
tansy was planted on reclaimed mine sites in Wyoming [38], and in the mid-1990s, 
common tansy seed was available in US plant nurseries.  
 

Uses 

Primitive" flies, hover flies, butterflies, moths, and honey bees [visit it... 
Animals (elk) and birds feed on tansy, but cattle and horses only eat young tansy.] 
Sheep and goats eat it “with enthusiasm.” 
 
It was used as an embalming substitute by early US settlers. Corpses were wrapped 
in common tansy from the 1660s into the 19th century. In some areas of New England, 
it is still customary to bring a common tansy bouquet to the cemetery [62]. Common 
tansy leaves were also used on meat to discourage insects in the days before 
refrigerators . 
 
Although common tansy may be toxic or lethal in large doses or with long-term 
consumption [19,30,52], it was used to treat a variety of ailments. Europeans and 
colonial Americans used common tansy in a face wash to lighten and purify skin [63]. 
Common tansy tea was used to treat ulcers, constipation, and hysteria [62]. 
Common tansy was also used to restore menstrual flow [57], treat intestinal worms, 
rheumatism, jaundice, and digestive problems. Common tansy in large doses was 
used to induce abortion [women have died from this] but in smaller doses was thought 
to prevent miscarriage and increase fertility [19,52,63]. The northern Cheyenne of 
Montana called common tansy "yellow medicine", and its leaves and flowers were made 
into a tea and given to those feeling weak.  
 
More recently, researchers have been testing common tansy for its use as a repellent 
or insecticide for mosquitoes and Colorado potato beetles.” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/tanvul/all.html#40 
 
Plants for a Future Database: 
“Tansy is a commonly grown domestic remedy, useful in treating a wide range of 
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complaints, though it is little used in modern herbalism[4, 254]. Its main value is as a 
vermifuge to expel intestinal worms and, to a lesser degree, to help stimulate 
menstrual bleeding[254]. Tansy should be used with caution, however; it is possibly 
{toxic} for internal use, [when taken in excess] 
 
A green and a yellow dye can be obtained from this plant.  
 
Both the growing and the dried plant are said to repel flies, ants and fleas, especially 
if they are mixed with elder leaves (Sambucus spp.)[4, 12, 14, 18, 200, 201] [and 
lice.] The leaves and the flowering shoots contain 0.15% of an essential oil that contains 
camphor, borneol and thujone[7, 213]... Thujone is an effective insecticide, but it is 
highly toxic to mammals when taken in excess[238].  
The plant is a good addition to the compost heap, being valued for its mineral content.” 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Tanacetum+vulgare 
 
Tansy oil is sold commercially on the internet and elsewhere. Often Blue Tansy (T. 
annuum) is cited as used, but some websites simply say “Tansy” and others conflate 
the two species (T. vulgare and T. annuum) 
 

Control 
US Forest Service: “As with most biotic invasions, common tansy control is likely most 
effective when it employs a long-term, ecosystem-wide strategy rather than a 
tactical approach focused on battling individual invaders. 
 
Persistent hand-pulling may be effective in controlling small populations if most or all 
rhizomes are removed. Seeding areas disturbed by hand-pulling with desired species 
may decrease the potential for reestablishment [40]. Common tansy can cause 
dermatitis [30], so precautions should be taken when hand-pulling. 
 
Several sources indicate that common tansy populations may be controlled through 
mowing.” 
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/tanvul/all.html#40 
 
Goats and Sheep: http://www.wildflowers-and-weeds.com/weedsinfo/Tanacetum_vulgare.htm 
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Taraxacum officinale: Dandelion  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.pixabay.com Loggawiggler 

 
Botanical Name: Taraxacum officinale 

The Chinese called it "earth-nail" (9) in reference to its sturdy taproot. It has 
been called..."piss-a-bed" (in France, "pissenlit") in honor of its diuretic 
qualities (4). http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
www.pixabay.com LoggaWiggler www.pixabay.com Zdenet www.pixabay.com  PixelAnarchy 
 
Asteraceae--Aster/Daisy family 
Dandelion’s genus name comes from the Greek words taraxos, meaning “disorder,” and 
akos, meaning “remedy.”.. The English name is derived from the French dent de lion, or 
“teeth of the lion,” which is likely a reference to the jagged-edged leaves (although some 
varieties have rounded lobes, and some have no indents at all.)...Hajeski, Nancy: 
Complete Guide to Herbs and Spices National Geographic Washington DC [no 
year given; notice of publication was 2014] 
 
SF Gate: 
“The perennial plant is difficult to control because of the long tap root that can produce 
new plants from even a 1-inch section of root...Dandelions have a rosette of 
serrated-edge leaves on top of a perennial tap root. The root is usually 6 to 18 inches 
long. Individual plants can live on for many years, eventually forming thick 
crowns of leaves 6 to 10 inches wide. Flowers consist of 100 to 300 small, individual 
tubular yellow flowers aggregated together in a flower head that rises 6 to 24 inches 
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above the ground. The plant belongs in the daisy family…seeds can blow in from other 
areas from as far away as several miles…” 
http://homeguides.sfgate.com/dandelions-annuals-perennials-84704.html 
 

Uses 

Nancy Hajeski, National Geographic: 
“Culinary Uses 
...greens make excellent additions to summer...salad...In Wales, the mature root is 
chopped and added to salads. The young greens can also be boiled [or sauteed]... 
 
Nutritional Value 
Over the years, so many claims have been made for this plant’s astonishing powers that 
it began to be regarded as a cure-all. The reality is not far off--a 1984 U.S.D.A. bulletin, 
“Composition of Foods,” ranked dandelions among the top-four green vegetables 
in nutritional value. In addition to offering vitamin B, calcium, potassium, and 
fiber, they are the richest source of beta-carotene of all green vegetables, and the 
third-best source for vitamin A, after cod-liver oil and beef liver. Impressive 
credentials for a plant most homeowners spend money trying to eradicate. 
 
Healing Properties 
Arab physicians first wrote about the healing powers of dandelions in the 10th and 11th 
centuries...Traditional healers used the root, fresh and dried, as well as the young 
leaves...Indian healers cultivated dandelion for treating liver complaints. The plant is 
still one of the top-six herbs of Chinese folk medicine. 
 
Modern medical researchers have begun to delve into the healing possibilities of 
dandelions, which have shown potential  in reducing serum cholesterol, treating liver 
stones, restricting the growth of cancer cells, and acting as a diuretic in patients 
with congestive heart failure... 
 
[Pollinator Plant] 
At least 93 different types of insects have been identified feeding from the plants’ 
bountiful supply of nectar...Dandelions are crucial to the survival of the 
disappearing honeybee…[p.36-7]” 
Hajeski, Nancy: Complete Guide to Herbs and Spices  National Geographic 
Washington DC [no year given; notice of publication was 2014] 
 
James A. Duke PhD in Handbook of Edible Weeds: 
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“...chewy seeds...afford some sustenance and no doubt B vitamins and 
sterols...Dandelion flowers...reportedly higher in lecithin than soy...delectable 
wines from the flowers...Some people cook up pancakes with unopened flower 
buds in the batter. One Arabic cake called yublo also contains the flowers (Facciola 
1990) 
I suspect the seeds could be…[parched]...and ground up into flour... Facciola 
mentions that the sprouts are edible. Anglo-Saxons, Celts, Gauls, and Roman [not to 
mention people all over the world] all indulged in the dandelion as food...Indians used 
the leaves as greens, cooked with water, vinegar, or with meat, and apparently used 
the roots as salads...Jones [1991] notes that the U.S. imports more than 100,000 
pounds of dandelion annually for use in patent medicines.”  
James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992 
 
History 
Dr. Larry Mitich in Intriguing World of Weeds at WSSA: 
“From ancient times to the present, common dandelion (Taraxacum officinale Weber in 
Wiggers #3TAROF) has been considered one of the most delectable of garden 
vegetables. People have carried the seeds from place to place for cultivation since 
before written history (9)...The AngloSaxon tribes of Britain and the Normans of France 
continued to use the plant as food and as medicine to control scurvy and as a diuretic; it 
was planted in the medicinal gardens of monasteries (9). 
 
No early records exist of its importation into the United States, and this has been 
suggested as evidence that its use was so prevalent in Puritan times that dandelion 
seed, along with seed of other essential plants, was carried to the Colonies as part of 
every goodwife's garden supply (9). More than most `weeds,' therefore, dandelion has 
been spread by deliberate cultivation as a food…. 
 
Dandelion is a rarity in that humans can eat all parts. The young leaves are boiled 
like spinach or eaten raw in salads; they taste best when blanched by growing in 
shade. The roots also are peeled and sliced for salads or are eaten roasted or fried. 
The yellow blossoms can be eaten outright, deep fried or mixed into pancakes, or 
made into wine. (I have discovered that the raw blossoms are slightly bitter. They also 
turn the saliva a startling yellow for several minutes.) Boy Scouts occasionally feast on 
the ripe seeds, minus the plumes (7). Dandelion leaves can be made into a healthful 
tea, and the roots can be dried and ground, like chicory, for a coffee-like drink; 
dandelion is indeed a member of the chicory tribe (Cichorium) within the thistle family 
(Asteraceae). 
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Dandelion is an exceptional source of iron, copper, potassium, and other minerals (8). It 
contains 0.5% phosphorus - half again as much as spinach, and twice as much as 
cabbage. It is comparable to these two vegetables in its content of calcium (1.6%) and 
magnesium (0.5%) (2). It is also a good source of Vitamins A and C (8)...The very 
similar Russian dandelion (T. kok-saghyz Rodin.) has been cultivated in the U.S.S.R., 
where rubber is obtained from its latex.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
On sauteeing dandelion, from a Colorado forager’s blog: 
http://wildfoodgirl.com/2011/dock-and-dandelions-are-my-new-staples/ 
 
Lots of dandelion recipes in the article Dandelions: Hear them Roar at www.             
eattheweeds.com  
Dandelions are sold commercially as fresh greens, root, tea, wine at big box             
stores and  small retailers. 

 
 
Tribulus terrestris: Puncturevine 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Starr_030612-0063_Tribulus_terrestris.jpg 
 Forest Starr & Kim Starr 

 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Photo shots  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntw7PZjGPFQ 
AKA: Goathead (the seed looks like a goat’s head with very sharp horns) 
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Botanical name:  
Tribulus terrestris (growing in the ground) Zygophyllaceae--Caltrop family 
Annual, Mat-forming, trailing stems 
Germinates after any wet period 
Yellow flower with 5 petals 
Seeds may be viable for 5 years 
Burs may damage wool and injure livestock and other animals 
Notorious as a cause of bicycle tire punctures 
 

Uses 

There are many commercial websites selling this plant either as a simple or in 
formula for libido assistance, athletic support, etc.  
 
Plants for a Future database on edible and medicinal properties: 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Tribulus+terrestris 
 
The U.S. Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health: 
Synergism and antagonism impact of different plant metabolites present in crude fruit 
extract of Tribulus terrestris ‘the herbal Viagra’ have been studied...Fruit is the officinal 
part and the fruit production significantly related with soil nitrogen (P<0.01), whereas the 
soil nitrogen and pH also influenced the alkaloid content in fruit...Bioassay work 
confirmed its aphrodisiac properties... an important medicinal plant. 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3746361/  
 
Health One Orthopaedic Care Physicians of Colorado on its medical properties 
and testing:  Tribulus terrestris (commonly known as puncture vine—the bane of 
bicycles in areas where it grows) has a long history of traditional medical use in China, 
India, and Greece. It was recommended as a treatment for female infertility, impotence, 
and low libido in both men and women, and to aid rejuvenation after long illness. The 
herb became widely known in the West when medal-winning Bulgarian Olympic athletes 
claimed that use of tribulus had contributed to their success. However, current evidence 
suggests that it does not enhance sports performance…tribulus is known to have a toxic 
effect on sheep. 4,5,6 
Note : Women who are pregnant or nursing should not use any tribulus product. If the 
herb works as described, it might alter hormones in unsafe ways. 
http://orthophysicians.com/hl/?/2010815055/Tribulus-terrestris 
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Edibility 
“Leaves and young shoots - cooked[144, 177]. A nutritional analysis is available[218]. 
Fruit - cooked. The unexpanded seed capsules are ground into a powder and made into 
a bread[2, 144, 177, 179]. A famine food, it is only used when all else fails[2].”  
http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Tribulus+terrestris 
 
 

Control 
Since puncturevine is a summer annual, keeping it from going to seed is imperative. 
http://www.colostate.edu/Dept/CoopExt/Adams/weed/puncturevine.htm 
 
Sunset Magazine: For best control of small infestations, hoe or dig plants before they 
can set seed, cutting below the crown to prevent regrowth. Once you've removed 
puncture vine growing in lawns, improve the soil with compost and sow grass seed in 
bare spots to prevent the weeds from reestablishing. 
http://www.sunset.com/garden/garden-basics/how-to-control-weeds/puncture-vine-tribul
us-terrestris 
 
 
 

 
Urtica dioica/ Stinging Nettle 
 
 
 
 
W 
www.pixabay.com Kapa65 

 
Urtica dioica=dioecious Stinging nettle= dioecious=two-houses, ie. having male and 
female reproductive organs on different plants  
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Urticaceae--Stinging nettle family 
Native Perennial up to 6’ tall, spreading by underground rhizomes as well as seed. 
 
Invasive Species Compendium says: “Although Urtica dioica is distributed widely in 
many parts of the world, it is considered invasive because of its nuisance value even 
within its native range, particularly in waste places…” 
http://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/55911 
 
Dr. Larry Mitich of The Intriguing World of Weeds:  
“Linnaeus chose Urtica as the generic name for good reason: it derived from the Latin 
verb uro, burn. The tiny spines along the stems...when touched, they release formic 
acid, the same chemical that lends authority to ant bites and bee stings.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x  
 
 
The following is from Handbook of Edible Weeds by Dr. James A. Duke: 
“DESCRIPTION: Leaves egg-shaped with point drawn out at tip, coarsely toothed 
along the margin, with a heartlike notch where leafstalk attaches to the blade with 3-5 
nerves where heartstalk attaches to blade 
 
Flowers greenish in clusters in the angle formed by the leafstalk and the stem, longer 
than the leafstalks, the male and female flowers on different plants; male flowers with 4 
sepals and 4 stamens; female flowers with 4 sepals and a 1-celled ovary free of the 
sepals. 
 
DISTRIBUTION: rich, alluvial meadows and forests… 
 
UTILITY:  I am probably the only forager you’ll read about who has eaten the stinging 
nettles raw, although most foragers have enjoyed them cooked...The raw nettles quit 
stinging by the time they get to the throat, at least in my trials. The nettles are easy 
enough to secure in summer as vitamin-rich potherbs… 
 
Nettle juice can be used to coagulate milk. I have read that different ethnic groups, 
scattered all over the world, use the stinging hairs as a counterirritant in arthritis. 
Several people I know who tried this now keep nettles in their kitchen window beside 
the aloe. The mother of my fiddle player no longer needs the nettle...Her arthritis went 
away. My degenerative spinal arthritis does not seem to respond. [p.204]” 
James A. Duke: Handbook of Edible Weeds CRC Press Boca Raton FL 1992 
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More Uses 

Nancy Hajeski, National Geographic: 
“Nettle: Controls black flies. [p.189] 
Nettles yield a bast--or skin--fiber similar to linen, which has been used for more than 
two millennia to make fabric. At one point during World War I, German uniforms were 
woven from nettles due to a cotton shortage. The root is used as a yellow dye, while 
the leaves produce a yellow-green dye.  
 
...to the Anglo-Saxons...in the tenth century [k]nown for its anti-inflammatory qualities, 
but...was also considered an expectorant, decongestant, astringent, diuretic, 
antiallergenic, tonic, herpetic, and antihistimine.  
 
Flogging with nettles was a folk remedy for arthritis...In Europe, the nettle was also 
employed against kidney and urinary tract disorders, flu, and hemorrhage, as well 
as to aid the digestive tract, the locomotor system, the skin, and the 
cardiovascular system.  It was used as a blood purifier and, in powdered form, to 
staunch wounds. The juice rubbed onto the scalp was said to induce hair growth. 
 
In modern times, in extensive human clinical trials, the root extract was shown to 
improve urine flow in patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia compared to a placebo 
group.  Currently testing is underway to explore the herb’s use in helping wtih glycemic 
control in type-2 diabetes sufferers. The herb contains beneficial flavonoids, histamine, 
and serotonin. 
 
Culinary Uses 
Nettles...have long been used as a food source by many cultures. In the mountain 
villages of Nepal, as well as in parts of Scandinavia, stinging nettle soup is a 
staple--inexpensive, warming, nutritious.  Nettle tea is known as an immunity booster, 
and the plants do contain impressive amounts of iron, calcium, potassium, and 
vitamins A and C...once the leaves are detached from the stem and boiled, they lose 
their sting...In Dorset, England, an annual World Nettle Eating Championship draws 
thousands of people to watch competitors consume raw nettles... 
 
Butterfly and Moth Buffet 
Nettles are critical to many Lepidoptera. They are the exclusive food source of the 
larvae of the peacock butterfly and the small tortoiseshell, and are also consumed by 
the larvae of some moths--angle shades, buff ermine, dot moth, the flame, the Gothic, 
grey chi, grey pug, lesser broad-bordered yellow underwing, mouse moth, setaceous 
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Hebrew character, and small angle shade. The larval ghost moth has been known to eat 
the roots of the nettle.”  
Hajeski, Nancy: Complete Guide to Herbs and Spices National Geographic 
Washington DC [no year given; notice of publication was 2014] 
 
 
Wildscreen Arkive:  
“It is one of the most important plants in Britain for invertebrates, and is essential 
for many of our species of butterflies and moths, including the caterpillars of the 
beautiful small tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae) and peacock (Inacis io) butterflies (4). 
It is not grazed by animals due to the presence of the protective stinging hairs, and so 
the nettle provides a relatively safe habitat for insects and their larvae (4)...A good 
green manure can be made by steeping the leaves in water…” 
http://www.arkive.org/common-nettle/urtica-dioica/ 
 
Dr. Larry Mitich of The Intriguing World of Weeds at WSSA: 
“Antidote for Sting 
Fortunately the juice of nettle is also the antidote for its own sting, and when this is 
applied to the part affected it generally brings rapid relief (9). An application of 
dilute alcohol is another remedy for the burning and itching (6). 
 
People have eaten stinging nettle for centuries.... In Rob Roy, Sir Walter Scott 
recounted how the old gardener at Lochleven raised nettles under enclosures as 
"early spring kail [kale]." Nettles were hawked in the streets of London to the cry of 
"Nettles with tender shoots, to cleanse the blood" (8)... 
 
A useful rennet was made by adding salt to a strong decoction of nettles. A tablespoon 
of this put into a large bowl of milk clabbered readily, forming a pleas-ant beverage free 
from nettle flavor (2)... 
 
The leaves of the fresh common nettle, are also an excellent styptic, checking the flow 
of blood from surfaces almost immediately upon their application…. 
 
The dried flowers, leaves and seed are still administered for their tonic principles--for 
example, in infusions for relieving coughs and shortness of breath, in lotion for burns, 
and in beer or tea as a purifier of the blood. The juice of the roots and leaves in honey 
or with sugar may be prescribed for asthma and similar bronchial complaints. 
Homeopathic medicine suggests nettle tincture for rheumatic-gout or chicken pox, 
and nettle ointment for nettle rash and bruises (9)... 
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Nettle Fiber and Cloth 
Its use in making thread. Before the introduction of flax and hemp, nettle thread was 
used in western Europe to weave fabrics. A remnant of nettle cloth used in wrapping 
cremated bones was discovered in a Danish burial from the late Bronze Age… 
 
Fiber from the stem was manufactured into every grade of material from ropes and 
cordage to fine white linen. It was widely used in the manufacture of textile fabrics 
by the ancient Egyptians (2); in many English villages it was made into cloth (2); and 
in the early part of the 20th century it supplied the inhabitants of Siberia with fishing 
lines and cordage. Prior to World War 1, an Austrian firm devised a method of 
removing the gum from the rough fiber, yielding a pure bleached fiber which was 
glossy, supple and flexible (1). Because of the fiber shortage during World War I, 
nettle yarn was satisfactorily blended with wool in Denmark. Though not as soft as 
pure woolen cloth, it possessed considerable strength and was suitable for men's 
clothes (2). The fiber was also spun coarse or fine and woven into rough or fine 
fabrics, sailcloth, sacking, and table linen, or was spun into rope or twine for 
fishing nets (1). Nettles were collected and cultivated throughout the war… 
 
Dye 
 (2). A green coloring matter extracted from the leaves was once a popular wool dye, 
whereas the roots boiled with salt or alum yielded a beautiful yellow dye for use on 
yarn. Now chlorophyll is extracted from the plant (9). Nettle breath fresheners... 
 
Fodder 
. Dried nettles provide excellent fodder; the herb is rich in minerals and protein and 
helps decrease milk yields. Due to the stinging hairs, livestock avoid the living plants, 
but shortly after cutting the hairs collapse from loss of water and become innocuous (2). 
Fresh chopped nettles once were added to feed to make the animals' coats and 
eyes shine (9). The leaves and seeds were often collected and dried as winter food 
for poultry. Chopped leaves were thought to increase egg production (2). The seeds 
were mixed with corn and fed to horses to improve their appearance; prior to a 
sale, English horse dealers fed the mixture to their animals to make them lively…” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
Papermaking: nettles are particularly good. 
Mabey, Richard: Plantcraft: a guide to the everyday use of wild plants 
Universe Books New York 1978 
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Nettles are sold commercially in stores and on the internet as fiber, cloth, 
clothing, and tincture. 
 
A commercial textile company writes: “Most of us try to avoid stinging nettles, but 
soon we could be tempted to put them right next to our skin. Clothing made from 
stinging-nettle fiver is about to hit the catwalk and an Italian fashion house has started 
to produce a range of nettle jeans and jackets...” 
http://www.swicofil.com/products/016nettle.html 
 
 

 
Verbascum thapsus:Common Mullein 

   
www.pixabay.com fL_aq_32_U  www.pixabay.com werner22brigitte 
 
Colorado Noxious Weed List C 
Scrophulareaceae--Figwort family 
Biennial 
Seed may last 80+ years 
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Dr. Larry Mitich of The Intriguing World of Weeds at WSSA: 
“Botanical Name: Verbascum thapsus  

Verbascum=ancient Latin name for mullein  
thapsus--may come from the Sicilian Isle of Thapsos, where in ancient times 
mullein was gathered in abundance. The Tunisian island Thapsus is another 
logical possibility (12). The name may derive from the Greek "thapsinos" (yellow) 
 
The word "mullein" is derived from the Latin mollis, '' or `soft,' which also gave us 
the words mollify, emollient, and mollusc (5). It probably reached its present 
meaning indirectly, as a derivative of the old English "muleyn," meaning 
"woolen.”... 
 

Older common names number in the dozens. Among them are hedge-taper, 
candlewick, lungwort, feltwort, hare's-beard, torches, blanketleaf; Jacob's-, Jupiter's-, or 
Peter's-staff (2);velvetplant, and old man's flannel (5). Inhabitants of the western United 
States may know it as miner's candle. These common names evoke three images of the 
mullein plant: the funeral (torches, tapers, and the like), the majestic, and the plain old 
soft and friendly.  
 

Uses 

Common mullein… has an ancient relationship with man. It never has been used for 
food but traditionally has been respected for its mystical and medicinal powers. 
According to Greek legend, the gods gave Ulysses a mullein stalk to defend himself 
against the wiles of Circe… 
 
Perhaps the majestic appearance of the mature plant up to 21 m (7 ft) tall, with 
candelabra-like flowering spikes - earned it this respect, or perhaps its use as a source 
of light: Greeks fashioned mullein fibers into lamp wicks or used the dried leaves, 
and Romans dipped the whole head of the plant into tallow and carried this natural 
torch in funeral possessions (7).  
 
Mullein also is an established medicinal herb. One of its popular names "lungwort," 
derives from its most common use: from ancient Rome to modem Ireland, a tea made 
from its leaves has been used as a cure for lung diseases in both humans and 
livestock (4, 7). It is also a traditional treatment for diarrhea and rheumatism, and 
ointments for bums and earaches are still made from its leaves in the rural mountains 
of the Eastern United States (7). It is used as a tobacco substitute (11) and a remedy 
for nettle rash (9). 
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The Puritans brought mullein seeds to America for their medicinal herb gardens. 
By the late 1630s, mullein had escaped to neighboring fields and roadsides (7). As 
settlers moved west and planted new gardens, patches of mullein marked every 
abandoned homestead.  
 
Mullein also was brought to the United States as a useful piscicide (fish poison). 
Aristotle recorded this use in his Historia Animalium (11). Stream fishermen throughout 
Europe and Asia, particularly in Germany and Britain, used mullein seeds as a piscicide 
for centuries...One old North Carolina resident had this to say about his German 
forefathers, who immigrated in the 1720s: "They'd… decided to bring thangs that'd help 
`em git a start. Stinging fish was one easy way of gittin' food at first, so feltwort seeds 
were brung `long" (11). 
 
By 1818, common mullein was incorrectly described as a native species by Amos Eaton 
(1776-1842), an American botanist (6). By 1859, mullein's persistence outside of 
cultivation seemed to place it in disfavor. 
 
Roman ladies once dyed their hair yellow with mullein flowers steeped in lye.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 
Nancy Hajeski, National Geographic: 
“This plant has a long history as a reliable, multi-purpose herbal remedy...Modern 
science concurs that mullein offers a number of medicinal benefits. In 2010, in an article 
that discussed using mullein to treat tuberculosis, the Cork Institute of Technology in 
Ireland reported: “Extracts of the mullein leaf have also been shown in laboratory 
studies to possess antitumor, antiviral, antifungal, and...antibacterial properties.” 
The plant also displays anti-inflammatory and antispasmodic properties. Mullein tea 
is both a sedative and diuretic and provides vitamins B2, B5, B12, and D, choline, 
herperidin, PABA, sulfur, magnesium, mucilage, saponins, and other active 
substances.”  
Hajeski, Nancy: Complete Guide to Herbs and Spices National Geographic 
Washington DC [no year given; believed to be 2014] 
 

Invasive Species Compendium: 

“V. thapsus has some economic value as an ornamental plant in addition to several 
reported uses as a folk medicine. Traditionally, V. thapsus was used a remedy for 
coughs and diarrhoea. The leaves can have stimulatory effects when smoked (Gross 
and Werner, 1978). It has been reported to have several other folk medicine uses 
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including as an anodyne, anti-inflammatory, antiseptic, antispasmodic, astringent, 
demulcent, diuretic, emollient, expectorant and vulnerary. Other medicinal uses under 
investigation include anthelmintic, antioxidant, anticancer, antimicrobial, antiviral, 
antihepatotoxic and anti-hyperlipidemic activity (Ali et al., 2012; Escobar et al., 2013; 
Morteza-Semnani et al., 2013; Riaz et al., 2013). Extracts of V. thapsus show better 
sedation, pre-anesthetic and anti-anxiety effects than diazepam in rats (Rezaie et al., 
2012). V. thapsus has also been used as a fish poison, a dye, and to make torches and 
candles (Gross and Werner, 1978).” http://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/56652 
 

Control 
Dr. Mitich of The Intriguing World of Weeds: 
“...mullein is not a serious agricultural weed, since it is controlled readily by cultivation 
(6). It is most commonly found as an early colonizer of abandoned fields or along field 
edges or roadsides.  
Dig out the basal rosette and roots in first year. In the second year, dig or pull it all 
out, root and all. If you just cut the stalk, it will continue to grow and flower.” 
http://wssa.net/weed/intriguing-world-of-weeds/#x 
 

Invasive Species Compendium: 

“V. thapsus seedlings are not shade tolerant and bare ground is required for 
emergence. Sowing invaded sites with early successional native species may decrease 
germination and emergence of V. thapsus seedlings. Late successional native species 
planted among V. thapsus invasions may also outcompete it for light and space. 

Due to the dense pubescence, V. thapsus is unpalatable to cattle and sheep. However, 
goats will graze on it and may be useful in controlling dense infestations. It has been 
suggested that chickens may deplete the seed bank where mature plants have been 
removed (ISSG, 2014).”  http://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/56652 
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Part III. Ecological Management  

 
Comparison of annual wheat roots to those of  perennial wheat grass Thinopyrum intermedium in four seasons 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:4_Seasons_Roots.jpg 
 Dehaan 

 
Prevention 
Protection 
Understanding Agroecology 
Ecologically Based Pest Management 
Feeding the Soil Foodweb 

Holistic Management--working with ruminants  
Managing for Ecosystem Services 
Some more techniques  
Certified Weed-free Forage (Straw and Hay) 
Hand-pulling and Digging 
Mowing 

Mulching to Suppress 
Weeder Geese 
Organic Herbicides 
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Soil Solarization 
Prevention 

 
www.pixabay.com alwhitbeck 
 
Weed Management Control Fact Sheets from university extension services all over the 
country insist: prevention through monitoring is the number one management tool 
of choice. Monitoring means awareness of what we and our vehicles might be bringing 
in and also walking our land to see what’s new there.  
 
The seeds and/or other reproductive plant parts arrive here via birds, wind, animals. Of 
all these categories, human animals are the biggest source of infestations. Seeds arrive 
on our trucks, cars, and other vehicles, our earth-moving, road building and maintaining 
equipment and supplies, home-building and maintaining equipment and supplies, in fill 
dirt, hay, clothing, hair, backpacks, landscaping, and potted plants. As humans and 
animals travel and move around, we unwittingly spread them.  
 
Before buying any plant starts or seeds for indoor or outdoor landscaping, it’s 
recommended to check online to make sure they are not on any invasive lists for the 
state where they are going to be planted. After traveling, hiking and biking elsewhere it 
is recommended to check clothing, gear, hair, pets, and vehicles for seeds and plant 
parts before coming home (and after, too), the way we check for ticks in warm weather.  
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Protection 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dymondiamargaretae.jpg 
Stickpen 

 
Protection is a basic Agroecology practice. Because it’s so important, and because it is 
allied with Prevention, it gets its own section as a reminder. To keep unwanted weeds 
out it is universally recommended to keep the soil covered perennially, with either 
lots of mulch or perennial ground cover.   
 
It is recommended to plant a diverse mixture (up to 25 or more) of perennial 
ground covers, bushes, trees, and any other non-weedy plant. Use green manure, 
cover crops, mulch, rocks.  (Before planting, consider putting on some compost tea of 
the right kind, if the soil microbial community needs a boost. See Feeding the Soil 
Foodweb).  
 
This will decrease erosion, increase water retention capacity, decrease drying, maintain 
a more even soil temperature, create a more hospitable environment for beneficial soil 
microbes to grow and work, leading to better disease resistance, nutrient cycling and 
retention--many other reasons to keep the soil covered.  
 
Ground cover can be harvested and used as a crop, leaving enough to continue doing 
its perennial job. 
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Understanding Agroecology 
 

 
www.pixabay.com Hungvina 1986 

 
Managing weeds--whether using them or reducing their spread--can be done in a way 
that heals and does not continue wounding the soil and all life. Agroecology provides 
the context for doing this.  
 
Agroecology has been called a set of techniques, an academic study, and a social 
movement. In its totality, it is all of these, although calling it a set of principles with 
varying techniques adapted to the situation at hand would be more accurate.  It cares 
for the earth and for all people, both marginalized and mainstream, uniting both in 
working for food justice. It unites academic researchers working hand in hand with 
peasant farmers within the context of their traditional cultural practices, to serve the 
farmers’ needs, working in their local ecosystem. It can also be called Regenerative 
Agriculture, Permaculture, Ecologically-based Agriculture.  
 
Not all organic agriculture and gardening is agroecology. Working in an agroecological 
manner means working with the land in a way that restores its health (meaning: in a 
way that does not constantly rely on outside inputs), as well as working within the 
characteristics of the local ecosystem. Agroecology is a way of life lived by small 
holders. It can only be so, for only smallholders can know their land intimately and what 
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it needs.  In fact, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
reports: 
 
“Family farms produce about 80 percent of the world's food. Their prevalence and 
output mean they "are vital to the solution of the hunger problem" afflicting more than 
800 million people, FAO Director-General José Graziano da Silva wrote in the 
introduction to FAO's new State of Food and Agriculture 2014 report….Small farms 
produce a higher share of the world's food relative to the share of land they use, as they 
tend to have higher yields [overall] than larger farms within the same countries and 
agro-ecological settings. ” (http://www.fao.org/publications/sofa/2014/en/?%DCly%08=) 
 
Specifically, agroecology or regenerative agriculture means low or no-input growing 
except perhaps at the beginning, when specific sites might need a lot of organic inputs 
to get going. (And as the sites develop, of course--who is going to turn down free mulch 
like leaves, for instance, or organic food waste for cold compost, especially when 
accepting them keeps them out of community trash?)  
 
It also means wildly increasing biodiversity both above and below ground, in terms of 
the good-guy soil microbiology and larger critters like earthworms. It means seeing a 
disease outbreak as an imbalance and treating it by  encouraging or bringing in more 
biodiversity to a given area on the land to outcompete or vanquish the pest organism 
and to contribute to enhanced nutrient cycling and retention etc. It means prioritizing 
caring for the soil to increase water-holding capacity as well as good drainage so soil 
can be resilient and thrive in both drought and flood. Please see the sections 
Ecologically-based Pest Management and Feeding the Soil Foodweb below. 
 
Agroecology, or regenerative agriculture and gardening also sequesters carbon, with 
the potential to be a major player in mitigating climate change.  
 
To find out more about this, please see the following website: Regeneration 
International, led by experienced agroecologists from several continents and featuring 
excellent resources. 
 
“Regeneration International, a project of the Organic Consumers Association, is a 501 
c (3) nonprofit dedicated to building a global network of farmers, scientists, businesses, 
activists, educators, journalists, governments and consumers who will promote and put 
into practice regenerative agriculture and land-use practices that: provide abundant, 
nutritious food; revive local economies; rebuild soil fertility and biodiversity; and restore 
climate stability by returning carbon to the soil, through the natural process of 
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photosynthesis….Through our global network, we are connected to 3.6 million 
consumers, farmers, activists, scientists and policymakers in over 100 countries.” 
http://regenerationinternational.org/about-us/ 
 
Hear the consensus of a good number of these 3.6 million small holders, policy makers, 
and allies on food justice: Declaration of the International Forum for Agroecology 
Nyeleni, Mali 27 February 2015 
http://www.foodsovereignty.org/forum-agroecology-nyeleni-2015/  
 
This agroecological project is now a world-wide model: 
Poultry-Centered Regenerative Agriculture 
http://mainstreetproject.org/ 
 
Applied Agroecology 
“This certificate course combines academic, scientific, socio-political and traditional 
knowledge in 7 lessons, giving learners a holistic understanding and application of 
Agroecology. The material is presented in video, audio, visuals, and readings to allow 
learners to develop their own perspective, and be able to apply theoretical knowledge 
through interactive on-farm activities.” This course helps the participant shift to thinking 
agro-ecologically and apply this learning to the land where s/he works. 
https://learn.mesaprogram.org/courses/applied-agroecology/ 
 

 
 
Ecologically Based Pest Management 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Batad_Rice_Terraces_after_the_rain.JPG Cid Jacobo 
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The following is from the article “Ecologically based pest management: a key pathway 
to achieving agroecosystem health” by Professor Miguel A. Altieri, 
Department of Environmental Science, Policy, and Management at 
University of California, Berkeley and Clara Ines Nicholls, University of California Cooperative 
Extension Alameda County, California 
Where the authors specify “pests” or “insect pests” we can assume the same EBPM 
principles apply to “weed pests” as well. [Compiler has added the bold below] 
“…It is well known that cultivated plants grown in genetically homogeneous           
monocultures do not possess the necessary ecological defense        
mechanisms to tolerate out breaking pest populations. 

Modern agriculturists have selected crops for high yields and high          
palatability, making them more susceptible to pests by sacrificing natural          
resistance for productivity (Robinson, 1996). 

On the other hand, modern agricultural practices negatively affect natural          
enemies (predators and parasites), which do not find the necessary          
environmental resources and opportunities in monocultures to effectively        
suppress pests (Altieri, 1994).  

While the structure of monocultures is maintained as the structural base of            
modern agricultural systems, pest problems will continue to be the          
result of a negative treadmill that reinforces itself (Figure 1). Thus the            
major challenge for those advocating ecologically based pest management         
(EBPM) is to find strategies to overcome the ecological limits imposed by            
monocultures. 

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) approaches have not addressed        
the ecological causes of the environmental problems in modern         
agriculture.  
There still prevails a narrow view that specific causes affect productivity.           
Overcoming the limiting factor (i.e. insect pest) via new technologies,          
continues to be the main goal.  

In many IPM projects the main focus has been to substitute less noxious             
inputs for the agrochemicals that are blamed for so many of the problems             
associated with conventional agriculture.  

Emphasis is now placed on purchased biological inputs such as Bacillus          
thuringiensis, a microbial pesticide that is now widely applied in place of            
chemical insecticides.  

This type of technology pertains to a dominant technical approach called           
"input substitution" 
The thrust is highly technological, characterized by a limiting factor          
mentality that has driven conventional agricultural research in the past.  
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Agronomists and other agricultural scientists have for generations been         
taught the "law of minimum" as a central dogma.  

According to this dogma, at any given moment there is a single factor             
limiting yield increases, and that factor can be overcome with an           
appropriate external input.  

Once the hurdle of the first limiting factor has been surpassed - nitrogen             
deficiency, for example, with urea as the correct input - then yields may rise              
until another factor - pests, say - becomes limiting in turn due to increased              
levels of free nitrogen in foliage.  

The factor then requires another input - pesticide in this case - and so on,               
perpetuating a process of treating symptoms rather than dealing         
with the real causes that evoked ecological unbalance (Altieri and Rosset,           
1995). 

Emerging biotechnological approaches do not differ as they are being          
pursued to patch up problems (e.g. pesticide resistance, pollution, soil          
degradation, etc.) caused by previous agrochemical technologies promoted        
by the same companies now leading the bio-revolution… 

Transgenic crops are likely to increase the use of pesticides and to            
accelerate the evolution of 'super weeds' and resistant insect pests (Rissler           
and Mellon, 1996)… 

Given the above considerations, agro-ecological theory predicts that        
biotechnology will exacerbate the problems of conventional       
agriculture (Altieri, 1998).  

By promoting monocultures, it will also undermine ecological methods of          
farming, such as rotations and polycultures, key strategies to break the           
homogeneous nature of monocultures. As presently conceived,       
biotechnology does not fit into the broad ideals of sustainable agriculture. 

Achieving crop health through ecologically based pest management        
(EBPM) 

Nowhere are the consequences of biodiversity reduction more        
evident than in the realm of agricultural pest management…  

Plant communities that are modified to meet the special needs of humans            
become subject to heavy pest damage and generally the more intensely           
such communities are modified, the more abundant and serious the          
pests (Andow, 1991).  
The inherent self-regulation characteristics of natural communities are lost         
when humans modify such communities through the shattering of the fragile           
thread of community interactions.  
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Agroecologists maintain that this breakdown can be repaired by         
restoring the shattered elements of community homeostasis through the         
addition or enhancement of biodiversity (Altieri and Nicholls, 1999). 

The key is to identify the type of biodiversity that is desirable to             
maintain and or enhance in order to carry out ecological services, and then             
to determine the best practices that will encourage the desired          
biodiversity components…  

The idea is to apply the best management practices in order to enhance or              
regenerate the kind of biodiversity that subsidizes the health and          
sustainability of agroecosystems by providing ecological services such as         
biological pest control, nutrient cycling, water and soil conservation, etc.          
(Gliessman,1998). 

…crop health can be achieved by regulating insect pests through two           
routes: a healthy soil and a rich natural enemy biodiversity harbored           
by a diversified agroecosystem. 

Healthy soils - healthy plants 

A key feature of modern cropping systems is the frequency of soil            
disturbance regimes, including periodic tillage and pesticide applications,        
which reduce soil biotic activity and species diversity in agroecosystems.  

Such soil biodiversity reductions are negative because the recycling of          
nutrients and proper balance between organic matter, soil organisms and          
plant diversity are necessary components of a productive and ecologically          
balanced soil environment (Hendrix et al., 1990).  

The ability of a crop plant to resist or tolerate pests is tied to optimal               
physical, chemical and biological properties of soils.  

Adequate moisture, good soil tilth, moderate pH, right amounts of organic           
matter and nutrients and a diverse and active community of soil organisms            
all contribute to plant health…  

Composts of diverse organic materials have proven effective in controlling          
diseases. Many types of compost host beneficial organisms that feed          
directly on pathogens, compete with them for nutrients or produce          
antibiotics (Tjamos et al., 1992)… 

A healthier plant may also increase quality of exudates, which can           
stimulate increases in populations of antagonistic microorganisms.       
These, in turn, may compete with pathogens for nutrients or possibly           
produce toxins that directly affect pathogen development and survival         
(Palti, 1981)… 

Emerging research shows that the species composition and general ecology          
of weeds is radically different in organic versus conventionally fertilized          
systems. Yield reductions of wheat due to interference from Italian ryegrass           
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(Lolium multiflorum Lam.) were greater under conventionally fertilized       
conditions than under organic fertilized conditions…  

Diversified agroecosystems and pest management 

Diversified cropping systems, such as those based on intercropping and          
agroforestry or cover cropping of orchards, have been the target of much            
research recently. This interest is largely based on the new emerging           
evidence that these systems are more stable and more resource conserving           
(Vandermeer, 1995).  

Much of these attributes are connected to the higher levels of functional            
biodiversity associated with complex farming systems…”      
http://www.unicamp.br/fea/ortega/agroecol/ecpestma.htm 
 
 

 
 
Feeding the Soil Foodweb  
 

 
An example of an ectomycorrhizal symbiosis, showing root tip mycelia from the genus Amanita 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ectomycorrhiza 

 
The organic program of the USDA states: Good Pest Management is Based on 
Healthy Soils..healthy soils contain different organisms that compete with pest 
organisms, keeping them in check...the soil protects and feeds plant roots. Healthy 
soils contain many organisms that feed & protect plants. Having a variety of flowering 
plants...provides food — pollen & nectar — and refuge for numerous beneficial insects. 
https://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/viewhtml.php?id=141  
 
The following speaker quoted is Matt Liebman, agronomist at Iowa State University: 
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“Because weeds can’t get up and move, their fate depends on the soil conditions 
surrounding them,” he said. “Research has compared soil amended with composted 
manure and green manure versus a rotation with herbicides. Where the soil has been 
built up with organic matter, weeds are less of a problem.” The amended soils also 
show less variance in weed pressure compared to unamended soils, Liebman said. “Not 
only do you get better weed control in fields with healthier soils, but you get more 
consistent control, too.” 
 
Green manures can provide another weed control benefit, he said. “Researchers have 
studied the effects of synthetic nitrogen and clover green manure on bean crops and 
weed performance. The results showed that the biomass of weeds was a lot less with 
green manure than synthetic nitrogen. This means thousands fewer weed seeds were 
produced per meter.”  
http://www.newfarm.org/depts/talking_shop/0104/biodynamic3.shtml  
 
 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Grass_closeup.JPG 
Tim Horton 
 
A related article from The Coloradan Alumni Magazine explains how creating a 
biodiverse, healthy soil has kept down weeds on the turf at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder:  
 
Tea for the Turf 

By聽Christie Sounart Published:聽March 1, 2015 

“Assistant grounds manager Ryan Heiland developed a new way of seeding the 
campus with microbe-rich compost tea — to stunning effect. Now he’s helping scientists 
explore the roots of his success. 
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Ryan Heiland was waiting for a heavy rainstorm. 

When the downpour came, he hopped in a golf cart and sped off for a springtime tour of 
campus, eyes cast downward, alert for signs of the tiny partners he knew he’d need. 

“There were hardly any worms out there,” says Heiland, CU-Boulder’s assistant 
manager of outdoor services. “It was bad.” 

It was 2002 and Heiland was new to CU. Maintaining the campus turf, including acres of 
lawn that cover Norlin Quad, Williams Village and Benson Field, was a big part of his 
job. Worms were key to the task, because they help aerate soil and produce 
natural fertilizer for grass roots. Their scarcity suggested the soil lacked vital 
nutrients and helped explain the campus’s patchy, weed-infested lawns. 

“Instead of waiting for Mother Nature to increase the microbial and biological life in the 
soil, I wanted to add to it,” says Heiland, who comes from an agricultural family in 
Kansas and studied turfgrass management at Penn State. 

Invigorating the soil called for something big and bold. The solution — a novel way of 
spreading compost tea — has led to adventures Heiland never expected, including a 
research collaboration with a team of CU scientists. 

“It’s cool to see that a non-researcher can come up with an idea that the campus can 
jump behind and support,” says Heiland, who worked in golf course management for a 
decade. “The attention is a little weird for a guy like me — most of us turf guys like to 
just do our thing.” 

As an initial quick fix, Heiland and his team used synthetic fertilizer to rehabilitate lawn 
surfaces. Then they turned to the health of the underlying soil. 

In the ensuing years, they successfully integrated organic fertilizer with chemical 
fertilizer, ultimately leading to a campus turf management initiative that favors organic 
treatments. By 2011 the entire campus, except for heavily trodden sporting fields, was 
being treated organically. 

Heiland decided the time was ripe for his big move. He proposed introducing compost 
tea, a liquid extract from compost used by farmers and gardeners hoping to spur plant 
growth. CU invested in nine large tea brewers, costing around $11,000 each, and 
installed them in three pump houses that run the campus irrigation systems. 

A Rich Stew 

The compost used in the tea mixture, vermicompost, is a rich stew of bacterial and 
microbial life passed through the gullets of red wiggler worms. Ten pounds of compost 
is steeped in a giant “tea bag” as 250 gallons of aerated ditch water jostles it in the 
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brewer to aid absorption of the microbes, and microbial food is added to fuel the 
reproduction of microbial and bacterial life. The mixture is left to ferment for 27 hours 
before application. 

Usually compost tea is administered via boom or backpack sprayers, but Heiland 
foresaw problems with these methods. For one, it would be difficult to spray campus 
evenly given trees, hand rails, benches, pedestrians and other obstacles. Second, he 
worried about public perception. 

“We felt no matter how much signage or PR work we did, there would still be constant 
complaints and concerns that we were applying something toxic to the campus,” he 
says. “We just did not believe it was a viable option, especially at the scale I was trying 
to do it.” 

Then he thought of the campus irrigation system, which is composed of miles of 
underground pipes. 

He injected the tea directly into the pipes, which fed a vast system of surface sprinklers. 
After experimenting with various tea doses — some of which clogged hundreds of 
sprinkler heads — he found a mixture that flowed smoothly. The campus grew lush. The 
worm population rebounded. 

Now Heiland applies compost tea monthly from May through October, and believes CU 
is the first institution in the country to use an injection technique for spreading compost 
tea on a large scale. 

He’s savoring the success, but he’s not quite satisfied 

Digging Deeper 

Curious to know more about the underlying science, Heiland published his observations 
and other data on a CU blog about outdoor services. He posted photos of bright green 
lawns and flourishing trees in once sparse, dandelion-ridden areas and described the 
new irrigation process. Questions about his techniques flooded in. So he did what 
seemed only natural for a university employee: “I went after a research project to try and 
prove scientifically what I believe I’m seeing, so then we could make better decisions 
about the direct impacts and changes that tea may be having on our landscape.” 

He didn’t have to go far to find partners: He connected with Noah Fierer, a microbial 
ecologist at CU who teaches a soil ecology class, and research assistant Xavier 
Rojas (EBio’14) of CU’s ecology and evolutionary biology department. 

“It became clear from what Ryan was saying and from the [scientific] literature that a lot 
of people are using compost tea but are unclear about how it works,” says Fierer, an 
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associate professor. “There are surprisingly few studies that have looked into it. I’d like 
to see if the compost tea really works as advertised and why.” 

Skeptical of industry claims that compost tea is a “magic fertilizer,” Fierer says he and 
Rojas want to find out whether the microbes in the tea are the ones benefiting the 
landscape or if there are other contributing factors. 

“There are a lot of really cool directions this can move in for the turf grass world and for 
agriculture in general,” says Rojas, who hopes their work will steer more people away 
from using chemical-based pest repellants or fertilizers. “A lot of our soils have been 
almost rendered useless because of the chemicals used on them.” 

Last summer Rojas manned 30 test plots of campus grass to measure the effects of the 
tea on blade thickness, soil density and other characteristics. The team is preparing 
submissions to peer-reviewed academic journals and also will evaluate the potential for 
a new commercial compost tea product. 

As Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano said in his most recent State of the Campus address 
at CU, “inventions can come from anyone.” 
http://www.colorado.edu/coloradan/2015/03/01/tea-turf  

 
Outcome of feeding the soil foodweb on a Texas Peanut Farm:  

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Peanut_Butter_Texture.jpg  freestock.ca 

 
“Charlie Weibe has a peanut farm in Texas where he grows Spanish Peanuts and sells 
them for the oil content…Charlie had taken Dr. Ingham’s online classes and knew how 
to use a microscope for his assessments… [So he tested the soil for microbiology, 
found it lacking, and inoculated the soil with the missing soil life]…2 weeks before 
harvest on October 1 st they had 18 inches of rain. The surrounding fields lost 50% of 
their harvest, while Charlie only had a 3-4% loss where there were low spots and 
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standing water. The Compost Tea applications had provided protection [because of the 
development of good soil structure, thanks to the newly-grown, appropriate microbes]. 
So Charlie had an early harvest at day 137  because of the rain… 
Charlie saw a 20% increase in yield from 2015 to 2016…This was a $54,000 increase in 
profit from one year to the next. [Because of the price differential between organic and 
conventional peanuts’…growing organically is really important to peanut farmers. 
Charlie believes that by adding biology he will be able to not fall into the disease 
problems that other peanut farmers inevitably face.” 
http://www.soilfoodweb.com/Success_Stories.html 
 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Microscope_(PSF).png 
Pearson Scott Foresman 

 
Dr. Elaine Ingham PhD,  
formerly professor of Soil Microbiology at Oregon State University, subsequently chief 
scientist at Rodale Institute, and currently worldwide consultant on soil microbiology for 
farmers and land managers, including landscapers and turf managers worldwide, 
teaches (among other things) that most agricultural weeds require a high nitrate level 
and favor soils with a high bacteria to fungi ratio. Making and applying compost, 
compost tea, or compost extract higher in fungi than bacteria, with the right ratio of the 
rest of the soil foodweb included, will favor crops over weeds, given the right ratio of 
fungi to bacteria for the given plant succession type. Keep the soil covered with a 
perennial ground cover mixture! Use a microscope to see what soil microbiology is there 
and what needs to be added. More information can be found on her website. 
www.soilfoodweb.com  
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Holistic Management--working with 
ruminants 
 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bison_herd_-_Lake_Audy_-_Riding_Mountain_National_Park.JPG  

Norm Andriew 
 

 

      
Left: A domestic goat feeding in a field of capeweed, a weed which is toxic to most stock animals. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Domestic_goat_feeding_on_capeweed.jpg 
Right: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/b/b8/Shorthorn_Heifers_DSCN2089b.jpg/220px-Shorthorn_Heifers_DSCN2089b.jpg 
 

 
Many of us live in brittle or semi-brittle environments where drought is a breath away, 
if not present. Lands like these, where large ungulates roamed and still roam, are prone 
to desertification and require a special kind of land management, which includes weed 
management, to be healthy.  
  
Native grasses and forest in these areas co-evolved with wild ungulates such as bison, 
elk, native mountain goats and sheep. The impact of herds running from packs of 
predators churned up the soil, stimulated plant re-growth with quick grazing, and 
created ideal conditions for native plant growth-- breaking up soil crusts, shredding old 
dried plant material into ground cover, inadvertently planting seeds, covering them with 
plant litter, and donating lots of life-giving dung and urine.  
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The ungulates would return to the area only after the dung and urine had been well 
used by the soil microbial communities and, at the same time, the plants they’d grazed 
were vigorous again. 
  
The key here is predator action. When the predators were shot and their numbers 
dwindled, along with our native ungulate herds, we replaced the whole lot with domestic 
livestock. Unpressured by predators, they amble calmly over the land, grazing here and 
there; the excited herd action disappeared,the land deteriorated, plants which thrive on 
disturbance--invasive weeds--have taken over millions of acres, sometimes among the 
only--or the only--plants which can grow there.  
  
Allan Savory of the Savory Institute for Holistic Management and Holistic 
Management International, originally a land management researcher and consultant 
from Africa, figured this all out through much trial and error over many decades. Since 
the ancient predators are gone, he achieves a similar animal impact using domestic 
ungulates and fencing or herding.  
  
In so doing, carbon is sequestered and climate change mitigated. In so doing, large 
infestations of weeds are mitigated or destroyed. In so doing, native plant seeds lying 
dormant in the soil spring to life again. Diversity of cover species and healthier soil 
mean reduced weed pressure.  
  
The key here is close timing: animals are bunched closely together as they would be 
under predator pressure, but via electric fencing or herding, kept on a given patch of 
land for only as long as it takes for them to graze certain species, then moved to a new 
patch. The animals are only allowed to return to the first patch when the desired plants 
in the first patch have regrown enough to be grazed again, so the plants are stimulated, 
but not abused by the grazing.  
  
Savory’s trained consultants work with landowners from ranchers and managers of 
government parks and refuges and The Nature Conservancy to tribal peoples all over 
the world.  
 
More information on holistic management planning and this work:  
https://holisticmanagement.org  and   www.savoryinstitute.com  
See also Alan Savory on Ted Talks. 
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Managing Weeds for Ecosystem Services  
 
Using living weeds wisely-- 
not allowing them to take over, but having them where you want them-- as mulch, green 
manure, cover crop, nurse crop, in the compost, as soil mineralizer, and in farm and 
crop borders to help raise bees and other pollinators, as well as beneficial, 
disease-fighting insects--can provide ecosystem services on a garden or farm. 
 
This video, made with support from the USDA’s Organic Agriculture Research and 
Extension Initiative and five universities, is an interview with Bob Cannard of Cannard 
and Green String Farms in CA who does just that.  
 
Cannard is a commercial organic farmer who has been supplying the well-known 
restaurant, Alice Waters’ Chez Panisse in Berkeley, since it began. He taught 
Agriculture at Sonoma State for 20 years. He chooses sixty interns per year for his 
farms from a large pool of applicants. 
 
Cannard says: “ I’ve been [growing food this way] since  1976. [Back then the ethic 
was:] all for people and nothing for nature…[we found this led to] exposing ourselves to 
all sorts of damages to the soil structure…[we now are focused on] caring for Nature 
while we produce our own food...it’s totally do-able.”   In so doing, he uses weeds 
extensively:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNzI55JL2aw 
 
 
Weeds as the Green Component in Compost 
Many weeds can be put in a hot or cold compost pile or used, alternating with manure, 
to make excellent compost. Check in the Plant Use Profiles  section above to see which 
ones should not be in a cold compost pile because one or more broken parts of the 
plant can germinate.  
 
A hot compost pile kept at 131 degrees Fahrenheit for 15 or more days will decompose 
and transform weed parts (and every other living green thing) as part of the compost 
process. 
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Weeds, Guardians of the Soil 
by Joseph Cocannouer 
This little book, now a pdf., is for gardeners, farmers, ranchers, and other land stewards 
land. It was published in 1950 and is online as a pdf. Cocannouer grew up on a farm in 
Kansas in the late 1800s, taught conservation, biology, and agriculture, and served as 
an agricultural consultant for 50 years.  
 
In this book/pdf Cocannouer delineates the ecosystem services he has seen weeds 
provide. He was very concerned about the unbalanced state of farmlands in the U.S. at 
the time, due to the break in what he calls the weed-fertility connection. 
http://vanveenorganics.com/ebooks/Weeds%20guardians%20of%20the%20Soil%20%2
83%29.pdf  
 
Some more techniques that could be used within an 
agroecologically-based garden/ land design 
… as appropriate for a particular time and place, in the service of increasing 
biodiversity and therefore strengthening the land’s overall immune system. 
 

Certified Weed-Free Straw and Hay 
If you are buying straw, this is important for the prevention of infestation spread.  
However, as the California Invasive Plant Council website states [and this goes for 
certified wee-free hay and straw everywhere] “the term “weed free” implies it is a perfect 
product. It is important to know the limitations of this product. The inspection process 
cannot reduce the risk to zero nor are these materials inspected for invasive weeds not 
listed on the CEFA noxious weed list.”  
http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/prevention/weedfreeforage.php 
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Hand-Pulling and Digging 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Navy_030428-N-5422R-001_Sailors_weed_out_a_flower_bed_at_Brighton_Elementary_School.jpg 
U.S. Navy photo by Journalist 1st Class Crystal M. Raner 

 
 
Pull before the seed appears and in some cases before the flower appears. This can 
reduce infestations of List B and C species: plants which have simple taproots and 
which spread by seed (annuals) or by re-growing every other year from a basal rosette 
(biennials). It doesn’t eradicate List A species, plants which spread both by seed and 
root runners, which can go deep and wide. But you can keep the above-ground portions 
contained and thus keep them from spreading through seed, drastically reduce this 
method of spread.  
 
Use the above-ground portion before flowering/turning to seed as mulch or in cold 
compost, as long as the plant does not grow from any old vegetative part. If it 
does, don’t put it in cold compost. It belongs only, newly dug, in hot compost 
done properly (131 degrees F for at least 15 days). Or dry it and store carefully, so 
all parts are contained, as tinder for your winter wood stove fires.  
 
Sometimes just pulling is not enough; the whole plant must be dug up, roots and all. 
This works with annuals and biennials. Plant immediately with a cover or other crop or 
mulch heavily (six inches or more). Do not leave any bare ground. 
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Mowing 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawn_mower 

 
Mow before seed set; otherwise, you are spreading the seeds. You can rake up the cut 
part and use as mulch/cold compost (see caveat in bold directly above) or hot compost, 
or just leave it in place to add organic matter to your area; especially use it to cover any 
bare ground. 
 
We know of four kinds of mowing tools: electric and gas-powered hand weed whackers, 
sickles, scythes, and grass whips, and tractors. There are many more. Some of these 
take out the plants you want to select for, along with weeds and some allow you to cut 
only the weeds and leave the desired plants standing. 
  
Electric and gas-powered weed whackers: depending on the weed, weather, and other 
factors you might only need 2 or 3 mowings in a season, yearly. It’s heavy, noisy 
exercise, and you gotta know how to repair them. You can mow around any non-weeds 
you wish to save.  
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Scythes  

  
 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Scythe_(PSF).png 
Archives of Pearson Scott Foresman donated to the Wikimedia Foundation  
 

Quiet, lighter than a weed whacker, rhythmic when you get into it, evidently just as quick 
as weed whacker. Lots of history; one can geek out on this tool if so inclined. Learning 
curve to sharpen it well. Need to get the right scythe for your body. There are a number 
of excellent (scholarly and practical) scythe websites which offer guidance in getting 
started. You mow down everything in a given swath--you can’t select for plants you 
want to grow in that swath, but you can avoid swathing large non-weed areas. 
 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:NIE_Reapers_Sickles_and_Scythes.png 
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Sickles 

 
 
 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:NIE_Reapers_Sickles_and_Scythes.png 
Published 1905 New International Encyclopedia, 1905, v.16 p.740 

 
 
 
Sickles are easy to use and you can cut small patches or individual weeds, while 
leaving the surrounding grasses and other forbs you want to grow. They need 
sharpening every so often; use a sharpening stone. Simple, quiet, inexpensive, no 
moving parts so nothing to repair. Nowhere near as fast as the electric or gas weed 
whackers. They’re quiet, light, slower than the mighty weed whackers, but still exercise. 
You can mow a swath or get specific with a few blades of grass.  
 
A “high grass whip cutter” or “serrated grass whip” is a cross between a sickle and a 
scythe, having a longer handle than a sickle, but shorter than a scythe, with a blade 
more like a scythe, sometimes double-edged.  
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Mulching to Suppress 

 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mulch_J2.jpg 
Jamain 

 
Mulch suppresses weed growth as long as you apply it at least six inches thick.  Here 
is advice from the National Gardening Association via hgtv.com: 
 
“One of the best controls is a smothering mulch. This can be layers of newspaper or 
cardboard covered with a few inches of shredded bark, pads of straw, chopped leaves, 
partially finished compost or whatever you have available at reasonable cost. This 
keeps the weed seeds from germinating and as an added bonus feeds the soil as it 
decays.” 
http://www.hgtv.com/design/outdoor-design/landscaping-and-hardscaping/improve-wee
d-control-by-mulching: 
 
Landscape fabric, black plastic, rocks, old siding, old breathable tarps, old carpets, old 
clothes, old sheets, old blankets, cardboard, chipped branches and stumps, cut grass 
without seedheads, raked fall leaves, fallen pine needles, old straw, etc. can all be 
used, depending on your goals for your land.  
 
Here is more information on how to do it: 
http://organicgardening.about.com/od/organicgardenmaintenance/a/Mulch.htm 
http://www.no-dig-vegetablegarden.com/organic-weed-control.html  
 
And ideas from here: http://www.wikihow.com/Find-Inexpensive-Mulch 
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Weeder Geese and Chickens 

 
www.pixabay.com Letiha 

 
Weeder geese have been used successfully both historically and in more recent times. 
They are particularly useful on grass weeds [and some others, too] in a variety of crops. 
Chinese or African geese are favorite varieties for weeding purposes. Young geese are 
usually placed in the fields at six to eight weeks of age. They work well at removing 
weeds between plants in rows that cannot be reached by cultivators or 
hoes...http://www.agrisk.umn.edu/cache/ARL02964.htm  
 
Before spring planting, some growers put their chickens in their gardens to eat weed 
seeds and insects and then again after harvest for the same purpose. 
 
 

Organic Herbicides 
Note: applying an herbicide 1:1 (one herbicide to counteract one weed problem), 
rather than strengthening the ecosystem’s immune system by increasing 
diversity, follows the “substitution input model” of thinking that characterizes 
organic monoculture (see the section on Ecologically Based Pest Management) 
above.  
 
I have included these here because in the grand scheme of things some of these 
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could conceivably be used in a given time and place as part of an overall 
agroecologically-based garden/farm/land plan. 
 
Caution: if a certain amount of an organic herbicide works to a certain extent, that does 
not mean more will work better. Use carefully and judiciously. If using a commercial 
product, read the label and follow the directions. Don’t up any dosages or use in other 
than the recommended manner. 
 
This is from ATTRA, the National Sustainable Agriculture Information Service: 
 
Herbicidal soaps are available... made from fatty acids. [One] acts fast as a 
broad-spectrum herbicide, and results can often be seen in as little as five minutes. It is 
used as a post-emergent, sprayed directly on the foliage. 
 
Vinegar is an ingredient in several new herbicides on the market today…[two named] 
are post-emergent burndown herbicides. [For more information, see the article; link at 
the bottom of this excerpt.]...Vinegar is corrosive to metal sprayer parts—the higher the 
acidity, the more corrosive. Plastic equipment is recommended for applying vinegar. 
.http://www.agrisk.umn.edu/cache/ARL02964.htm 
 
This section on vinegar is from CSU Extension: 
“If you want to use something from your household to kill weeds, it would be much 
better to try vinegar [ie. don’t use bleach]. Sprayed on leaves of weeds, vinegar 
dissolves the cuticle ("skin") of the leaf, allowing the plant to dry out. This works well on 
annual weeds. Perennial weeds like dandelion, bindweed and Canada thistle will 
recover from this treatment to send up new shoots and leaves.”  
http://www.colostate.edu/Depts/CoopExt/4DMG/Weed/bleach.htm 
 
Do-It-Yourself Reference: 
“How to Kill Weeds with Homemade weed killer and other Natural Methods”  
 
This website addresses the following methods: 
Change Your Soil 
Companion Plants 
Smothering 
Flame and Steam--don’t use unless wet conditions; see county for regulations! 
Hand or hoe 
Corn Gluten--if you do not wish to have gmos on your land, it must be organic 
Herbicidal Soaps 
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Chickens 
Tilling 
Essential Oils 
http://www.no-dig-vegetablegarden.com/organic-weed-control.html  
 
More Information: in five seconds, you’ll see 9 ideas from this photo gallery: 
http://www.goodhousekeeping.com/home/gardening/advice/g777/homemade-weed-kille
rs/  
 
Sugar: 
Sweet End to Weeds;  research done in Australia: 
http://www.csu.edu.au/herbarium/woodlandweb/online-articles/sweet-end-to-weeds 
 
Another article on sugar for weed control 
http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/special/organic/using-sugar-to-kill-weeds.htm 
 

 
Soil Solarization 

 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/01/SOIL_SOLARIZATION.jpg/320px-SOIL_SOLARIZATION.jpg 
RAHUL143 

 
From the IPM Program at UC Davis: 
 
“Soil solarization is a nonchemical method for controlling soilborne pests using high 
temperatures produced by capturing radiant energy from the sun. The method involves 
heating the soil by covering it with a clear plastic tarp for 4 to 6 weeks during a hot 
period of the year when the soil will receive the most direct sunlight. When properly 
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done, the top 6 inches of the soil will heat up to as high as 140°F, depending on the 
location. The plastic sheets allow the sun’s radiant energy to be trapped in the soil, 
heating the top 12 to 18 inches and killing a wide range of soilborne pests, such as 
weeds, pathogens, nematodes, and insects.” 
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn74145.html 
 
Then we have to create healthy soil biology with what’s left. See Feeding the 
Soil Foodweb above. 
 
 
Pamela Sherman  
has lived and grown food with her husband at 8300’ in the Front Range Rocky 
Mountains for over twenty five years. She has permaculture training and applied 
agroecology training and applies both. She has foraged since the early 80’s in the 
Adirondacks and in Colorado. Contact: pamsher123@gmail.com  
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